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GLOSSARY 

General Terms 

BAPPENAS The national planning agency
BI Bank Indonesia (Indonesia's Central Bank)

BKD Bank Kredit Desa (Small 
 financial institutions similar to the FID village post 

units)
BPD Bank PengembangunDaerah (The provincial development banks)
BPR Bank PerkreditanRakyat (Smallholder Credit Banks or Com.nunity development 

banks rcognized and licensed since October 1988)
BRI Bank Rakyat Indonesia (One of five state-owned banks)

Cabang The corporate banking division of major state and private banks
 
DIPDA The provincial development budget for training

FID Financial Institutions Development Project
 

KUK Kredit Usaha Kecil (Small business credit)

SFI Small Financial Institution (Generic term for community level banks)
 

National Hierarchy 

Province First administrative level below national 
Kabupaten District (One level below a province) 
Kecamatan Subdistrict (One level below a kabupaten) 
Desa Village (One level below a kecainatan) 

FID SFIs and the Provincc- in Which They Are located 

BKK Badan Kredit Kecanatan (Central Java and South Kalimantan)

BKPD Bank Karya Produksi Kecil (West Java)
 
KURK Kredit Usaha Rakyat Kecil (East Java)

LKP Lembaga Kredit Kecamatan (West Java)
 
LPD Lembaga PerkreditanDesa (Bali)

LPK Lumbung Kredit Pedesaan (West Nusa Tenggara)

LPN Lumbung Pitih Nagari (West Sumatra) 

Exchange Rate 

US$1 = Rp2,070 
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OVERVIEW
 

The Financial Institutions Development (FID) Project, funded by the U.S. Agency for International
Development and lasting from 1985 to 1993, raised the capacity of small financial institutions (SFIs) to
deliver financial services to low-income groups in Indonesia. The first phase of the FID project began
in the provinces of Central Java, West Java, and West Sumatra; over the next four years the projectexpanded to East Java and Bali, and - under the 1989 project extension - to South Kalimantan and West
Nusa Tenggara. Most of the SFIs are owned by provincial governments and supervised by Provincial
Development Banks (BPDs). SFIs number 1,994, serving 109 kabupaten (districts), 1,295 kecainatan
(subdistricts), and 10,660 desa (villages). FID SFIs serve mainly rural, but also many urban and
suburban, markets. Many clients are involved in farm-related trade; others are in light industry, general
services, transportation, and handicrafts. Other institutions that provide financial services to the poorinclude the Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI) Unit Desa, the Bank Kredit Desa (BKDs), 12 kabupaten
branches of Bank Sampoernaat in East Java, new and independent Smallholder Credit Institutions (BPRs),
and some nascent operations by private commercial banks such as Perbanas and Bali Bank. 

Extensive resources were devoted to the project. Two long-term advisors expended 258 person
months and were supported by 98 person-months of local consultant subcontracting and 22 person-months
of short-term technical assistance. The overall project budget for February 1985 to May 1993 was $4.6
million, in addition to $5 million in loan capital earmarked for Central Java, West Java, West Sumatra,
and East Java. Approximately $4 million was disbursed over the project's first three years. Technical
assistance was coordinated through the BPDs. The Ministry of Home Affairs, the central government's
overseer of the provincial governments, has been the official, though not wholly appropriate, responsible
government ministry. For the last two years, FID's approach, emphasizing self-sufficiency of financial
institutions, has been targeted at the Bank of Indonesia (B), the Ministry of Finance, and local or 
regional authorities responsible for the BPDs or BPRs. 

The project's accomplishments have been documented. As of December 1992, FID SFIs had a loan
balance of Rp189.7 billion ($91.6 million) outstanding to 1,067,763 borrowers, and held the deposits of
1,558,319 savers. These figures represent increascs of 108 percent, 29 percent, and 48 percent
respectively over the last four years. Percentage of savings against outstanding loans is 55 percent.
Many SFIs, especially those in Central Java and Bali, began in January 1993 implementing new loan
application forms and management information system (MIS) forms and procedures in line with new BI 
regulations. Other provinces are ready to follow suit. The new forms have introduced aprofessionalism and sustainability to the SFIs. measure ofThe project has provided training to 13,365 person-units
(some people have been trained more than once) in loan management and recovery, credit analysis, cash 
management, general branch management skills, savings mobilization, and MIS input and procedures.
The FID project also has developed a standard operating manual for accounting and reporting, as well 
as a supervisory manual and a guide to savings mobilization. 

These accomplishments have occurred within a network that operates profitably at each branch.
Coverage under the project was excellent and continues to expand under the remaining system of SFIs.
Over the life of the project, 10.5 million loans were disbursed to 3.6 million people. As a whole theproject served 34 percent of the villages of the provinces in which it operated, covering 1.4 percent of
the total Indonesian population and 7 percent of the country's households, based on an average family
size of five. Tables I and 2 reveal the coverage data for and financial performance of FID SFIs. 
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TABLE 1
 
FID SFI COVERAGE DATA AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992
 

Province Loans Number of Savings Number of Number of Percent of 
Outstanding Borrowers (Rp 000,0001 Savers SFI Villages Served(Rp ,000,000) 1 in Province 

Central Java 48,946 498.591 12,500 506.258 510 60% 

West Java 92.721 214,379 59,630 488,999 326 42% 

West Sumatra 3,865 19,090 2,33 # 52,510 193 6% 

East Java 11.428 157,938 2.858 155,945 222 21% 

Bali 28,796 126.861 26.393 320,422 650 100% 

South Kalimantan 1,386 15,263 22 697 34 .1% 

West Nusa Tengoara 2.515 35,641 981 33.488 59 5% 

TOTAL 189,658 1,067,767 104,676 1,558,319 1,994 34%

aRp2.O70 $1
= 

TABLE 2 
FID SFI FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1992 

Province Net Worth Net Income Capital Return on Savings I Assets / StaffII(Rp 000,000) lRp .000,000) Adequacy Assets Loans Ratio Ratio 
Ratio (Rp ,000,000 

Central Java 15,394 2,940 34.6% 2.8% 25.5% 34.7 

West Java 10,954 3,854 14.8% 3.8% 64.3% 49.2 

West Sumatra 1,181 156 30.6% 3.3% 60.3% 6.3 

East Java 7.770 1,384 70.7% 10.9% 25.0% 22.3 

Bali 5,432 3,144 28.7% 19.210.8% 91.7% 

South Kalimantan 943 266 85.3% 17.7% 1.6% 16.8 

West Nusa Tenggara 1.490 537 75.6% 15.7% 39.4% 11.4 

TOTAL 43.164 12.280 27.2% 4.8% 55.2% 30.6 

Several other reports have evaluated FID or documented various aspects of the project. The intention
of producing this report is threefold: first, to record the status of the project upon its closing; second,
to review on-site observations and previous studies of the project to analyze the essential elements of the
FID experience; and third, to contribute to the thinking of USAID, the Government of Indonesia, private
institutions, other international donors, and the public and private financial communities in Indonesia and
in other countries about how best to promote financial services to the poor. 

Chapter One of this report, Financial Service Components, discusses the low-income sector's demand
for financial services, including savings and credit. It also covers interest rates, institutional safety, theinteraction of savings and loan recovery, essential credit and savings policies and procedures, and product 
mix. 

Chapter Two, The Macroeconomic Environment, highlights the role of infrastructure, financial andmonetary policies, population density, and externalities such as drought. Chapter Three, Management 
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and Institutional Structure, draws conclusions about appropriate institutional frameworks and staffing
patterns, as well as talk about the relationship between management and performance at the SFI and 
system levels. Chapter Four, Sustainability and MIS, details the actual performance and profitability of
the various FID institutions and draws conclusions about their sustainability. This chapter also describes 
the new monitoring and evaluation criteria recently adopted by BI for the SFIs, and goes on to discuss 
the appropriateness of these new meastres. 

Chapters Five and Six, Policy and Regulatory Issues and Nonfinancial System-Level Functions, are
related closely. The first of these chronicles the key regulatory, monetary, and economic policies and
procedures that have affected FID institutions. Chapter Six then deals with the matters of supervision
by policy makers and implementers of the FID institutions, as well as key aspects of training and 
spawning. 

Chapter Seven, on Intervention by Donors and Government, analyzes the role that these bodies have 
had in the FID project and how their inputs may be enhanced or modified. Chapter Eight, Summary,
encapsulates the most important facts and emphasize the key recommendations from the previous seven 
sections. 

Each chapter, with the exception of the last, succinctly states the key findings of this study, analyzes
the context and vital dynamics of the issues, and offers recommendations. Although the focus of this 
report is on FID SFIs, other comparable institutions such as i3RI Unit Desa and Bank Sampoerna BPRs 
are featured to provide additional context and deeper analysis. 
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CHAPTER ONE
 
FINANCIAL SERVICE COMPONENTS
 

CREDIT POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
 

Key Findings 

* 	 FID institutions use not just character-based analysis, but a web of credit assessment 
techniques and collateral proxies that change according to local market conditions (urban or
rural, level of involvement of traditional and government leaders, and the like), size of the 
loan, and type of business. 

* Because FID SFIs do not have a standardized procedure to pursue bad debts, efforts are 
often not cost-effective and bear limited rewards. 

Analysis 

FID SFIs use a measured and incremental approach in their evaluations of client credit risk. They
use varying degrees of formal collateral: for small loans, the character of the prospective borrower is
considered, whereas for larger loans collateral is legally and officially secured. During the initial
interview, lenders assess the perspective borrower's character, judging whether the person is telling the
truth about business and personal circumstances. As borrowers establish their creditworthiness, they 
progress to larger loans. 

Signatures obtained from village officials are insufficient in vouching for a person's character. The 
one major exception to this may have been Bali, where the traditional village adat system is still very
strong and well respected in the community. Elsewhere village leaders have capitalized on the feeling
of indebtedness that comes with approval for a loan. Some leaders have taken payments in cash or in
kind for the favor of their approval. Not all village leaders engage in this practice, but it has ironically
led to SFIs bringing in borrowers with questionable character. 

If the village authorities truly performed character reviews before proclaiming the honesty of
individual villagers, SFIs would decline the applications of more than the 1percent typically denied loans 
on the basis of character. In other words, it is unlikely that 99 percent of the Indonesian population is 
so creditworthy. Yet, the process of obtaining clearance from local leaders and using institutions with
knowledge and presence in the local market to screen applicants does make the act of borrowing much 
more public and does create convincing incentives for repayment. 

Although procedures and po!icics vary by location, SFIs' underlying approach to lending is the same.
Rural SFIs tend to make more use of the authority of local traditional or government leaders to determine
borrower character an] enforce repayment. Urban systems, because of the transience of their borrowers
and the breakdown of traditional hierarchies, depend more on collectable securities. All 	FID SFIs have
instituted an incremental approach: after faithfully repaying small initial loans (usually between Rp 10,000
and Rp 50,000), borrowers are allowed to receive subsequent loans in increasing ii,:rements of Rp
50,000, Rp 100,00, Rp 200,000, and beyond. This process sets a performance record, gives the SFIs 
time to know new clients, and limits risk from new borrowers. 
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Other credit analysis and risk-reduction approaches include (1)charging lower effective interest ratesby calculating interest on a diminishing balance versus a flat basis, but collecting reimbursable loan
origination fees ,or larger borrowers; (2) restricting loan use to productive purposes; (3) matching loansize to borrower repayment capacity, determined by savings behavior or quick tabulations of householdincome; (4) matching loan repayment terms to enterprise or household cash flow (most traders are onweekly repayment schedules because turnover in their businesses is rapid); (5)keeping loan applicationssimple and short (one page), while gleaning vital data; (6)establishing ownership of land or property withtitle documents, tax receipts, or deeds; (7) limiting loan terms to no more than a year in most cases,where loan amounts were less than Rp 10,000,000; (8)charging interest rates competitive with the localinformal and formal market, where, for example, Bali Lembaga PerkreditanDesa (LPD) interest rates are subject to negotiation with many applicants, and there are readily available alternatives to the LPDs. 

Most village staff, with the exception of East Java, are full-time SFI field staf'. This staffing patternconcentrates loan decision-making authority in the hands of those closest to the borrowers. The proximity
of authority to clients keeps turnaround for new loans to four working days, and approval for subsequentloans to two days or less. Faster turnaround fosters borrower confidence and loyalty, projects acompetitive image to local money lenders, and thereby creates more incentives for good repayment. 

Loans for nonproductive purposes, originated by only a few of the SFIs, are limited mainly tosalaried people and government workers, for whom debits for repayment can be automatically
administered through payroll deductions. This type of loan has been tried predominantly in urban or periurban centers, where there is greater competition among financial service providers, clients are morelikely to be formally employed, sophisticated banking services are more readily available, and clients havebeen more sophisicated and diverse in their demands on financial institutions. To limit risk, BRI UnitDesa urban offices have established a limit of 12 times salary as the maximum loan amount that aclient can receive for nonproductive purposes. So far, this has proven a reliable measure of borrower 
repayment capacity. 

Other techniques that reduce risk, such as savings mobilization, will be dealt with elsewhere in thisreport. Table 3 summarizes the key risk-reduction procedures, based on loan size, that are used across
Indonesian SFIs. Annex A provides acopy of a typical loan application. 

Procedures to trace and chase borrowers are less complex. Unless a delinquent loan amount isgreater than Rp5-10 million, depending on branch capital base, it is not cost-effective to initiate formal
collateral seizure. SFIs find that making claims on certificates of ownership, which effectively prohibitborrowers from selling the item (most often amotorbike), provides enough incentive for those in arrearsto pay. Alternatively, SFIs use modified incremental approaches in pursuing the delinquent borrower,
starting with a personal visit from the loan officer, followed by asecond visit (sometimes with the loanofficer's supervisor or branch manager in tow), moving to dunning notices from local governmentofficials, personal visits by BPD supervisors, and finally a request to meet directly with local traditional 
and government leaders, at least in rural areas. 
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TABLE 3
RISK-REDUCTION PROCEDURES BASED ON LOAN SIZE AMONG INDONESIAN SFIs ° 

Loan Size Collatral' Visit Business Interest Repayment Repayment Increment 
(Rp .000) Refore Calculation' Frequency Term 	 Eligibilityd (Rp)

Disbursement 

10 - 100 	 No No Flat Weekly 4 - 12 weeks 50.000 

101 - 500 No, but seek No Flat Weekly and 4 - 12 weeks 
locil character seasonally 
i eferenca 

501 - 2,000 Inquire about Occasionally Flat Weekly, 3 - 12 months 200,000 
asset monthly, and
ownership 

seasonally 

2,001 -	 Ask to sea and Usually Flat and Monthly 6 - 24 months 500,000 - 110.000 	 sometimes hold reducing, million 
documentation depsnding upon 
proving asset local markct 
ownership competition 

10.001 - Secure and Alwayc Reducing Monthly 12 - 36 months 1 - 5 million 
25,000 	 hold asset
 

ownership
 
documentation
 

25,001 + Legally attach Alwavs Reducing Monthly 24 - 36 months 5 million+ 
to secured
 

financial and
 
fixed assets,
 
and register a
 
pledge of
 
assets from the
 
client 

These are general guidelines and should not be construed in any way as mandatory policies. 

Steps taken are not mutually exclusive. For example, formal character references also may be sought for loans
larger than Rp 10,000,000. 
c With upgrading of skills and MIS capabilities, more SFIs are moving to reducing balance calculations for all loan 
clients. 

d These figures represent the customary maximum amount by which a subsequent loan is approved, assuming 
perfect borrower repayment performance on the previous loan. 

For most customers in arrears, this process leads to an informal rescheduling of debt repayment, withthe often underlying assumption that the borrower will pay when and in whatever amount it is teasible.
SF1 staff felt that most poor repayment behavior was caused by 	changes in family circumstances andpersonal or business-related calamities, not poor character. However, observations of the consulting team
and technical advisors indicate that there are real and controllable risks directly related to the borrower
and the business. The lesson here is that it is clearly more effective to hui!d in incentives and safeguardsin the credit review process than to depend on often futile and expensive badgering of poor performers. 

Recommendations 

(1) Maintain flexible policies and procedures that address varying market conditions and borrower and 
business sophisticition. 
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(2) 	Where traditional village bonds arn weak or absent, secure title documents and other similar 
certificates of ownership as a sign of borrower commitment and as a threat of seizure of formal 
collateral. 

(3) Build in incentives through fees, interest rate structures, or changes in nominal interest rates that
reward good repayment performance and recognize increasing sophistication of repeat and larger 
borrowers. 

(4) 	Continue incremental increases in loan amounts for good customers, but do not set rigid minimum 
and maximum amounts. 

SAVINGS ISSUES
 

Key Findings 

• 	Mobilization of voluntary savings is an imperative element of a successful financial
 
institution, for the myriad benefits it yields.
 

" Forced savings kills any incentives for the borrower to voluntarily set aside money or the 
financial institution to collect voluntary savings. 

* A mixture of term and passbook savings opens the opportunity to collect savings from a
bigger cross section of the market and generates more stable sources of funds, thus easing the
burden of obtaining sufficient capital and reducing the need for a high level of cash 
management sophistication. 

Analysis 

Voluntary savings mobilization is perhaps the most essential element of successful financial service 
institutions. Reasons for this include the following: 

* Giving clients a sense of community ownership in the institution without incurring the
cumbersome and frequently inefficient owner-management found in other institutional structures 
such as cooperatives; 

" Providing a source of local capital that reduces dependence on potentially mercurial donor funds 
and financial and political shocks that may derive from accepting outside money; 

" Offering poorer clients a source of liquidity, which is more important to them than loans;' 

It makes no intuitive sense nor is it substantiated empirically that poor people want to take on an extra debt
burden. Several studies have shown that people at the bottom of the socioeconomic stratum have a higher propensity
to defer purchases by saving than to go into debt to acquire something immediately. See Robinson, Marguerite S.,
"The Role of Sa'ings in Local Financial Markets: The Indonesian Experience," GEMINI Working Paper No. 33, 
November 1992. 
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" 	Supplying locally raised capital that produces a more manageable cash flow size and a velocity
that is more consistent with the loan patterns within the same market than do outside funds that 
may or may not have any relationship to the local timing or size of the need for loan capital; 

" 	Lowering the average financial cost of capital, as compared with commercial rate funds from the 
money markets or near commercial funds from aid agencies; 

* Meshing with historical patterns of saving for traditional events, which inspires creative marketing
and savings product ideas, gives the further impression of an institution being part of the 
community, and provides a predictable base on which cash and portfolio management decisions 
can be made; 

Aside from these benefits that accrue directly to the savings function and the overall management of
the SFIs, voluntary savings mobilization also can strengthen an institution's credit function in the 
following ways: 

" 	Acting as an excellent test of a client's capacity to -epay on debt, meaning that SFI managers can 
confidently conclude that whatever a savings client has stowed away over some period of time is 
a good approximation of income left after regular monthly expenses - in other words, money that 
could be used to pay off a new debt commitment; 

* 	Testing the propensity of a client to frequent the SFI, which will help the field officer establish 
rapport with clients, make vital character assessments, and develop bonds of trust; 

* 	Acting as fo,:m of financial collateral to which the SFI could legally attach, in the event of 
delinquency. 

True, an SFI first needs to prove it can lend and recoup money before it can gain the trust of the
community to take people's money and pay out principal and interest. Yet savings also encourages better
lending and allows for the cultivation of more trustworthy and better-known borrowers. 

FID institutions that have begun voluntary savings programs have relied heavily on three major tools 
to attract community savings: projecting an image of safety; being convenient to the market; and offering
competitive interest Security generally a problem Indonesianrates. 	 is not in most villages, but
professionalism by SFI staff and use of safes for cash portray acceptable images of safety. The semblance 
of safety also is achieved by maintaining financial strength and viability of the institutions. Either by
locating close to the market or by actively canvassing the market for clients, FID SFIs with voluntary
savings programs have lowered the cost to savers of 	putting funds in their institutions, which leads to
higher effective yields for savings clients. In most cases, FID SFIs offer interest rates in line with other
banks in the same market. Although BRI Unit Desa are not located at the village level, they have been 
enormously successful in attractirg savings not only through projection of safety and competitive pricing,
but by using a lottery system in which a ticket is given for each Rp 10,000 in deposits. As of March
i993 BR1 Unit Desa had on deposit Rp 3.427 trillion in voluntary savings, which was 198 percent of total 
loans. 

Most SFIs have released two major savings products to their clients, passbook savings and term 
deposits. Passbook accounts, with unlim;.ed withdrawals and interest rates about 1percent to 3 percent
above average inflation for the last few years (meaning 11 percent to 13 percent in nominal terms), tend 
to reach poorer, less sophisticated borrowers who like to put small sunis of money away on a regular
(usually weekly) basis. Term deposit services reach up in the market and offer interest rates 5 to 8 

http:unlim;.ed
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percent above average inflation (18 to 20 percent nominally). The consulting team did, however, observe 
an urban SFI that was offering 24 percent on 12-month deposits. 

Despite the freedom of unlimited withdrawals, most passbook customers keep money in accounts for 
six months to a year, taking it out on holidays or special family occasions. Term money's withdrawal 
restrictions could ease as yet unrealized SFI cash flow problems that might arise with passbook accounts. 

The SF )f East Java, West Sumatra, and South Kalimantan still have forced savings requirements. 
They usually demand 10 percent of the loan amount, which is collected before the first borrowing. Even 
with the relatively low opportunity cost of capital among poor clients, this practice represents a clear cost 
of credit. In fact, forced savings is a misnomer: it is a fee. Because several SFIs have not paid interest 
on these forced deposits and others have not paid back principal (which had already been assigned to 
reserves), the cost has been even more explicit to some SFI clients. l-arthermore, there is no evidence 
that taking forced deposits either encourages better repayment or sufficiently covers delinquent loan 
amounts. Arrears are no better at SFIs that take such deposits (many have experienced worse 
performance than those who take voluntary deposits), and 10 percent of a loan amount in decapitalizing 
cash or even an interest equivalent account rarely equals the amount of a delinquent loan. 

Recomrnendations 

(1) 	Assuming adequate loan portfolio performance and management, institute a pilot voluntary savings 
scheme within six months of SFI start-up. 

(2) Start offering 6- to 12-month term deposits and seasonal passbook accounts tied to traditional local 
events to maintain stability and predictability in cash management, and reach diverse market 
segments. 

(3) 	Back up deposits at new institutions or institutions with newly implemented savings programs with 
a repayable, limited-term soft money reserve. 

(4) 	 Offer market but not excessive interest rates that yield real positive returns for savers and are 
competitive with other financial institutions in the same market. 

(5) Apply sound and basic financial logic to interest rate setting, giving lower rates for more liquidity 
and shorter terms. 

(6) 	 Do not implement forced savings schemes, because they are unnecessary at best, misrepresentative 
of their true effects on client costs, and perhaps counterproductive. 
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FID MARKETS 

Key Findings 

" FID SFIs have captured niche markets and in most instances can still achieve adequate
portfolio diversification and size through origination of small loans and collection of sufficient 
savings to be self-sustaining. 

" In provinces such as West Java and Bali, where there are vibrant industrial economic sectors 
(clothing and shoe manufacturing, tourism, and the like), there are greater opportunities to
diversify the loan portfolio with larger and more sophisticated borrowers and businesses, and 
the poorer borrowers not directly involved in these industries have access to wealthier 
clientele. 

Analysis 

FID SFIs generally serve individuals from farm-related sectors who are mostly in trade and simple
light manufacturing. The SFIs not only have found markets previously ignored by formal financial
institutions, but also have provided the service of financial intermediation between buyers and sellers.
They have filled a void as a further catalyst to the rural economy of Indonesia by bringing people together
in commerce who otherwise might not have found the opportunity to trade or who have found the costs
of doing business with others (transportation to another village, high rates of interest for informal supplier 
credit) prohibitive. 

Because they are financial institutions and not targeted credit projects, FID SFIs have been able to
satisfy the liquidity needs of the low-income community This has meant providing both credit and
savings instruments that respond directly to client needs. It also has led to the provision of credit for a
broad range of enterprises that individuals may decide to enter based on their best estimate of the local
market in which they live and work. In urban and peri-urban markets, where competition in the financial
market is keener and clients are more savvy about formal banking, some SFIs have had the freedom and 
foresight to diversify their portfolios into consumer or household finance. 

Undergirding this ability to concentrate on the lower socioeconomic strata is a series of diverseprovincial microeconomies, especially on Java and Bali. With the strong agricultural sector and basically
good infrastructure these provinces have, businesses have expanded into adjoining markets in other 
villages or moved to more lucrative or open markets. 

Strong micro- and macroeconomic environments have direct impacts on small and microenterprises
and, by association, on the SFIs that serve them. Indonesia has been fortunate to have generated
impressive macroeconomic growth during the last 10 years. As a result, small and microenterprises have
established linkages to larger industrial sectors, and rural incomes have increased, which in turn means
that small business people have had increasingly better-off clients to whom they can sell. SFIs have
provided liquidity or finance to clients able to identify new or expanding business opportunities. 

Managers of better branches exhibited a deep understanding of the local microeconomy in which their
SFIs were located, in batdung, for example, a branch manager with more than 20 years of experience
knew that his best customers and those who had shown the greatest capacity for growth were those 
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attached to the local shoe-making industry. He had created innovative savings products and mobilization 
strategies to take advantage of the high number of workers who lived outside of the area but were 
employed by large local shoe factories. 

Recommendations 

(1) To guide SF1 location choice and product mix, adopt a formalized subsector approach to determine 
the most vibrant microeconomic sectors in a given area and single out those that have the most 
potential to be integrated into the larger industrial economy.2 

(2) Promote SF1 development in established or growing industrial economies. 

(3) Allow enough leeway in financial regulations to promote the design of products and services that 
serve specific niche markets. 

- Se:, boomgard, James J., et. al., "A Subsector Approach to Small Enterprise Promotion and Research," 
GEMINI Working Paper No. 10, January 1991. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

THE MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

MACROECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

Key Findings 

0 Stable and relatively low inflation isprobably the most important macroeconomic element
that concerns FID institutions, because nominal interest rates can be held down and because it
is easier tc maintain a capital base in a low and stable inflationary climate. 

Analysis 

Indonesia has benefited a great deal from low inflatonary pressures over recent years, with national
figures for 1991 and 1992 of 9.52 percent and 9.9 percent respectively. Provincial figures vary
somewhat, but Bali reported inflation rates approximately 33 percent higher than the national norm for a three-year period. Now inflation in Bali has returned to a stable position commensurate with the 
national figure. 

Relatively low rates of inflation reduce the nominal interest rates being charged on credit and offered 
on deposits. And because nominally high rates of interest are seen as unfair to poor people, low inflation can help to keep interest rates down and quell discontent. However, the more universal and perhapsmore important factor is tl it low and stable inflation enables balanced portfolio and cash management,
lowers the need for financial institutions to keep cash on hand, encourages the holding of financial assets 
(encourages savings behavior), and limits capital base erosion. 

Recommendations 

(1) Maintain interest rate liberalization and ensure open foreign exchange; these policies influence 
inflation most directly. 

POPULATION DENSITY 

Key Findings 

0 Population density isan advantage to the FID SFIs, but it is not an absolute necessity to 
operate a cost-effective financial institution. 
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Analysis 

Population densities vary across provinces. Many branches have been established in areas with high
population densities. In fact, some SFI sites on Java have densities of 600 to 800 people per square
kilometer. Many other branches have been successfully established in areas with much lower population
densities. 

One criterion developed by the FID technical assistance team for establishment of new SFIs was aminimum population density of 60 people per square kilometer, which works out to approximately 1,200
to 1,400 customers per branch, based on a representation area of a 20-kilometer radius. This density
should give sufficient scope for the SFI branches to achieve sustainable status while at the same timelimiting the growth potential of the branch to a manageable level. Yet it would be incorrect to 
concentrate on population density as the key determinant of SFI location and viability. In fact there is 
a three-way framework that better captures the true dynamics of the density issue: density, infrastructure, 
and diversity. 

Communication and transportation infrastructure are most important. In many of the outer island 
areas of Indonesia, electricity is not always available and telephone service to branches is rare. The road
network is still being developed in several outlying areas, making access by borr.wers and savers alike 
very difficult, particularly in the wet season when torrential rains quickly turn dirt roads into impassable
quagmires for motorcycles, which are often the only form of transportation available to the SFI branches 
or their clients. 

The importance of diversity in the local economy was described in Chapter One. Diversity ismeasured both by linkages to other sectors and by the number of people in a given area devoted to a
specific sector. Thus dense populations do not necessarily yield sufficiently vibrant markets. Lack of
infrastructure may make cost-effectively reaching even densely populated areas prohibitively expensive.
And single--industry economies or ones not linked to other sectors, regardless of density, may be 
impossible to serve on a financially self-sustaining basis. 

Because dense populations are demographic magnets, the greatest proliferation of SFIs, BPRs, and
other similar institutions is found on Java and Bali. However, market oversacuration of SFIs can be aproblem. In Bali, for example, only 10 of 1,200 customers at one LPD are borrowers at other banks,
but at another LPD less than a 15-minute drive away the market saturation point has probably been nearlyreached already in three years of operation, loans per family having reached 1.6. Both branches are
currently very profitable and have excellent portfolio quality. Yet the second branch already finds itself
in a money velocity problem, because there are fewer good clients to whom the LPD can lend. Thus
there has been pressure to make larger single loans and to review seriously clients of a higher risk (those
residing outside the immediate market radius, engaging in more marginal businesses, seeking loans for
nonproductive purposes) than would otherwise be considered. The first LPD servts an area r' about 12 
square kilometers. Within this area there are about 5,000 people, or 417 people per square kilometer.
The second LPD has a smaller potential market size of 3,000 people, but the inhabitants occupy an area
of nine square kilometers, yielding a population density of approximately 333 people per square 
kilometer. 

This study did not allow for broader or more in-depth comparative analysis. However, population
densities of the two LPDs are both well above the minimum, and both operate amidst excellent
infrastructure. Holding all else equal (management capabilities, staff proficiency, and the like), the
second branch is apt to face some problems because its market lacks sufficient diversity (gold and 
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silversmithing predominate in the area) and has a limited population size. In addition, the branch cannot
expand outside its current geographic area, because other established LPDs and BPRs are at every border. 

Those who advocate the establishment of BPR units in every kecanatan of a province, for whatever 
reason, regardless of population density and other criteria, need to seriously consider the long-term
economic viability of the SFI branches. A minimum base population is required; the size of the base 
p,pulation needed for economic viability of an SFI branch is directly related to the given capital base of
the branch. As the capital base of the branch increases, either through outside capitalization or generation
of retained earnings, the population base and market economic diversity needed to sustain economic 
viability must increase. Table 4 proposes a framework for making decisions about SFI location. 

TABLE 4 
DECISION-MAKING MATRIX FOR SFI LOCATION 

Issue Illustrative Questions 

Density * What is the geographic size of the area to be covered by the SFI? 
0 How many families, heads of households, and potentially economically active people are there in the 

designated area?
 
* 
 Are the-, periodic influxes of people who do not live within the designated area. but who come 

through for work or market trading? 

Infrastructure * What is the condition of the roads within and surrounding the service area? 
* Are communication and electrical servic& to the area reliable? 
* Is the area particularly mountainous or susceptible to inclement weather? 

Diversity a Is there a factory -)r other major industrial employer in or near the service area? 
* Is the local economy diversified beyond agriculture and agriculture-dependent businesses? 
a Do any linkages exist through subcontracting or other arrangements between small businesses and 

larger counterparts? 

Recommendations 

(1)Use the density-infrastructure-diversity matrix to decide on SFI location and viability. 

(2) Quantify the costs to the SFI and to the clients of outreach, including transportation and 
communication and accounting for client costs of travel and time away from the business. 

MONETARY POLICIES AND EXTERNALITIES 

Key Findings 

Tight monetary policy, a recession, and drought in the early 1990s indirectly constricted the
rural credit market and also led to poor lending decisions, especially for BRI Unit Desa, which 
were forced to lend to large customers who had not paid off loans to the larger BRI divisions. 

0 
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Analysis 

In 1990 the Ministry of Finance of the Government of Indonesia authorized two hikes in the prime
lending rate. This tight monetary policy did not directly affect the lending operations of the SFIs. 
Because they did not and do not raise their capital on the open markets, these Government of Indonesia 
policies, designed principally for the control of the primary banks, did not directly affect the SFIs. 
However, what happened among the BRI Unit Desa should serve as a lesson and send a clear warning. 

BRI 	Unit Desa were apparently forced into poor lending decisions - lending to large customers of 
BRI corporate banking branches to cover overdue interest payments on the customers' loans from BRI. 
These loans for refinancing in turn have become hard-core delinquencies on the books of the Unit Desa 
and 	will shortly be written off. 

Perhaps part of the blame for the decline in portfolio performance can also be attributed to BRI Unit 
Desa staff's lack of experience and expertise to handle the more sophisticated lending procedures required
for 	larger loan processing. The staff chose to lend large amounts to new, first-time borrowers who had 
no proven loan repayment capability, rather than to proven borrowers. 

This experience teaches that SFIs should be organizationally shielded from policies, procedures, and 
operations for which they are not suited. They do not have the staff expertise, the capital base, or the
market knowledge to handle bad hand-me-downs (or even good overflow customers) from their large 
corporate lending colleagues. 

Rural areas were hit first by severe drought, which was followed by extensive flooding the next 
season. Multiple crop failure lowered income and repayment capacity among SFI clients. Dips in 1992 
SFI loan disbursement and repayment performance across all provinces, especially Central Java, reflect
this reality. In spite of the commendable diversity achieved in the Indonesian macroeconomy, many
people in the country and the institutions that serve them remain vulnerable to changes in the agricultural 
sector, which still directly or indirectly supports so many in the lower socioeconomic strata. 

What discrete effect the recession has had on lending operations in the provinces is difficult to 
determine, although some of the blame for the poorer 1992 performance must be fixed on the recession. 
Economic activity at the low end of the scale is vulnerable and not self-contained. Rather, shocks that 
ripple through the national or regional economy affect poorer people, sometimes disproportionately. 

Recommendations 

(1) Maintain stable financial policies, particularly those directly affecting inflation, such as foreign
exchange rates, prime interest rates, and government expenditure. 

(2) 	Separate policies, procedures, and functions of corporate lending from micro- and small enterprise 
finance. 

(3) 	Look for lag effects of changes in macroeconomic policies and conditions that may manifest 
themselves only in lower levels of the economy later in the adjustment period. 

The practice of lending to cover interest owed on previous loans is one reason that monetary policy was 
tightened in the first place. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

MANAGEMENT AND INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE 

INSTITUTIONAL LOCATION 

Key Findings 

SProximity to tile market, through Unit Desa or kecamatan level banks with village posts
(post desa) is imaperative to the outreach, savings mobilization, credit review, disbursement, 
and collection functions.' 

Analysis 

Several advantages derive from locating an SFI near the market it serves. First, a nearby location
enables the SFIs to hire local people and collect information about the local market through them, thereby
becoming a part of the community's daily life. Second, locating near the target market lowers the cost
of outreach and client monitoring at the SFI and lowers the costs to clients of reaching the branch. Third,
having a physical presence in the area served conveys an important sense of community ownership and 
permanence, not projected by distant or occasional contact. 

Branch proximity helps determine staffing levels necessary to cover a given market area and number
of people. Branch location also can influence the type of client reached. One Bandung SFI located in 
a peri-urban and densely populated area maintains a ratio of about 200 clients to 1 field officer.
However, in practice, staff see only 100 clients per month, concentrating on new borrowers and those
in arrears. Among 19 people on staff in a Bali LPD, 8 do nothing but collect savings from clients within 
a three-kilometer radius from the branch. As of April 1993, the branch had 3,102 passbook savings
accounts and 241 term accounts, necessitating adding 16 people to the number of staff that had served
the branch since 1986. FID SFIs maintain a range from 60 to 225 clients per employee, which varies
according to population density, geographic coverage, and type of savings mobilization - active 
canvassing of markets or more dependence on interest- and term-based incentives. 

The client-staff mix decision also is influenced by the presence and location of subordinate branches.
Many SFIs are located at the kecamatan level. However, if the main branch is not situated in the village,
as in Bali ana West Sumatra, then there are almost always post desa set up in a number of villages in the
kecamatan. The vast majority of the post desa are staffed by regular full-time SFI employees. In East
Java or where market potential is less evident, they are staffed on an intermittent but regular basis with 
agents who work under a commission or incentive scheme. 

This model of a central branch with satellites seems to be very useful. It limits fixed costs of
reaching economically viable but potentially more isolated villages. The approach allows for an element 
of experimentation at minimal costs in untested markets. Using agents not only limits costs, but also 

' "Post desa" is a composite of English (post) and Bahasa Indonesian (desa or village) but is treated here as an 
Indonesian term for SFI representative offices at the village level. 
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allows testing of potential new full-time staff, providing full employment to people who would otherwise 
be underemployed and generating greater zeal for debt collection and savings mobilization through the 
commissions and incentives. Several FID SFIs use stalls at village markets or underutilized office space 
as low cost and proximate centers for their post desa, whether they are open every day or only on certain 
days. 

Evidence of how variations in market proximity can make adifference in the type of client served 
can be found in acomparison of FID SFIs with BRI Unit Desa. Even though they are called Unit Desa,
the BRI branches are actually situated at the kecanatan level. FID SFIs are either located in villages or 
have established post desa really at the village level, as satellites to kecamatan central offices. BRI still 
serves a relatively poor but certainly more affluent client than most of the FID SFIs, based on 
comparisons of average loan and deposit sizes. FID SFI average loan size is$130 ($92, if West Java is 
excluded), whereas BRI averages $500. Average savings accounts at FID SFIs are Rp 67,172 ($32).
At BRI the average is Rp 335,980 ($162). 

Recommendations 

(1) To achieve portfolio diversity, limit costs of outreach, limit client transaction costs, and facilitate the 
servicing of lower socioeconomic strata, establish an SFI at a level subordinate to the district, and 
set up part-time and permanent village posts, depending on the economic viability of a village area. 

(2) Quantify the tradeoff between setting up an operation at various distances from the target market, the 
radius that needs to be covered for branch financial viability, and client contact design (mobilization,
monitoring, rapport building) to establish fieldworker-to-client ratios for savings and credit services. 

PROFESSIONALISM 

Key Findings 

* 	 Professional and experienced management of a branch, at whatever level (village,
subdistrict, or district), makes an absolute difference in branch performance, as seen by
comparisons of institutions in the FID project and others, such as BRI and Bank Sampoerna. 

* 	 Management incentives tied to overall branch profitability and growth have played an
 
important role in distinguishing the good from the bad SFIs.
 

Analysis 

Branch performance correlates positively to experience and management motivation, but not 
necessarily to higher levels of education. Because underemployment isa national problem, lawyers and 
college honor graduates frequently end up running SFIs. BRI has recently stipulated that Unit Desa 
management and staff must have university degrees - a needlessly high standard according to several 
people in the bank. In fact, the performance of BRI Unit Desa and solid SFIs led by collcgc-educated 
management was 	not noticeably better than that of their less-educated counterparts. What emerged as a 
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clear indicator of good performance was the amount of experience a given branch manager had in the 
particular market and business of smail enterprise finance or banking. 

It also was clear that performance incentive schemes based on blended rates of loan repayment, loan
disbursement, and savings mobilization encouraged management to do a better job. SFI branch managers 
are 	urged to participate in setting branch performance targets and to encourage their staff to meet the 
targets. Yet BRI has gone a step further, regarding Unit Desa managers as on the fast track for
promotion to positions in the cabang bank or larger Unit Desa, particularly if the managers can achieve 
their performance targets. In contrast, SFI managers achieve the pinnacle of their career aspirations when
they become branch managers. This pattern does not seem to cause undue co1 ,.ern among SFI Staff, who 
have been given no promises regarding promotion prospects, but iLdoes ignore a potentially more 
powerful incentive for profitable behavior. The differences in the quality of management and drive to
succeed were clear by the lovel of sophistication at which more experienced SF1 managers and BRI Unit
Desa managers as a whole could discuss cash management techniques, portfolio management, creative 
financial product design, trend-based forecasting, and other more complex issues. 

The other side of this phenomenon -sstarting to emerge among the new BPRs. New owners of BPRs 
are often not bankers, and they are required only to hire a manager with no less than one year of banking
experience. Exact data were not available, but it seems clearfairly from interviews with several
responsible officials that many BPRs are on the brink of failure, in part because of lack of sufficient 
management expertise. 

Recommendations 

(1) Develop national employment standards for SFI managers, based on an excellent high school record 
with good numeracy and literacy, as well as at least five years of relevant banking experience. 

(2) 	Institute performance incentives, succession tracks, and coordinated training for all staff, integrally
tied to branch and personal performance for those variables over which the employee has reasonable 
control - for example, rate of savings mobilization for field staff. 

(3) 	Develop national standards and accredited courses in management, accountancy, financial 
management, credit analysis, and other relevant disciplines that would reliably measure management 
potential and capability. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SUSTAINABILITY AND MIS 

PERFORMANCE AND PROFITABILITY 

Key Findings 

* 	 Having accumulated 20 years of bad debts in many of the previous systenfis ad having just
begun to write these off, some SFIs still have poor asset quality, and others have set aside 
paltry and inadequate loan loss provisions. 

* High effective interest rates, booking of unrealized interest revenues, and under-reporting
of true costs have given a significant cushion even to SFIs with poor repayment performance
- meaning that pressure to lower interest rates for either economic or social reasons will 
jeopardize the viability of the poorly performing branches. 

* In many cases interest rate structures for credit have yielded misleadingly high profits. 

Analysis 

Many SFIs have begun aprocess of cleaning up their balance sheets by writing off uncollectible loansand setting aside financially prudent loan loss ratios. However, they are often dealing with accumulatedbad debt from previous programs in the same institutions, which mounted long before the FID projectintervened. The project's introduction of financial skills, policies, and systems has provided an incentive 
for and mode of improving the management reporting function. 

Yet, barriers still hinder full reform and compliance. Provincial governments have incentives forprofit maximization through their ownership of many SFIs. However, they are similarly motivated toshow profits as retained earnings or as community contributions, rather than write down bad debts or set 
aside adequate loan loss reserves. 

Given that branch equity is in the hands of these same owners and not more widely distributed andsubject to broader securities regulation, SFI equity is effectively cost-free. Chapter One of this reportdealt with the lack of proper accounting and payment of interest on savings, especially forced savings. 

Lack of knowledge about accounting principles and inefficient management information systems ledto poor aging procedures. STrls whose loan loss provisions are mere fractions of the percentage of theportfolios in delinquency are common. Branch managers commented to the consulting team that they haddecided on the loan loss provision not by sound financial calculation, but by consensus among localleaders about what would probably never be collected. Faith in the community's ability to encourage
repayment outweighed the impulse to follow proper accounting procedures. 

Among SFIs charging interest on a flat rate, interest isoften accrued to the income statement and thebalance sheet prematurely. This procedure incorrectly bolsters current income, thus improving the picture 

r )7n7) ," 1,(! 
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of profitability. It also is dangerous because the process may very well count income that is never paid, 
if the borrower defaults on part of the loan later in the repayment term. 

Loans from government agencies, which have been a source of capital for some SFIs, are often rolled 
over, and only the interest is paid. The Kredit Usaha Kecil (KUK) loans from Indonesia's large banks, 
about which there will be more later in this report, are particularly susceptible to this practice. The 
rollover practice allows for single infusions of capital to be counted as a primary bank's yearly
contribution, even though they have made only one loan. Outside contributions of capital also frequently 
have led to overcapitalization of branches, creating incentives to maintain unrealizable assets on the 
books, especially when branches cannot find enough bona fide clients to lend to. Because of 
overcapitalization, scme branches were not achieving good velocity. Velocity of lending is very 
important in the early stages of financial institution development, if the institution is to serve the low
income market with the small loans needed and achieve financial self-sustainability. 

Effective yearly interest rates ranged from 42 to 80 percent, mainly depending on whether there were 
forced savings or other fees, interest rate computation on fixed or declining balances, and length of terms. 
The rates may seem high, but lowering them would be ill-advised for three main reasons. First, although
SFIs are profitable individually, these profits tend to be overstated, for the reasons stated above. Thus, 
mandating lower interest rates could seriously jeopardize the financial health of some branches. Second, 
despite their knowledge, experience, and presence in the market, most SFI managers still consider the 
poorest borrowers an extreme risk. Whether these managers would continue to lend to the poorest if 
interest rate ceilings were imposed is doubtful. Third, servicing many small loans is an expensive 
undertaking, even for the most efficient SFIs. !t would be unrealistic to expect these branches to cover 
all of their financial, operational, and overhead expenses at much lower interest rates. 

Recommendations 

(1) Rationalize incentives for BPDs and provincial government owners of SFIs by broadening equity 
ownership. 

(2) 	Ccntinue to support the upgrading of financial management reporting procedures and policies. 

(3) 	Reduce capital requirements and limit outside capital infusions to encourage more turnover of capital 
and more prudent financial accounting. 

(4) 	 Maintain a liberal interest rate regime in which SFIs can price to the market, so that successful 
operations spur competition (as in Bali, for example), thereby lowering market interest rates. 

PROGRESS IN IS 

Key 	Findings 

* 	 Where the new FID-developed management information system (MIS) has been
 
implemented, the capacity to manage effectively has been greatly enhanced and brought in line
 
with changing BI standards.
 

" 	 An MIS for monitoring and evaluation by supervisory bodies has been introduced; however,
 
forecasting programs for SFI management have not been effectively implemented.
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Analysis 

The technical assistance team developed a computerized MIS to assist the BPDs in monitoring
individual SFI branches and consolidated provincial performance, but this system was reluctantly
abandoned at the end of 1992 when BI introduced new legislation requiring SFls to file reports in asomewhat different format. No formal legal regulations regarding reporting of SFI branch performance
existed previously. 

The BI MIS, which is referred to as the CAMEL rating system (for capital adequacy, asset quality,
management performance, earnings, and liquidity) has four classifications: 

1.Sehat - Sound 
2. Cukup Sehat - Fairly Sound 
3. Kurang Sehat - Poor 
4. Tidak Sehat - Unsound 

Classifications I and 2 are acceptable under the BI system. This system contrasts with the previous
system used by branches in all provinces until the end of 1992, which had five classifications: 

Class I - Baik (Sehat)
 
Class 2 - Sehat (I ratio unsatisfactory)
 
Class 3 - Cukup Sehat (2 ratios unsatisfactory)

Class 4 - Kurang Sehat (3 ratios unsatisfactory)
 
Class 5 - Tidak Sehat (4-5 ratios unsatisfactory)
 

Observations inCentral Java by the consulting team revealed that many branches previously classified 
as I or 2 under the old system barely made level 3 or 4 under the BI system. Some of the discrepancy
derived from lack of accounting and financial reporting skills and lack of diligence. However, some
differences could be blamed on inappropriate BI measures. 

Here are some examples of where the CAMEL system designed for large primary banks will require
modification for application to the SFIs and BPRs. To achieve the top rating in the current CAMEL for
capital adequacy, a bank must achieve 8 percent. However, the system-wide average for FID SFIs is27.2 percent, with the lowest at 14.8 percent. Given infusions of cheap capital from outside sources and 
very high reported and actual profits, most SFIs are currently overcapitalized. So the current CAMEL
performance rating is not meaningful and hides other problems. BI inspectors ask bank managers 250
questions at each audit. This may be too many for the primary banks; it isextremely excessive for SFIs.In the present CAMEL measure of liquidity, one of the apolied ratios includes "call money."' SFIs do 
not use call money. 

BI has had time to review the one-yardstick approach for all banks (including BPRs). In discussions
with the consulting team, BI head office staff revealed that new regulations are being prepared for a 
separate CAMEL yardstick especially for the BPRs. Some ratios will be changed, and the 250 questions
on management will be reduced to 125. However, determining the most appropriate measures offinancial and institutional viability for SFIs will take time. One place policy makers may want to begin 

Call money is debt that can be claimed prior to maturity. It is often used in the Indonesian context as a mode 
of interbank financing. 
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to look is the FID technical assistance team's report on this subject, which takes a constructive look at 
Bl's CAMEL and suggests some alternative criteria for the SFIs.' 

SFIs were to commence reporting under the original CAMEL system in January 1993, but BPDs 
have experienced a number of problems with computer hardware and supply of incomplete data from the 
SFIs for the new MIS format. Further confusion is likely because of the introduction of additional 
regulations for the amended CAMEL system. 

By and large, the MIS of most SFIs was a hand-recorded operation, but a number of SFI branches 
recently progressed to the use of computers, which have been purchased out of the branches' retained 
profits. This progress is found mainly in the more experienced SFI branches in older FID provinces. 

The FID technical assistance team has introduced modified balance sheet and income statement forms. 
as well as a monthly activity report, which have greatly enhanced SFI branch reporting efficiency, 
accuracy, and understanding. Copies of these app'ar in Annex B. The activity report is a particularly
useful tool in quickly assessing both trend and static data about portfolio performance, branch 
profitability, client demographics, and administrative performance. With the exception of the last data, 
all of this information is extracted from the client application forms and the routine loan and savings 
transaction records. 

Forecasting based on the current MIS has been introduced as a concept, and software has been 
provided, although few SFIs have used it. The reasons for underutilization of the tool stem from the 
loop-hole in management incentives and lack of financial management skills, both mentioned earlier in 
this report. BR! has developed a forecasting model, again based on the information already in the MIS,
which is an integral part of management performance measurement. A copy of the model appears in 
Annex C. 

Recommendations 

(1) 	Research and then modify the ratios and management performance questions in the CAMEL, 
adopting a different set of criteria under the same basic headings. 

(2) 	Rationalize grading systems in the transition from provincial to national ratings. 

(3) 	Introduce a computerized accounting system that is compatible with manual recording at the point 
where hand-tabulated information is delayed too long for effective reaction by management or data 
integrity is compromised. 

6 See Development Alternatives, Inc., "The Criteria for Measuring the Soundness and Performance of Small 
Financial Institutions," Jakarta, Indonesia, January 1993. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

POLICY AND REGULATORY ISSUES 

INFLUENCE AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL 

Key Findings 

" The Government of Indonesia, in particular BI, has been notably accommodating and
responsive to FID SFIs and other similar institutions, accepting and strengthening a fait 
accompli, rather than reinventing or destroying the system. 

* Indonesia has effectively allowed the development of a secondary banking system since 1970 
- de facto prior to 1988 and de jure with the enactment of Pakto 27 in 1988. 

Analysis 

Aside from indigenously generated efforts to promote rural development, early experimentation began
under USAID's Provincial Development Project of the early 1980s. The project concentrated on
strengthening provincial development and planning capabilities and included provisions for developing 
new and strengthening existing rural credit institutions. There were few guidelines from the central 
government on establishment of credit systems, and as a result many systems were tried with mixed
results. In general, early attempts on the outer islands failed, mainly becat,se of the absence of a clearly
defined system and fa:lure to follow the system that was provided. 

Greater success was achieved in Central Java, where an existing kecamatan system was already in
place and the Badan Kredit Kecamatan (BKK) branches began to flourish. A much-improved system was
forged over time that became the model on which systems for the outer islands were based. However,
the provincial governments still had the final say on what system they wanted, so the offshoots finally
agreed on bore no strong resemblance to the parent system, and each province elected to name and 
manage its offspring differently from the parent. 

The Government of Indonesia made tl'e first major changes in 1983, with legislation freeing deposit
and lending rates, eliminating credit ceilings, and reducing the number of programs qualifying for central
bank liquidity credits. This did not have any real bearing on the SFIs, which were permitted to
proliferate virtually unhindered. Perhaps the reason they were left alone was that they were not; garded 
as banks, because they were not licensed and therefore not permitted to mobilize voluntary savirngs. The
only exceptions were the Bank Karya Produksi Desa (BKPD) branches in West Java, which were 
established under previous banking law that recognized them as banks and permitted their mobilization 
of voluntary savings. 

It was not until 1988 when Pakto 27 was introduced that any formal attempt was made to recognize
the existence of the SFIs. Under Pakto 27, the SFIs were permitted to mobilize voluntary savings and 
apply for registration as BPRs. This was the first step to control the proliferation of SFIs. Before Pakto
27 there were 5,345 BKDs under BRI superN sion and 383 Bank Pasar (roughly equivalent to BPRs)
under BI supervision. Since Pakto 27, BI has recognized 1,963 LDKPs (earlier versions of SFIs), 
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including 217 BKPDs in West Java, 202 BKK BPRs in Central Java, and 77 LPN BPRs in Bali, all under 
BI supervision. Furthermore, 1,663 SFIs are under provincial BPD supervision, and 896 independent 
BPRs are supervised by BI. 

In 1989 BI introduced a bank rating system to monitor the performance of the BPRs. As a direct 
result of this legislation, the FID technical assistance team was eventually able to influence all of the FID 
provinces to convert to a uniform accounting and reporting system. 

The Banking Act (Law No. 7) introduced on ,,arch 25, 1992, formally required the SFIs to convert 
to BPR status by October 30, 1997. Under the act, the BPRs are also required to maintain an acceptable
level of performance and to operate in a prudent and efficient manner. Annex D is a copy of the Banking 
Act. A subsequent regulation regarding introduction of a minimal capital base of Rp50 million for new 
BPRs was introduced on February 26, 1993 (see Annex E). This regulation also restricts the operation 
of the BPR to within the boundaries of the kecamatan in which it is based, which may or may not be 
appropriate depending upon density, infrastructure, and diversity of the market. 

Policy directives have tended to strengthen the market-oriented approach to economic development.
The significant exception is perhaps PAKJAN (Decree No. 22/81 KEP/DIR), which requires major banks 
LO place 20 percent of their loans (KUK funds) with small enterprises. This is an ongoing annual 
commitment, and it is obvious that many ban.s are having difficulty meeting this condition. However, 
it isunclear whether this is loan capital base or total capital, which is meant to cover such items as land, 
buildings, machinery, and equipment, as well as working capital for wages and other start-up operating 
costs. 

Bank Exim has elected to lend KUK funds to SFIs. However, responsibility for repayment of the 
loan will likely fall to the BPDs as depositories for excess liquidity because in most instances the 
infusions lead to overcapitalized and overliquid SFIs that cannot turnover the added funds in their 
portfolios. The solution for BPDs will likely be to roll the debt over each year indefinitely. The end 
result may be that the SFIs get a substantial one-time injection of KUK funds, which may well discourage
the mobilization of voluntary savings. If other banks follow the Bank Exim example, then the SFIs and 
BPRs could be forced or improperly induced to make larger loans, which they are incapable of handling. 

Recommendations 

(1) 	Amend PAKJAN to permit in-kind contributions or seconding of staff to BPRs and SFIs through the 
BPDs to satisfy the branches' contribution to small enterprise development (this approach would 
control overcapitalization, provide exciting opportunities for promising junior staff, fill SFI voids in 
training or management skills, and facilitate an exchange in which major banks could better learn 
about the low-income market). 

(2) 	Restrict outside capital infusions to 5 percent of current capital up to Rp 200 million to be released 
in quarterly tranches over a one-year period, subject to satisfactory branch performance over the 
previous quarters, to encourage branches to mobilize term deposits and savings but restrict lending 
to their capacity to perform at an acceptable level. 

(3) 	Explore the possibility of having provincial governments establish limited escrow accounts with part 
of the initial outside capital to motivate the new branches to initiate savings mobilization and protect 
depositors' money. 
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INFLUENCE AT THE PROVINCIAL LE V-EL 

Key Firdings 

" The provinces that have the best run and most market-responsive institutions are those where 
local officials, especially from the BPDs, have taken a keen and supportive interest in the 
FID institutions. 

* Where government ownership and supervision have been meddlesome, FID SFIs have 
performed belew institutions in the private sector and those with more autonomy to establish 
their own credit and savings policies. 

* In some provinces, most notably in East Java, government has issued regulations that, in 
effect, micromanage the branches, limiting their ability to meet changing market and 
management needs. 

Analysis 

In Central Java and Bali, in particular, local officials both traditional and governmental have been
notably supportive of SFIs. They have encouraged and financed regulation, training, infrastructure
development, and communication among SFIs and BPDs. They have included the lending institutionsin village development plans, but have not burdened the institutions with tasks outside the institutions'
skills or purpose. In short, they have allowed SFIs to meet the financial needs of the market, and 
provided the environment in which SFIs could flourish. 

Some provincial government officials have impinged on technical areas of responsibility in many ofthe provinces. The heavy involvement is perhaps a holdover from earlier days when provincial
governments were very much involved in the establishment of the SFIs. All of the credit systems wereestablished with provincial government funds obtained from Government of Indonesia budget allocations(and with USAID assistance), and provincial government officials were ir.itially responsible for 
disbursement of budget allocations. 

Situations such as the one in West Java - where local government sets interest rate ranges every sixmonths or so, based on the regulations that have always governed the BKPD system - are common.In East Java, there was no central government legislation gc verning the operation of the KURK system
when the initial village branches were introduced. These branches were staffed by part-time workers,and perhaps it was thought that they needed to have rigid instructions to ensure that the guidelines wouldbe followed. he option takc': by the provincial government at that time was to produce a credithandbook, issuea with an ,ccompanying document signed by the governor, which set all of the credit and
management policies of the branches. The booklet was very specific, even including details of maximum
and minimum loan amounts. These imits have since become meaningless, and are a hindrance rather 
than an aid to the SFIs. 

As the SFIs are converted to BPRs and more move to self-sustainability, the provincial governments'
direct involvement should decrease, leaving the day-to-day supervision of the branches to BPD staff.Provincial government officials should only be involved in policy decisions and in providing an enabling
atmosphere. This level and nature of assistance is particularly important for government-owned and -run 
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institutions, where the incentives and responsibilities of ownership, supervision, and support often blur 
and cause inefficient overlap. 

RecommendatioiLs 

(1) Give the Banking Act (Law No. 7) precedence over provincial law to encourage wider 
standardization, widen BPR ownership, and upgrade ISFI skills and performance. 

(2) 	 Amend or repeal intrusive provincial or local government legislation that mandates technical 
involvement by government or that undermines positive national legislation. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

NONFINANCIAL SYSTEM-LEVEL FUNCTIONS 

SUPERVISION 

Key Findings 

* Except for Central Java and West Sumatra, the lines of reporting for the SEIs are too
centralized and do not make enough use of the BPD branches to carry out routine daily and 
monthly supervisory tasks. 

* 	 In some cases, Bali and West Java in particular, there are muli'ple and overlapping bodies
claiming responsibility for supervision, creating inefficiencies and reverse economies of scale 
and no better supervisory diligence. 

* 	 By its own admission, BI does not have the human resource capacity, eitl' r in terms of
numbers er competency, to monitor even the current number of BPRs adequately , much
less 	the additional ones expected to form over the next 4.5 years. 

* 	 Costs of training and supervision are heavily subsidized by provincial and district 
governments, and subsidies do not constitute a stainable solution to an important component of 
the system. 

Analysis 

Under the Banking Act (Law No. 7) BI is responsible for the development and supervision of banks,
including BPR branches. The act draws a fine distinction between licensed banks and nonbankinstitutions.7 Nonbank institutions shall be granted the status of Smallholder Credit Banks (BPRs) by
fulfilling the procedures stipulated in the Banking Act. 

The BI Head Office has delegated the responsibility of direct supervision of the BPRs to branchoffices. Additional BI branches will be established if provincial governments wish to expand the number 
of licensed BPRs currently under their ownership. 

Supervision efficiency has been impaired in many provinces by provincial and district governmentofficials becoming involved in technical areas of responsibility rather than establishing policy guidelines
and adopting a supportive role for the BPDs, which have the responsibility for day-to-day technicalsupervision. Part 	of the problem centers around BPD's excessively centralized management structure.BPD bears responsibility for hiring and firing of SFI staff and controls the financial purse strings for
everything from purchases of equipment and training programs using provincial budget funds down to
the level of staff salaries and bad debt provision and write-off approval. 

' Refer to Article 58 of The Banking System (Law No. 7) found in Annex D. 
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To avoid any possible overlap of perceived responsibility by provincial and district government
officials, clear lines of responsibility need to be drawn as to who is responsible for the provision of day
to-day techn;cl supervision of the SFIs. The provincial systems consist of many individual bianches,
and the perfoimance of these individual branches varies agreat deal. Monitoring aggregate performaince
gives -.global picture, which is useful to an overview, but there is little point in monitoring aggregate
performance unless the branches are all well managed and supervised. 

The complete supervision process should consist of three components: 

" Clinical analysis; 

* Treatment; and 

" Post mortem analysis. 

The clinical analysis should be based on the early warning CAMEL system, which classifies branches 
under four basic groups mentioned earlier: Sehat (Sound), Cukup Sehat (Fairly Sound), Kurang Sehat 
(Poor) and Tidak Sehat (Unsound). These data are best collected through an intermittent, but diligent,
auditing process. In short, BPD personnel would careftilly review financial reports, check compliance
with internal cash-handling procedures, determine the timeliness and accuracy of reporting, and question 
management on any discrepancies or problems. 

After analysis of the data, a clear picture should emerge as to which branches need attention to 
reverse deteriorating trends. The treatment stige should include prescriptions for actions needed to rectify
specific problems such as worsening arrears and shrinking ratios for capital adequacy, asset quality, 
earnings, or liquidity. 

The post mortem function comes in to play when the branch has collapsed and a clean-up operation
is required. The appropriate BI branch and BPD would carry out valuation and disposition of assets,
retrenchment of management, settlement with depositors, and determine takeover or liquidation strategies. 

The revised CAMEL system will enable clinical analysis by BI, but this is likely to be passive 
analysis. given the sheer volume of data to be processed and the limited number of staff available to 
undertake the task. Unless away can be found to further delegate responsibility for clinical analysis and 
treatment, the only service actually provided by BI branches to the BPRs likely will be a post mortem 
service. BI officials interviewed for this report indicated that ideal ratios for properly covering all three 
responsibilities are 30:1 for SFIs and 10-15:1 for BPRs. The higher ratio for SFIs recognize3 the role 
and ownership by the BPDs. 

To date, the supervisory role has fallen on the BPDs, but there appears to be a reluctance for the 
supervision facilities to grow at the same rate of growth as the SFIs. This situation can only be expected 
to worsen as more branches are established and the work load on supervisors increases. In effect,
supervision of day-to-day operations of the SFI branches isprovided by the BPDs, but the ratio of BPD 
supervisors to the number of branches supervised, as well as the ratio of supervisors to SF1 branch staff 
numbers, isstill too low, particularly in the newer branches where SFI staff and borrowers are relatively
inexperienced and deteriorating trends can quickly develop. In addition, BPD branch staff are often not 
fully committed to the supervision process. 
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Part of the apparent reluctance to use more supervisors may stem from the substantial additional costs
for the BPDs. Details of supervision costs for all provinces were not available, but figures for Central
Java, where there are 510 SFls, were Rp260 million per year. 

Similar inadequacies in BI's supervision of the BPRs became apparent during discussions with BankIndonesia Bali branch staff, and in conversations with BI headquarters officials. At this stage, they areresponsible for the supervision of 164 licensed BPRs, and indicated that it takes two people from five to 
seven days to complete audit functions. With existing staff numbers they can handle only three audit
inspections per month. This means that branches could only be audited once every 4.5 years. This
calculation does not take into account the 650 existing L'D. that .!H be co..ve't' to 81R status overthe next 4.5 years or the additional 655 branches that are likely to be developed in the future to meet the
provincial government goal of one branch in each village. Furthermore, LPD branch staff numbers have 
more than doubled to 2,967 during th,; past three years. 

BRI 	has effectively decentralized supervision of its BRI Unit Desa by making generous use of its
branch network. Unit Desa are supervised three times a week by brancn personnel. They review thecorrectness of reports, suggest improvements based on key indicators, and, for serious arrears problems,
go into the field to help collect bad loans. Annex F provides a diagram of the SFI supervision hierarchy. 

Recommendations 

(I) 	License the BPDs to suprorvise and draw the lines of responsibility for supervision of the SFIs so that
they lead to direct 3PP oversight of organizational and staffing issues, while maintaining the overall
responsibility for the soundness cf the national banking sector in the hands of BI. 

(2) Continue positive responses to SFIs by working to strengthen BI brainches and BPDs to facilitate
devolution of supervisory and monitoring responsibilities to those best positioned to handle them. 

(3) 	Through a participative approach, involving all levels of government, enact legislation that setsnational regulations and standards but places enforcement responsibility closer to the BPD and SFI 
levels. 

(4) 	 Encourage BPDs to consider recruiting seasoned SFI branch managers as BPD branch supervisors
to take advantage of their wealth of experience, and their knowledge of the local market, and to offer 
opportunity for succession where none now exists. 

(5) Initiate public and private partnerships in conjunction with accreditation in professional accountancy
to bolster BI and BPD staff levels and competency in financial management accounting and auditing. 

(6) 	 Second private bank staff to BPRs and SFIs to raise levels of professionalism and ease temporary
skill and manpower deficiencies. 

(7) 	 Decentralize the MIS for monitoring and evaluation by the BPDs to the BPD branches to speed up
data input, evaluation, and reaction. 

(8) Considering that SFIs respond better to advice and guidance from experienced officers from large
and successful financial institutions, such as the more mature SFIs and BPDs and the BRI system,
place senior experienced staff in supervisory positions, increasing the sophistication of their training
and remunerating them accordingly. 
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(9) 	 Charge a percentage of profit rather than merely allocating to the BPDs a proportion of the total cost 
of supervision, to encourage BPDs to take active roles in provision of effective supervision facilities.
If the branches are profitable, then BPD will recoup costs for provision of supervision services and 
may even make a small profit, depending on the percentage set for the service (10 percent would be 
appropriate). 

TRAINING 

Key Findings 

" West Sumatra, Central Java, and West Java have built training facilities with little planning 
as to how they may be used cost-effectively, thus leading to their underutilization. 

" 	 At some provincial levels, namely in West Java, Central Java, and Bali, there has been a
 
standardization and level of credibility given to training and skill. 
 However, there is no 
national training program for BPRs, although the FID project, BI, the BPDs, and numerous 
other bodies have offered some training. 

Analysis 

SFI training centers have been constructed in three FID provinces (West Sumatra, Central Java, and 
East Java). In the other four FID provinces, facilities are available within the BPD offices or can be
rented nearby. It is clear that the three SFI training centers constructed under FID would not stand up 
to cost-benefit scrutiny. 

Two of the training facilities visited (in Central and East Java) were not being used at the time of the 
visit. This may have been because centrally coordinated DIPDA (Provincial Development Budget) funds 
for provincial governments are rarely available before July (the financial year for government funding
begins on April 1st), which means that as long as the training program is totally dependent on provincial
government funding, training will be restricted to a nine-month period. Any provincial government funds 
remaining unspent at the end of the financial year must be returned to the Government of Indonesia. 

BPD Central Java officials indicated that RplOO million was available for the 1993-1994 taining 
programs from a provincial government allocation. In East Java there was no provision in the provincial
budget for the 1993-1994 training program for SFI staff, even though it was stated that 150 SFI staff
needed to be trained. It was not clear whether BPD East Java will proceed with the training program for 
1993-1994. The uncertainty is exacerbated by the !oss of the FID project, which, through its structured 
training regimen, had acted as the impetus for the dissemination of the DIPDA funds. 

In general, the BPDs regard this type of subsidy as their role to assist in provincial development of 
the SFIs. However, the BPDs are under pressure to act as prudent bankers and dL ieast biieak even, or 
make a small profit on their operations. A nerpetual subsidy can become an impossible burden for the
BPDs, particularly if provincial governnients wish to expand the number of BPR units within the 
province, which will involve greater paiticipation of BPDs in training and supervision. 
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The extent of the burden in each province is difficult to gauge, but figures for supervision andtraining obtained from BPD Central Java indicate that these costs are currently Rp520 million per year(this figure does not include motor vehicles, which will have to be replaced at some stage and on anongoing basis). The cost has been set off against interest earned on Ministry of Finance and USAID loanfunds on-lent to the SFI branches. As these loans are gradually repaid, the interest set-off will decrease,
and the burden will increase. If there is no specific allocation within the provincial government budgetfor SFI supervision and training, then the BPDs are left with the choice of accepting the loss or
economizing on the cost and extent of services provided to lessen the loss. 

The heavy training subsidy problem has been addressed in part by agreement in principle to theallocation of 5 percent of the SFIs' staff salaries and wages to the cost of training SFI staff. However,
this proposal has yet to be implemented. Aset-aside of this size would cover about 75 percent of training 
costs. 

The long-term technical assistance team, with the help of some short-term consulting, has prepareda wide range of training materials including an operating manual for accounting and reporting; an auditing
and supervision procedures manual; instructions on lending i "ocedures; guidelines for the computerizedMIS; materials for curriculum development; and pamphlets on cash management, financial management,
and savings mobilization. A detailed study also was also undertaken in January 1992.' Therecommendations in this report have been well addressed by the technical assistance team. The mostsignificant of these were the establishment ofjob descriptions and qualifications, from which have flowed
better designed and directed trlining. (See Annex G.) West Java, Central Java, and Bali have been
particularly successful in implementing the core training agenda. 

Within the FID project there has been a marked standardization and improvement in training.
However, country-wide and outside of the FID SFls, there remains too much diffusion of training
resources. In addition, what is offered is often inappropriate for SFIs. BI offers only loan management
training at a national level for the BKDs. 
 Various private training businesses offer generic management
training. LPPI, a national training organization, probably does not have the reach and scope to bringmore standardization to SFI training, and its courses are inappropritc for the skill level existing orneeded among the SFIs. BPDs routinely offer training in conjunction with technical assistance and
supervision that they provide to the SFIs. 

The FID advisors have done an excellent job of establishing a core curriculum. The project
effectively introduced the concept of including training in a systematic process of human resourcedevelopment. The wide acceptance of the percentage set aside from branch wage expenses showed that
SFIs were willing to put a value on their training, and indicated that they themselves viewed it asworthwhile. The FID-based training was tied closely to factors that determined individual and branch
performance, thereby equipping staff to advance on the employment ladder. It was clear that many of
the other training schemes throughout the country did rot meet these standards. 

8 McKinnon, E. Edwards, and Yustina Rostawati, "Training and Personnel Needs," DAI consulting report, 
January 1992. 
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Recommendations 

1) 	 BPDs should project training needs, at least on an .mnual basis, and include a detailed budget for 
training courses, a timetable for courses to be implemented, and a detailed list of course participants 
taken from the provincial human resource database. 

(2) 	The SFI training centers should actively market the use of their facilities by private and government
owned banks in the province as wcll as by government agencies and private enterprise to cover costs 
as much as possible and disseminate techniques to other nongovernraent sectors. 

(3) All BPDs should immediately implement the 5 percent set-aside from wages of SFI branches to cover 
costs incurred by the BPDs for SFI staff training and branch supervision. 

(4) 	 The Government of Indonesia should coordinate training at a national level to achieve standardization 
of training material over all provinces. It should create an institution that could offer a wide 
selection of training materials and a distance learning program, and coordinate closely with BI, which 
could guide the organization on training needs of BPR staff determined by monitoring BPR branch 
operations. 

SPAWNING 

Key 	Findings 

" 	 Ownership of BKKs in Central Java, LPNs in West Sumatra, KURKs in East Java, and LPDs 
in Bali has not been addressed but will become more of an issue as more of these register to 
become BPRs. 

* 	 It is unclear how FID SFIs will achieve licensed and registered BPR status and what will 
happen to those that cannot satisfy the minimum requirements at the end of the five-year 
period (October 1997). 

Analysis 

Ownership of BKPDs and LPKs in West Java has been split between provincial and district 
governments, the latter having a majority shareholding. In Central Java 85 percent of each SFI will be 
owned by the provincial government, and the remaining 15 percent will be held by the BPD. However, 
clarification of ownership is i!,.quired by BI prior to conversion to BPR status. BI needs to know who 
owns the branches - the desa, the kecamatan, the kabupatengovernment, or the provincial government 
- and who will be responsible for the branches if serious management problems develop at some later 
stage. 

The informal financial institutions have until October 30, 1997, to become licensed MaPRs. This 
deadline gives ample time for the institutions to demonstrate that they can perform the tasI:s expected of 
them in an efficient and professional manner. BPRs will have to comply with BI reporting requirements 
and standards of performance. Failure to maintain a satisfactory level of performance could result in 
withdrawal of a unit's license to operate as a BPR. BPRs must perform these tasks: 
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" Follow policy guidelines in lending procedures; 

* Achieve lending and arrears targets; 

* Introduce and expand a savings program; 

* Introduce and expand term deposit facilities; 

" Maintain proper books and accounts; and 

" Promptly prepare and submit reports. 

Under the new CAMEL system, if a BPR's classification slips to poor or unsound and within ninemonths cannot be raised to at least Level 2 (Fairly Sound) for three consecutive months, then its operating
license can be revoked. The ability of the BPDs to continue to operate on a profitable basis will be the 
acid 	test.
 

Compliance with the reporting requirements should not be any real problem for the FID SFIs because
they have already converted to the CAMEL system. However, they will have to adjust to the amended
CAMEL regulations introduced in the near future. If history repeats itself, then unlicensed BPRs arelikely to be allowed to continue, according to responsible officials within the national planning board
(BAPPENAS) and BI. The continued unofficial status of some SFIs will require diligence on the part
of BPD supervisors tc monitor them as closely as they do new BPRs. 

Recommendations 

(1) 	Require SFIs to accept all of the financial burden for supervision and training costs by October 30,
1997, the deadline set by Bank Indonesia for conversion to BPR status. 

(2) 	Continue technical assistance directed at the SFIs to assist with transition of SFI branches to BPR
branches, spawning of new BPRs, and standardization of the accounting and reporting system. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

INTERVENTION BY DONORS AND GOVERNMENT 

CAPITALIZATION 

Key Findings 

" Capitalization with soft loans or grant funds is not only unnecessary in most cases, but is 
also counterproductive to SF1 institutional development. 

• Financial intermediation, bridging between informal and rural financial systems and
large formal financial systems, meets market needs at both ends and encourages a breadth
and depth of financial and institutional development not possible through targeted programs. 

Analysis 

FID SFIs have received approximately Rp3 billion from the Ministry of Finance and $4 million from
USAID over the course of the project. The loan term set by the Ministry of Finance was 20 years with 
a 3-year grace period. Interest on the USAID funds to Government of Indonesia was 3 percent. The
Government of Indonesia in turn lent these same funds to provincial governments at 4 percent, withrepayment over 20 years. The provincial governments then lent the money to the SFIs at 12 percent,
requiring repayment over a period of two to five years. 

KUK funds, however, have far outweighed the others, amounting to about $16 million in the last yearalone. The possibly deleterious effects of overcapitalization have been dealt with earlier in this report.Yet, provincial governments may have difficulties finding sufficient funds to cover expansion of the BPR 
system in the large waves that are being asked for by various constituencies in the country. Perhaps someallowance should be made by BI for in-kind contributions by provincial governments for land and officebuildings and other similar start-up costs. Certainly the Bali experience demonstrates that branches canbe started with much less capital than the Rp50 million currently projected, if a vigorous savings
mobilization program is initiated at the outset. 

As shown in the statistics in the beginning of this report, the FID project has been very successful 
at achieving financial intermediation. Namely, markets have been bridged, low-income people havebenefited from the provision of liquidity from financialformal institutions, and all of this has beenachieved profitably at the branch level. Many of the FID SFIs have progressed to the third stage offinancial viability, one step from commerciil viability.9 Under conservative assumptions, a recent studyshowed that BPRs could turn a profit within four years and sustain a return on assets well above 6 percent- more than three times the current CAMEL benchmark - with an investment of less than $50,000.(See Annex H.) This model "nd the lessons of FID have revealed that small amounts of initial capital, 

' See Rhyne, Elisabeth, and Maria Otero, "The Financial Systems Approach to Microenterprises," GEMINI 
Working Paper No. 18, April 1991. 
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combined with an aggressive savings mobilization scheme, create the right base for builking financially 
self-sustainable SFIs. 

Recommendations 

(1) 	Limit soft money or grant funds to seed capital, research and experimentation, and subsidization of 
low-cost recovery activities such as client training. 

(2) 	 Seek formal and informal linkages among net borrowtrs. net savers, and net investors. 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

Key 	Findings 

* 	 Standardization and rationalization of disparate MISs, credit policies, and operational
 
procedures across the various provinces may be FID's greatest achievement, and it is a role
 
that needs to continue.
 

* 	 Indonesia has been a laboratory for financial services to the poor, some institutions using
 
the financial systems approach and many programs operating concurrently (FID, BRI,
 
cooperatives, and private banks), a!lowing for real and sustained comparisons of techniques
 
and institutional structures.
 

Analysis 

The technical assistance provided under FID, especially from long-term advisors, has played a vital 
catalytic role. By working mainly at the provincial and national levels, the advisors were able to 
standardize and upgrade numerous skills in many institutions. These institutions in turn have helped 
millions of low-income people in the country to improve their businesses, increase household income, 
and meet household liquidity demands. It is fair to say that fewer people would have been served if the 
intervention had been at a !ower level. Intervening at a national level gave legitimacy to the project's
work, opened access to influential decision makers, and led to the scale achieved by the project. It would 
be inaccurate to say that Bl's forward thinking about tie need to manage SFI proliferation and amend 
CAMEL resulted from the FID project. However, FID has definitely had some effect on the thought 
process through example and through direct exchanges. 

The high-level institutional mode of technical assistance delivery also ensured that SFIs and BPDs 
would not b.come dependent on expatriate staff to perform operational tasks. The FID team concentrated 
on policies, procedures, and training inputs to enable BPD and SFI staff to absorb and apply the new 
concepts. The project developed flexible and comprehensive guidelines that have determined product 
design. mix, and delivery. The guidelines have given SFIs a solid foundation in fundamental management 
information, both in hardware and software and in processes and procedures to improve collection, 
storage, use, and appropriateness of the information. 
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The Government of Indonesia recognizes five models of credit for the poor: FID, BRI, cooperatives,
self-help groups, and government direct assistance. BKDs and village posts below the /:ecamatan level 
are currently the preferred models, because they are perceived as reaching best to the viHage level. As 
poverty alleviation moves up on the national agenda, small enterprise finance projects and institutions will 
!lave to show that they can efttLrtively serve the society's poor. Although there was respectful recognition
within the Government of Indonesia of FID's many accomplishments, there were some reservations 
expressed by some that it did not seem to reach far enough down to the village level. 

The numbers presented earlier and the post desa institutional location of most SFIs would support
just the opposite view. The successful application of essentially the same systems and procedures in three
different institutional settings - namely the provincial and local government-owned FID SFIs, the BRI
Unit Desa, and Bank Sampoerna's BPRs - lends legitimacy to the model. Clearly, indonesia's 183
million people across the archipelago are not homogenous, and FID SFl have adapted to local conditions 
under the essential methodologies outlined in this report. In addicion, nongovernmental organizations,
self-help groups, and cooperatives have not achieved the client reach, financial performance, or 
sustainability of the FID SFIs, BRI Unit Desa, or Bank Sampoerna BPRs. 

Government recognizes that it is important for SFIs to operate on sound business and banking
principles. There is also a keen desire that they operate with a sense of (and also tangible) ownership
by the community. Furthermore, several officials are very interested in a project that would combine 
fi-ianc'al and nonfinancial assistance in the same institution. 

Recommendations 

(1) Coordinate with interested officials at BI and BAPPENAS to confront the regulatory and training
problems identified in the SFIs and BPRs by supporting a training and technical assistance project
emphasizing appropriate regulation for SFIs and standardized professional development for SFI and 
BPD staff. 

(2) Continue to promote financial systems, not targeted credit projects. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

SUMMARY 

FID has led to the development of a basic system for SFIs that is responsive to changes in policy,
demographics, and other factors in various provinces and branches. The systems main components are 
these: 

* Setting competitive interest rates that cover overhead, operational, and financial costs of the 
branches;
 

* Generally limiting loans to productive enterprises; 

* Maintaining a portfolio mix of loan size, business type, and loan maturity; 

" Determining loan repayment regularity based on expected business and household cash flows 
(weekly, biweekly, monthly, and seasonal); 

• Keeping most loan terms to less than 12 months; 

" Maintaining flexibility in loan increment ceilings for initial, second, and subsequent loans; 

" Capitalizing on local leadership and knowledge; 

" Actively encouraging voluntary savings and deposit products and promotion. 

There are other important features of FID SFIs. They motivate staff using controllable variables thataffect branch profitability. Having heavily emphasized risk-avoidance policies and procedures,
rarely resort to the expensive and often disappointing route of seizing collateral. 

SFIs 

The technical assistance team has played a vital role in bringing greater standardization to SFIprocedures and policies, which has strengthened individual SFIs and the BPD systems of which they are 
a part. Impact has been greatest in MIS development; in provision of comprehensive training materials
in management, accounting, supervision, and savings mobilization; and in the regulatory area. 

The Government of Indonesia is most interested in achieving two broad objectives: broadening anddeepening the delivery of financial services, especially to the poorest in the society, and effectively
managing the prudent proliferation of SFIs, BPRs, and other similar institutions. The lessons of rile FIDproject are instructive about how SFIs can reach far down the socioeconomic ladder on a financially self
sustainable basis. This has been recognized by BI, BAPPENAS, and others at the provincial level. The
SFIs supported by FID could use some continued assistance as they tvy to implement many of the changes
that have come about in the last year, mainly in the field of MISs and reporting. However, otherprovinces have yet to benefit from ,ither the basic or advanced systern-level technical assistance of FID,
and these may be appropriate beneficiaries of future interventions. 

BI would like to continue its trend of accommodation, and has recognized the problems it has
supervising the SFIs. BI does noi have the staff level or experience to monitor the sector effectively.
In addition, many of the ratios and premises of the current CAMEL rating system are inappropriate for 
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SFIs. Explicit requests have been made for assistance in determining how the human capital and rating
problems can be solved. The FID experience should contribute tremendously to solving these problems. 

There are opportunities to make more use of partnerships among private and government institutions. 
The length and complexity of the FID experience can provide solid leads to setting correct financial 
performance measures. Based on SFI experiences with outside capital, effective alternatives can be
suggested concerning the size, distribution, and use of commercial rate, soft loan, and grant capital. The
FID model has been replicated in other institutional settings and in diverse parts of the country and has 
proven its strength and resilience. 
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ANNEX A
 

LOAN APPLICATION FORM
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Loan Application 

[SFI Name: 

Borrower No. 

A. PERSONAL DATA 

1. Name: 2. Status: M C B 3. Age: yr 

4. Address: 5. No. in household: persons. 

6. Employment: 7. Land status: (i) Owned: M2 (ii) Used: M2 

B. LOAN DETAILS C. BUSINESS ACTIVITY 

1. No. of loans received: 1. Importance of activity: U Si S2 other: 
2. Loan use code:_ 2. Turnover period: H M B other: ___months. 

3. Expected use of loan: 3. Income estimate per turnover: 

a. Rp._ a. Sales Rp. 
b. Rp. b. Expenses (-) Rp. 

c. (+) Rp. c. Profit Rp. 

Total use: Rp. 4. Wage expenses per month: Rp. 

Own contribution (-) Rp. 5. Total workers (i) In family _ pers.ons 

Total loan: Rp. (ii) other _persons 

AGREEMENT 

Borrower 

Village Head 

D. DECISION 

1. Rejection with reasons: 2. Agreement: 

a. Loan amount Rp. 

b. Interest rate % per 

c. Loan term d. Loan repayment 

Rp. _ per_ 

e. Collateral Value Rp._ 

SFI Manager 

ARC/SPPIUNB 1992 
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ANNEX B
 

OTHER FORMS
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MONTHLY ACTIVITY REPORT 

Province/Branch: Month: Year: 

Name of the SF: 

Loans Disbursed in Current Month (Rp .000) Passbook and Term 
Deposits 

Loans Disbursed Passbook Term 
Gender Total Rp Rp 0- Rp 501- Rp > No. of New Borrowers New # of Clients # of 

500 1000 
-r~po 

1000 Borrowers (Rp) Borrowers 
No.) 

Clients 

Male 

Female 

Portfolio Classifications Amount JRp) Number of Lo Staff Composition 

Current 
Male 

In Arrears Female 

Doubtful 
t Villnge Coverage 

Bad No. of Villages 

Total Loans Outstanding No. of Village 
Posts 

Loano Written Off this Month 

Management Score Maximum Rating_ 

1. Overall Management Score according to Bank Indonesia 30 

2. Evaluation of Office Conditions by the SFI Supervisor 

a. Appearance 3 

b. Condition 3 

c. Safety 3 

Total -9 
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BALANCE SHEET 

Province/Branch: Month: Year: 

Name of the SFI: 

ASSETS 

No. Category 

1. Cash 
2. Checks 
3. Bank Indonesia: a. Certificates of Deposit 

b. Other 
4. Inter-bank deposits 
5. Promissory notes 
6. Securities 
7. Loans: a. Loans outstanding 

b. Reserves 
8. Fixed assets and inventories: a. Purchase cost 

b. Accumulated depreciation
9. Other office assets 
10. Other assets 

Total Assets 

Account Code 

100 
119 
123 
1179 
130 
149 
169 
171 
172 
211 
212 
221 
230 

290 

J Rp ,000 

Li 

LIABILITIES 

No. Category 

1. Current liabilities: a.Government 
b. Other

2. Savings 
3. Total 4eposita 
4. Bank Indusib 
S. Bank borrowings 
6. Loans received (KUK) 
7. Intr&-bank liabilities 
8. Miscellaneous liabilities 
9. Capital a: Paid-up capital 

b: Contingent capital 
10. General reserves 
11. a. Profit 

b. Loss 
Total Liabilities 

Account Code 

311 
319 
320 
330 
349 
350 
369 
391 
400 
421 
422 
430 
441 
442 
490 

Rp 000 

6)
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INCOME STATEMENT 

Province/Branch: Month: Year: 

Name of the SFI: 

No. Category Account Code Rp ,000 

A. Operatinti Revenue 100 
1. Intere,-,t 

a. From Bank Indonesia 119
b. From other banks: i. Demand deposits 121 

ii. Time deposits 122 
iii. Loans outstanding 123 
iv. Other 124 

c. From 3rd parties (non-bank): i. Loans outstanding 126 
ii. Other 129

2. Commissions: a. Loans 151 
b. Other 159 

3. Other operating income 170 

B. Operating Expense 180 
1. Interest
 

a. To Bank Indonesia 191 
b. To other banks: i. Time deposits 194 

ii. Loans outstanding 195 
iii. Other 199 

c. To 3rd parties (non-bank): i. Time deposits 203 
ii. Savings deposits 206 
iii. Other 209

2. Insurance 239 
3. Salaries 241 
4. Rent 250 
5. Honoraria 260 
6. Taxes 270 
7. Repairs and Maintenance 280 
8. Depreciation: a. Fixed assets 291 

b. Loans 299 
9. Materials 300 

10. Other operating expense 310 

C. 1. Operating profit (A-B) 320 
2. Non-operating loss (B-A) 330 

D. Non-operating revenue 340 

E. Non-operating expense 390 

F. 1. Non-operating profit (D-E) 450 
2. Non-operating loss (E-D) 460 

G. 1. Profit in current year 470 
2. Loss in current year 480 

H. 1. Profit last year 530 
2. Loss last year 540 

I. Income tax 555 

J. 1. Net income 560 
2. Net loss 570 
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ANNEX C 

ANALYSIS OF BRI UNIT DESA
 
PERFORMANCE
 



-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BRI UNIT DESA PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
 

.ocation of unit: 
 Name of unit:
 
;upervisory BRI Cabang: 
 Unit code:
 

Month / Year:
 

o. Financial. 
 Performance Jan Feb Mar Apr May 
 Jun Jul Aug Sep 
 Oct Nov
Category (Rp .000) Last Year Dec
 

Actual Profit 
 189,154 31,851 53,502 
 94,260 87,807
Target Profit 0 0 0 0 0
178,000 17,500 35,000 0 0 0
54,000 72,000
Percentage Change 106.27% 182.01% 152.86% 174.56% 
90,000 108,000 126,000 144,000 162,000 180,000 198,000 216,000
121.95% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00%
 

Actual Incomne 2,497,314 215,921 405,575 
 596,247 803,391

Target Ircome 952,000 218,000 436,000 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
654,000 872,000 1,090,000 1,308,000 1,526,000 1,744,000 1,962,000 2,180,000
Percentage Change 2,398,000 2,616,000
262.32% 99.05% 93.02% 
 91.17% 92.13% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00%
 
Actual Expenses 2,308,160 184,070 352,073 501,987 715,534 0 
 0 0 0
Target Expenses 774,000 0 0 0 0
200,500 401,000 600,000 800,000 
 1,000,000 1,200,000 1,400,000 1,600,000
Peicentage Change 1,800,000 2,000,000 2,200,000 2,400,000
298.21% 91.81% 
 87.80% 83.66% 
 89.45% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00%
 
Actual Loans Outstanding 1,124,468 1,141,968 
 1,194,453 1,351,889 1,374,050 
 0 0
Target Lcans Outstanding 1,321,000 1,343,000 1,365,000 1,387,000 

0 0 0 0 0 0
1,409,000 1,431,000 
 1,453,000 1,475,000
Percentage Change 85.12% 1,497,000 1,519,000 1,541,000 1,563,000 1,585,000
85.03% 87.51% 
 97.47% 97.52% 
 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00%
 
Actual Arrears 162,023 168,030 167,682 171,073 
 162,467 0 0
Target Arrears 95,000 159,998 157,973 155,948 153,923 151,898 

0 0 0 0 0 0
 
149,873 147,848
Percentage Change 170.55% 105.02% 106.15% 109.70% 

145,823 143,797 141,771 139,745 137,720
105.55% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00%
 
Acutat Savings 
 13,393,913 13,027,202 13,551,492 14,656,312 14,441,665 0 0 0 0
Target Savings 0 0 0 0
13,000,000 13,555,000 13,716,000 13,876,000 14,037,000 14,198,000 14,359,000 14,520,000 14,680,000 14,841,000 15,002,000 15,163,000 15,324,000
Percentage Charge 
 103.03% 96.11% 
 98.80% 105.62% 102.88% 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00% 
 0.00% 0.00%
 

Jakarta, Date
 

BANK RAKYAT INDONESIA
 
Cabang:
 

Unit:
 

Cabang Supervisor Unit Manager 
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ANNEX D 

THE BANKING ACT 
(LAW NO. 7) 



THE BANKING SYSTEM
 

(LawN'o 7/1992 dated March 25.19921
 

BY THE GRACE OF ALMIGITY GOD,
 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,
 

development towards the
 
that with a view to maintaining the continuity of national 
a.
Considering 
 the basis of the Pancasila state phllo
creation of a Just and prosperous society on 
 vndor

sophy and the Constitution of 1945, the Implementation of economic developwrin; 

the principle of collective effort should pay more attcnt on to ccapatiblity, 
hqr

mony, and balance of the elements of the Trilogy of Qpvelopmentj 

b. that the banking ssta, operating under the prLmiP1. of econrcmlc democracy with the 
role of 

main fuiction of moblIlsIng and channellIng pdtVytp (unds, 
hts, tha strategic 

eqjitasupporting the implemer.tation of national development, within the framework of 

and
bly distributing development efforts and their gains, Increasing economic growth 


promoting rational stability, towards higher living standards of the common people,
 

ta

king place rapidly along with ever expandlng challenges, should be responsively fol

lowed all the tima by the national bznklng system In carrying out Its function and 
responsibility to the public. 

e. that national Ds well as International economlcdeelopments, which have always been 


that In order to achieve the alms as referred to above, It Is necessary to formulate a
d 

new law concerning the banking system
 

In view of I Article S paragraph (I),Article 20 paragraph (1), and Article 33 of the Constitution 
of ihiS, 

2 	Law No 5/1962 on regional corporations (Statute Book of 19"2 No 10, Supplemcnt to Statu

te Cook No 2387),
 

3 	Law No 12/1967 on the principles of cooperatives (Statute Book of 1967 tic23, Supple

ment to Statute Book No 2832).
 

4. Law No 13/1968 on the central bank (Statute Book of 1968 No 63, Suppleme-it to St'tute
 

Book No.2865),
 

on
 

state enterprises (Statute Bock of 1969 ljo.16, Supplement to Statute Book 11o.2890) 

5 	Law Ho 9/1969 on the stipulation of overnment Regulation in lieu of Law No.1/1969 


to 

become law (Statute Book of 1969 No.40, Supplement to 1tatute Book 11o.2904i). 

With the approval of 

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,
 

DEC I DES:
 

To stipulate TilE LAW CONCERNING THE BANKING SYSTEH
 

CHAPTER I
 

GENERAL PROVISIONS
 

A~ticle I.
 

.
Hereinafter refrrred to as 


I. Banks are business units which mobillse funds from society In the form of deposits and channel the
 

funds to society within the framework of uplifting the living s andards of the public at large.
 

2. Commercial banks are banks which can provide services In payments. 

3. Smallholder credit.banks are oanks which receive deposits only in the form of time deposits, saIngs,
 
and/or others of simllar types
 

4. 	 Joint banks are commercial banks which are Jointly estaHlished by one or more commercial banks domici

led In Indonesia and set up by Indonesian citizens and/or Idonesian statutory bodies wholly owned by 

Indonesian citizens, and one or more banks domiciled abroad. 

S. Branch offices are bank 3ffices which are directly responsible to relevant bank hcadoffices, with 
permanent business sites at the places where the brandh offices undertake their activIties 

6 	Deposits are funds entrusted by society to brnks In the form of giro, time deposits, deposit certifi

cates, savings, and/or others of s,milar types
 

7 Giro is composed of deposi ts which can serve as a payment Instrument and be dr-m any time by using 

cheques, other payment orders, or book-transfers 

B Time deposits are deposits whith can only be drawn wihin certain periods according to agreements bet-. 

ween depositors and relevant banks 

time deposits of which the deposit evidenca documents can be transacted.9. Deposit certificates are 


Savings are deposits which can only be drawn under certain conditions already agreed upon, but 
 cannot
10. 

be drawn by using cheques or Instruments of the same typeo.
 

derivatives
 
It Securities are debt acknowledgement letters, bills, shares, bonds, credit securities, or 


transacted
certain obligations of issuers, In the form normally
of 	securities or other Interests or 


on 	the capital market and money market
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the basis of loan contracts or agreL

the supply of money or claims of the same type, on
12. 	Credits are 
 after

and other parties In which borrowers are obligated to settle their debts 
ments between banks 


certain periods with Interest, fees ot profit sharing
 

the basis of contracts between commerclal banks and owners of',

13 Custody is the keeping of belongings on 
 property


the belongings In which It Is stipulated that the coeercial banks as custoians have no 


right over the things under their custody
 

I4 Trust agents are commarriai banks which based cn agreements between these banks and Issuers of securi
ties, are appointed to represent the Interests of all holders of the securities
 

15 Affiliated parties are
 

A 	 members of boards of €onmisslroners or sJpervisors, boards of directors, officials, or employees of 
banks. 

b. members of management boards, auditing boards, boards of Jirectors, officials, or employees of banks,
 
especially for banks with the legal status of cooperatives pursuant to the law5 In force.
 

parties providing services for the banks concerned, Including consultants, legal consultants, puc 

blic accountants, appraisers.
 

d. parties which based on the provisions laid down by Bank Indonesia have some Influence on bank ma

nagemen t
 

16 Bank secrets cover everything connected with finance and other things concerning bank customers which
 

according to normal banking practice must be confidentially treated
 

17 Bank Indonesia is the Central Bark of the Republic of Indonesia as meant in the relevant law In force
 

10. The Monetary Council Is the mometary council as meant in the relevant law in force.
 

IA. The Minister Is the Minister of Finance of the Republic of Indonesia. 

20 The Government is the government of the Republic of Indonesia
 

CHI'PTER I I
 

PRINCIPLE, FUNCTION, AND OBJECTIVE
 

Article 2.
 

The Indonesian banking system shall conduct Its business operation on the basis of economic democracy
 

bt applying the principle of prudence
 

Article 3.
 

The Indonesian banking system shall have the main function of mobilising and channelling private funds
 

Article 4.
 

The Indonesian banking system sha'l have the objective of supporting the implementation of national
 
developmert within the framework of promoting equity, econouic growth, and national stability towards up
lifting the welfare of the comon people
 

CHAPTER III
 

KINDS AND GUSINES"; OF BANKS
 

Part One
 

Kinds of Banks
 

Article 5
 

(I)The kinds of banks shall be as the following
 

a, Commercial banks.
 

b. Smallholder credit banks.
 

(2)Commerqlal banks can speclallse themselves in certain bus'ness activities or pay greater attention to
 
certain business activities.
 

Paft Two
 

Business of Comercial Banks
 

Aricle 6.
 

Commercial banks shall cover the following business activities
 

mobilising funds from sc'.iety In the form of deposits like giro,time deposits, deposit certificatcs, sa

vings, and/or others of similar types,
 
a. 


b. providing credits.
 

d. buying, selling or underwriting at their own risk as well as in the Interest and at the order ol their
 

customers.
 

1. bills Including those with bank at-.eptances of which the validity periods are not longer than those
 

normally effectli In the transactli of such papers.
 

2. de-bt acknowledgement letters and other commercial papers of which the validity periods are not Iongei
 

than those norn-ally effective In the transaction of such documents.
 

..... -1 -..... nt runrantee rertIflcates 	 /A 



It Bank Indonesia certificates k5UIJ, 	 D-5
 
5 b on ds, /
 

1 (one) year,
6 commercial lecters with periods of up to 

7 other set urties with periods of up to 1 (one) year. 

as customers' Interests.
e transferring money for their own as well 

to other banks, both by using letters, tcle
f placing funds at, borrowing funds from, or lending funds 

other means
 

g receiving payments from claims on securities and making calculations with or between third parties,
 

h allowing space for keeping goods and securities.
 

I undertaking custody in the interest of other 	parties based on contracts,
 

J making placement .ffunds from sbme customers to others in the form of securities not listed at the 

stock exchange
 

k buying collateral through tenders, either entirely or partly, In case debtors fail to carry out their
 

obligations to banks, with the provision that the collateral purchased must be immedialely disbursed, 

I undertaking the business of factoring, credit cards and trust agents 

m providing fina-cing for customnrs on the basis of the principle of profit sharing in line with the pro

visions stipulated ina government regulation.
 

n being engaged In other business activities normally conducted by banks as long as they are not contra

communications facilities, and by using order bills, cheques or 


dictory to this law atd the relevant laws in force, 

Article 7
 

In addition to the business activities as meant In Article 6, commercial banks shall also be allowed 

a to be engaged in foreign currency business activities by observing the provisions laid down by Bank Indo 
nesla,
 

b 	to have capital participation In other banks or companies in the field of finance, such as leasing, ven
ture capital, stock companies, Insurance, clearing/settlement and depository agencies, by observing the 
provisions laid down by Bank Indonesia, 

c. to hae provisional capital participation to overcome the consequences of credit failures, on the con
ditlon that such r'rtit iition must be withdrawn, by observing the provisions laid down by Bank Indone
sia, and 

d acting as founders of pension funds and management agencies of pension funds pursuant to the provisions
 
in the laws on pension funds in force.
 

Article 8.
 

In providing credits, commercil banks shall be convinced'of the capacity and capability of debtors to 
settle their debts at pledged 

Article 9
 

(1) 	 Comercial banks which undet take custodyvas meant in Article 6 point I shall be responsible for the 
keeping of belongings and fulfil other obligations in line with contracts 

(2) 	 The belongings put under custody shal I be separotely entered in books and recorded 

(3) 	 In case banks go bankrupt, all the belongings under bank custody shall not be Included Inbangrupt-assets 
and shall be returned to their owners 

Article i0
 

Commercial banks shall be prohibited
 

a. 	 to have capital participation other than that as meant in Article 7 points b and c, 

b. to be engaged in the Insurance business. 

c. 	 to undertake business actlvities other than those as meant In Articles, 6 and 7.
 

Article 11.
 

(1) Bank Indonesia shall stipulate provisions on 	 maximum 1Ihults for the issuance of credits, guarantees,the 
placement of investments in securities, or other similar things banks can provide for borrowers or 

groups of relevant borrowers, Including companies In the same groups of the banks concerned 

(2) 	 The maxifnum limits as meant in paragraph (1) shall not exceed 30% (thirty percent) of the capital of 
banks as stipulated by Bank Indonesia 

(3) Bank indonesia shall stipulate provisions on maximum limits for the Issuance of credits, guarantees, the 
placement of Investments In ecuritles, or other similar things banks can provide fur 

a shareholders owning 10% (tkn percent) or more of the paid-up capital of banks; 

b. members of boards of commissioners,
 

c members of boards of directors,
 

d family members of the parties as meant In points a, b and c,
 

a. other bank officials, and
 



-ijins maxIMUmI lifi ts as mCant, in paragraph %.Sjshall not exceed IO (ten percent) of the capital of banks 

as stipulated by Bank Indonesia. 
reported according to

(5) 	 The Implementation of the provisions as meant In paragraphs (1) and (3) shall be 

the procedure laid down by Dank Indonnsla 
Article 12. 

The government can assign commercial banks to carry out government programs for the development of ccr
ta~m economic sectors, or devote greater attention to cooperatives and econcnlcally weak business groups/
small scale companies wlthln the framework of uplifting the living st-indards of the public tt ltrgc, Wised 
on provisions to ba further stipulated In a 	government regulation
 

Part Three
 

Business of Smallholder Credit Banks
 

Article 13.
 
Smallholder creclt banks shall cover the following business activities :
 

a. mobilising funds from society In the form of deposits like time deposits, savings, and/or others of si
ollar types,
 

b. providing credits.
 

c. providing financing for customers baseJ on the principle of profit sharing atcording to provisions sti
pulated in a government regulation.
 

d placing their funds in the form of Bank Indonesia Certificates (SUI), time deposits, deposit certifica
tcs, and/or savings at other banks
 

Article 14.
 

Smaliholder credit banks shall be prohibited .
 

a. to reelve deposits In the form of giro and participate In payments,
 

b. to be engaged In foreign currency buslnoss activities.
 

C. to have capital participation, 

d to be engaged in che Insurance uusiness. 

e to undertake businoss activities other than those as meant Sn Article 13. 

Article 15. 

The provisions -s stipulated In Article 8 and Article 11 shall also apply to smallholder credit banks. 

CHAPTER IV 

LICEHSIHG, LEGAL STATUS AHD OlIiEiRSIIIP 

Part One 

Licensing 

Article 16 
(I) 	 . engaged in the moblisation of funds f~rou society in the form of deposits like giro, time de

positsdeposit certificates', savings, and/or others of similar types, shall obtain prior business 11
,.eansing as comercial banks or smaliholdcr* credit banks from the Mlinister, %inless the private fund
 
moblllsation activities are separately regulated by law,
 

(2) Business licences for commercial banks and smaliholder credlt banks shall be granted by the ItnIster
 
after consultation with Dank Indonesia.
 

(31 	 In order to obtain business ilcences for commercial banks and smallholder credit banks as miant In p-
ragraph (2), requirements shall be fulfilled regarding 

a. organisational composition,
 

b. capital,
 

c. ovnership,
 

d. banking expertise,
 

a. feaslbilityof working plans, and
 

f.other matters as stlpulat'ed by the minister after consultation with Dank Indonesia.
 

(4) 	 To obtain the business licence for snallholder credit banks, besides the requirements as meant In para
ccrnin the domiciles of headofflces of smalhotder credit banks in dis
 

tricts shall also ba fulfilled
 

(5) lthout reducing the effectleness of the provision In paragrap'n (i),by observing provisions to Is be 
further stipulated It a government regulation, smallholder credit banks can be set up Incapitals of 
regencles or municipalities, as long as no smallholder credit banks are yet established In the sale 
capitals of regencles or munl'cl alties 

(6) The requirements as meant in paragraphs 	(3), (4), (5)and the procedure for business licensing shall bc
 
further stipulated 	in a government regulation
 

Article 17.
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.j permissible extents of ownership and management of foreign partners. 

b. the parties allowed to establish cooperation.
 

c other matters which according to the consideration of the Monetary Council should be regulated In the
 
Interest 	of national development
 

Article 18.
 

(1) The opening of branch offices of commercial banks can only be reallsed with the licence of the Minis
ter, after consultation with Dank Indonesia. 

(2) 	 The oening of branch offices and representative offices of commercial banks abroad can only be rca-

IUsed with the licence of the Minister, after consultation with Bank Indonesia.
 

(3) 	 The opening of offices under branch offices of cormercial banks shall be reported to Bank Indonesia. 
(4) The requirements and procedures for the opening of offices of commercial banks as meant in paragraphs 

(1), (2) and (3) shall be stipulated by the Minister after consultation with Bank Indonesia. 

Article 19. 

(I) 	 The opening of branch offices of smallholder credit banks In the capital of the State, capitals of pro
vinces, capitals of regencies and municipalities can only be realised with the licence of the minis
ter after concultatlon with Bank Indonesia 

(2) The opening of branch offices outside the capital of the State, capitals of provinces, capitals of re
gLnclos and municipalities, and the opening of offices under branch offices of smallholder credit banks 
shall be reported to Dank Indonesia 

(3) The requirements and procedures for the opening of offices of smallholder credit banks as meant In pa
ragraphs (1) and (2) shall be stipulated by the Minister after consultation with Dank Indonesia 

Article 20.
 

(I) The opening of branch offices, auxiliary branch offices and representative offices of banks domiciled 
abroad can only be rcallscd with the 1ic-nce of the Minister after consultation with Bank Indonesia. 

(7) The opening of offices under auxiliary branch offices of the banks as meant In paragraph (i) shall be 
reported to Bank Indonesia 

(3) The requirements and procedures for the opcnlr g of offices as meant In paragraphs (1)and (2) shall be 
further stipulated by a government regulation 

Part Two
 

Legal Status
 

Article 21. 

(1) The legal status of commercial banks can 	be any of the following 

a. State trading/limited liability companies 	 (Persero). 

b. 	 Regional administration owned compani'es. 

c. C oope ra t i yes. 

d. Limited liability companies 

(2) 	 The legal status of smaliholder credit banks can be any of the following 

a. Regional administration owned companies
 

b Coop ra t I ves. 

c Limited liability companies.
 

d. Other companies stipulated in a government regulation.
 

(3) 	 The legal status of representative offices and branch offices of banks domiciled abroad shall follovr 
the legal status of their headoffices. 

Part Three 

Ownership 
Article 22.
 

Commnercial banks shall only be established by
 

a Indonesian citizens and/or Indonesian statutory bodies wholly owned by Indonesian citizens and/or Indo
nesian statutory bodies, or
 

b. banks which are established according to 	point a. and banks which are domiciled abroad.
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Article 23. 

Smallholder credit banks shall only be establIshedandowned by Indonesian citizens, Indonesian statu

tory bodies wholly owned by Indonesian citizens, regional administrations, or can be jointly owned 
by
 

the three parties.
 

Article 24.
 

Commercial banks and smallholder credit banks with the legal status of cooperatives shall be subject
 

to provisions concerning ownership as stipulated in the cooperatives law in force. 

Article 25. 

The shares of commercial banks and smallholdor credit banks with the legal status of limited liability 

companies can only be Issued as registered shares. 

Article 26. 

(I) 	 Commercial banki can Issue shares through the stock exchange in Indonesia. 

(2) Indonesian citizens, foreign citizens, Indonesian statutory boadles and/or foreign statutory bodies can
 
buy the shares of comnercial banks sold according tq the provision In paragraph (1).
 

(3) Foreign citizens and/or foreign statutory bodies can buy the shares of commercial banks through the
 
stock exchange on the condition that they shall not become the majority. 

(Ii) 	 Especially for state owned commercial banks, the Issue of shares as meant In paragraph (1) cap only be
 
done without ca'using any change In the majority position of share ownp;rhip of the State.
 

(5) The implementation of provisions as meant in paragraphs (2), 13N and (4) shall be further sipulated in 

a government regulation.
 

Article 17. 

Any 	change inbank ownership shall
 

a. 	 fulfil the provisions as stipulated in Article 16 paragraph (6), Articles 17, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26, 

b. be reported to Dank Indonesia
 

Article 28.
 

(I) 	 Inter-bank mergers and consolidations as well as bank acquisitions shall be licensed by the inister 
after consultation with Bank Indonesia. 

(2) Provisions concerning mergers, consolidations, and acquisitions shall be stipulated In a government re
gulation. 

CHAPTER V
 

DEVELOPMENT AND SUPERVISION
 

Article 29.
 

(I) 	 Dank Indonesia shall carry out the development and supervision of banks. 

(2) 	 Bank Indonesia shall stipulate provisions concerning t%o sound condition of banks by taking Into ac
count the aspects of capital, quality of assets, quality of management, rentability, liquidity, sol

,, vency, and oth.r aspects conn-cted with banking operation.
 

(3) 	Canks shall be obligated to mainta'in their sound condition as stipulated In paragraph (2) and undertake 
business ictivitles according to the principle of prudence. 

(h) in providing credits and conducting other business activities, banks shall adopt methods which do not 
harm their Interests and the Interests of customers entrusting funds to banks. 

(5) In Interest of customers, banks shall provide Information on the possible risk of loss to be Incurred 
by 	customers conducting transactions through banks.
 

Article 30.
 

(I) 	 Banks shall be obligated to submit to Bank Indonesia all Information and explanations on their business 
according to thd procedure stipulated by 3ank Indonesia. 

(2)At the request of Bank Indonesia, banks 	shall oliow the opportunity for examination of books and files 
fthey maintain, and provide assistance needed for the purpose of finding out the truth of all the Infer

motion, documents and explanations reported by the banks concerned
 

(3) The Infornation on banks obtained on the basis of the provision In paragraphs (1) and (2) shall not be 
announced and shall be treated confidentially.
 

Article 31.
 

(1) 	 Dank Indonesia shall conduct auditing on banks, perlodlcally as well as any time considered necessary. 

(2) 	 in the case of necessity for the formulation of a macro policy, the monetary council can request Bank. 

Indonesia
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a to submit reports on bank auditing results needed.
 

b to conduct special auditing on banks, and report results of such auditing
 

Article 32 
Ifconsidered necessary, the ilnIstar can also request Bank Indonesia to submit reports on bank audl

ting results or conduct special auditing on banks and report results of such auditing. 
Article 33.
 

(1) 	The blnk auditing reports as meant in Article 31 and 31 shall be confidential In nature 
(2)The requirements and procedures for auditing as meant InArticle 31 and 32 shall be stipulated by Bank
 

Indonesia. 

Article 34.
 
(1)Banks shall be obligated to submit to Bank Indonesia annual balance sheets and profIt/loss statements a

long with their explanations, as well as other periodical reports within the periods and according to 
the iodels stipulated by Bank Indonesia 

(2)The annual balance sheets and profit/loss stbtements as meant In paragraph (1)shall be subject I to 
prior auditing by public accountants. 

(3)The book year applied by banks shall be the calendar year
 

Article 35.
 
Banks shall be obtlgated to announce their balance sheets and profItt,1oss statements within the periods


and according to the models stipulated by Bank Indonesia.
 

Article 36. 

Bank Indonesia can stipulate an exception to the provision as meant in Article 34 paragraph (2) for 
smallholder credit banks
 

Article 37
 

(1)Ifbased on the evaluation of Zank Indonesia certain banki are consido.red indifficulties which rndon
ger the cc-iruity of their bLsiness activities, Bank Indonesia shall notify the matter to the hMnister 

(2)Incase certain banks face difficulties which endanger the continuity of their business activities,
 
Dank Indonesia can
 

a. take measures so that
 

1. shareholders Increase capital, 
2. shareholders replace the banks' boards of commissioners and or boards of directors,
 

3. the banks eliminate bad credits from account books, and calculate their loss with their capital,
 

4. the banks form mergers or consolidations with other banks.
 
5. the banks are sold to buyers that are prepared to take over all liabilities,
 

b. take other measures pursuant to the laws in force.
 

(3)Ifbased on the evaluation of Bank Indonesia
 

a. the condition of certain banks endangers the banking system, or
 
b. the measures as menat In paragraph (2)are not sufficient to overcome the difficulties they face, 
Bank Indonesia shall propose that the Minister revoke their business licences. 

(4)Based on the proposal of Bank Indonesia as meant In paragraph (3), the Minister shall revoke the *j bu
siness licences of the banks concerned and order their boards of directors to liquidate the banks. 

(5) 	 In case the boards of directors fail to liquidate the banks as meant In paragraph (4), the Minister
after consultation with Bank Indonesia shall request the Court to liquidate the said banks. 

CHAPTER VI
 

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS, BOARD OF DIRECTORS
 
AND EXPATRIATES
 

Article 30.
 

(1) 	The appointment of members of the board of commissioners and the board of directors of a bank shall ful 
fil the requirements as meant InArticle 16 paragraph (6) and Article 17. 

(2) 	 Any change In the membership of the board of commissioners and the board of directors of a bank as 
meant In paragraph (1) shalf be reported to Bank Indonesia. 



Article 39 

(I) incarrying out their business activities, banks can use expatriates.
 

(2) 	 The requirements for the use of expatriates as meant in paragraph (1) shall be stipulated In a govern
ment regulation 

CHAPTER VII
 

BANK SECRETS
 

Article 40.
 

(I) 	 Banks shall be prohibited to give Informition on records they keep regarding the financial situation 
and oiher matters of their customers which must be treated confidentially by banks according to normal 
banking practice, except in cases as meant in Articles 41, 42, 13 and 441. 

(2)The provision as meant in paragraph (1) shall also apply to affiliated parties.
 

Article 41.
 

(i) For the purpose at taxation the Minister shall be authorlsed to Issue written orders to banks to give
 
information and shiw written pieces of evidence as well as documents regarding the financial condition 
of certain customrs to tax officials 

(2) The written orders as meant In paragraph (I) shall mention the names of tax officials and the names of 
taxpayer-customers whose Information i- required.
 

Article 42 
(I) For the purpose of legal procedings in criminal cases, the Minister can permit the police, this prosecu

tion or jLdges to obtain Information from banks re2ardIng the financial condition of suspects/defendants 
- -%"at 	banks 


(2) The permits as meant In paragraph (1) shall be granted In writing on the basis of written requests from 
the Chief of the State Police, the Attorney General, or the Chairman of the Supreme Court. 

(3) The requests and meant in paragraph (2) shall mention the names and positions of Rolice officers, pio
secutors or Judges, the names of suspects/defendants, reasons for requesting the Informption, and re
lations between the criminal cases concerned and the required informationi. 

Article 43. 
In civil cases between banks and their customers, the boards of directors concerned can give Informa

tion to tie court on the financial condition of the relevant customers and provide other explanations con
nected with the said cases
 

Article 44.
 

(I) 	 Within the framework of exchanges of Infornation between banks, the board of directors of one bank 
can Inform the financial condition of Its customers to another 

(2) 	 Provisions concerning the exchanges of information as meant in paragraph (1) shall be further stipula
ted by Bank Indonesia 

Article 45.
 

The 	parties whose Interests are harmed by the information provided by banks as meant In Articles 41,
42, 	43 and 44 shall 
reserve the right to have knowledge of the ccntents of the said information and demand
 
corrections In case errors are contained therein 

Article 46.
 
(I) 	 Whoever mobilises funds from society In the form of deposits like giro, time deposits, deposit certi

ficates, savings, and/or other of similar types without business licences from the Minister as meant in 
Article 16 and Article 17, shall be liable to maximum Imprisonment of 15 (fifteen) years and a maximum 
fine of Rp 10,000,000,000 (ter billion rupiahs). 

(2) 	 In case the activities as meant In paragraph (I) are carried out by statutory bodies in the form of If
mited liability companies, partnershlps, foundations or cooperatives, the prosecution of these bodies 
shall be directed at those ordering such activities or those acting as executives In such activities, 
or at both parties. 

Article 417. 
(I) 	 Whoever without carrying written orderA of tne Minister to banks as meant In Article 41 or without the 

permits of the Minister as meant In Article 42, purposely forces banks or affiliated parties to give
Information as meant In Article 40, shall be liable to maximum Imprisonment of 3 (three) years and a 
maximum fine of Rp 3,000,000,000 (three billion rupiahs)
 

(2)Members of boards of commissioners, boards of directors, employees of banks or other affiliated parties
who give Information that must be treated confidentially pursuant to Article 40, shall ba liable to 
maximum Imprisonment of 2 (two) years and a maximum fine of Rp 2,000,000,000 (two billion rupiahs).
 

Article 48.
 
(I) 	 Members of boards of commissioners, boards of directors or employees of banks who purposely refuse to'

give Information that must be provided pursuant to Article 30 paragraphs (I) and (2) and Article 
paragraphs (I) and (2), shall be liable to maximum Imprisonment of 2 (two) years and a waximum fine 
of 	Rp 2,000,000,COO (two billion rupiahs).
 

34 
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dlrwtors or employees of banks who neglect to give In
(%I Manbers of boards of cemmaislionarl, boar'ds of and Article 3h, paragraphsto Article 30 paragraphs () and (2)

formation that must be provided pursuant fp,(1) and (2), shall be Ilable to maximum Imprisonment of I (one) year and/or a maximum f Inc of . 

I,O00,000,000 (ome billion rupiahs)
 

Article 4,9
 

41) "embers of boards of commlsslo4irs, bostdi of directors or employees of banks who purposely
 
a. make or cause the presence of fAlVIS tCtrds In account books or reports, and In documentl reportsor 

on business activitlesp repoftS on tftltioctions or accounts of certain banks, 
b, remove or fttlUe or cause the absence of records In account books or reports, and In documents or 

reports on business activities, reports on transactions or accounts of certain banks. 
c. change, obscure, conceal, erase or eliminate records Inaccount books or reports, and in documents 

or reports on business activities, reports on transactions or accounts of certain banks, or pur
posely change, obscure, cause the lois of, hide or disfigure the account book records, 

shall be liable to maximum Imprisonment of 15 (fifteen) years and a maximum fine of Rp i&,000,000,000
 
(ten billion rupiahs).
 

(2)Members of boards of commnssloners, boards of directors or employees of banks who purposely
 
a. ask for or receive, allow or agree to receive certain compensations, commissions, extra fees, ser

vice, cash or valuables, for personal benefit or for the benefit of family members, with the aim of
obtaining or trying to obtain for other parties, advance payments, bank guarantees, or credit faci
lities from banks, or within the framework of bank purchase or discounting of bills, promissory no
tes, cheques, and co..mercial papers or other evidence on obligations, or with the aim of granting
approval to other parties for drawing funds which exceed their credit limits at banks,
 

b. fall to take necessary measures to ensure bank adnerence to the provislors In thIG law and other 
effective for banks, 

shall be liable to Maximum Imprisonment of 6 (six) years and a maximum fine of Rp 6,000,000,000 (six
billion rupiahs). 

Article 50.
 
Affiliated parties which purposely take no necessary measures to ensure bank adherence to the 
 pro

visions In this law and other laws effective for banks, shall be liable to maximum Imprisonment of 6 (six) 
years and a maximum fine of Rp 6,000,00o,000 (six billion rupiahs) 

Article 51.
 
(I)The acts as meant InArticles 46, 47, Article 2.8paragraph (1), Articles 49 and 50 shall be criminal 

acts. 

(2)The act as meant In %rticle 48 paragraph (2)shall be a violation.
 

Article 52 

Without reducing the effectiveness of criminal provisions as meant InArticles 47, icand 119 Bank 
Indonesia can Impose administrative sanctions on banks which fall to carry out their obligations as stipu
lated in this law or submit proposals to the Mlinister to revoke the business licences of the banks conccr

%
ned. 


Article 53
 
Without reducing the effectiveness of the criminal provision as meant InArticle 50, Bank Indonesia
 

car Impose administrative sanctions on affiliated parties which fall to carry out their obligations 
 as
 
stipulated in this law or submit proposals to authorlsad agencies to revoke the Ilcences ef the parties
 
concerned.
 

CHAPTER IX
 

TRANSITIONAL PROVISiONS
 

Article 54.
 

(1)With the enforcement of this law i
 
a. Covernment Regulation In lieu of Law No.21/1960 on Bank Pembangunan Indonefia (Indonesian develop

ment bank) Statute Book of 1960 No 65, Supplement to Statute Book No.1996), 
b. Law No.13/1962 on the principles of regional development banks (Statute Book of 1962 No 59, Sup

plement to Statute Book No.2190): 
c. Law No 17/1968 on Bank Negara Indonesia 1926 (Statute Book of 1968 No 70 Supplement to S atute Book
 

No. 2870):
 
d. Law No.18/1968 on Bank Dagang Negara (state commercial bank) (Statute Book of 1968 N1o.71, Supplement
 

to Statute Dock No.2871).
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No 72. Supplement to Statute Book No 2872).a. Law No.19/1968 on Bank Buml Daya (Statute Book of 1968 
1968 No 73, Supplement
f. Law No.20/1968 on Bank Tabungan Negara (state savings bank) (Statute Book of 


to Statute Book No,2873).
 

g. Law Nlo.21/1968 on Bank Rakyat Indonesia (smaliholder bank) (Statute Book of 1968 No 7l, Supplement
 
to Statute Book No.2874).
 

h. Law No.22/1968 on Bank Ekspor Impor Indonesia (Statute Book of 1968 No 75, Supplement to Statute
 
Book NO.2875),
 

shall remain 'valid for a maximum period of I (one) year starting from the coming into effect of this 
law.
 

(2)Within the period as meant in paragraph (1), banks which were established on the basis of the laws as 
referred to In paragraph (1) shall Implement the provisions in thl" law 

(3) 	 In case thr banks as meant In paragraph (2) complete their adjustments to the provisions In this law 
sooner than the time limit as meant In paragraph (1), the relevant laws as referred to It paragraph 
(I)become no longer effective
 

Article 55.
 

(I) 	 Banks which possess business licences from the Minister at the moment of enforcenent of this law shall 
be regarded as already obtaining business licences on this basis of this law 

(2) 	 The banks as meant In paragraph (1) shall be obligated to make adjustment to the provisions In this 
law not later than I (one) year starting from the enforcement of this law.-" 

(3) 	 Smallholder credit banks which possess business licences at the moment of enforcement of this law, and 
are domiciled In the capital of the State, capitals of provinces, capitals of regencies and municipali
ties, can continue their business activities as smallholder credit banks until their promotion to be
come commercial banks. 

Arf lle 56 

The maximum limits for credit Issuance as meant in Article 11 paragraphs (2) and (h) shall be fulfil
led by banks not later than 5 (five) years starting from the enforcemcomt of this law. 

Article 57
 

Ron bank Institutes of finance which possess business licences frrm. the Minister at the moment of
 
enforcement of this law car% adjust their business activities as benks based on the provisions In this law,
 
not later than I (one) year starting from the enforcement of this law
 

Article 58 

Ryral banks, village supply units, market banks, employee banks, community supply units (LPN), rural
 
credit Institutes (LPO), village credit agencies, (0KB), district credit agencies (OKK), small scale busi
ness credit units (KURK), district credit Institutes (LPK), rural production banks (BKPD) and/or other si
milar bodies shall be granted the status of smallholder credit banks on the basis of this law by fulfilling
 
t.he res_stW ulated In a government regulation 

Article 59.
 

The laws already Issued prior to the enforcement of this law shall remain valid as long as they are
 
not .contradictory to this law, until their revocation, replacement or renewal.
 

CHAPTER X
 

C ONC LUS I OH
 

Article 60.
 

With the enforcement of this law :
 

a. Statute Book of 1929 Ho.357 dated September 14, 1929 on rural credit agencies In provinces In Java and
 
Madura outside municipal territories

b. Law No.12/1962 on private development banks (Statute Book of 1962 No.58, Supplement to Statute Book lo 
2489);
 

c. Law No.14/1967 on the principles of banking operation (Statute Book of 1967 No.3 11, Supplement to Sta
tute Book No.2842);
 

shall be declared null ond void.
 

Article 61.
 

This law shall come Into force as from the date of promulgation 

(t 
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It in the Statute Book of the Reputhis law shall be promulgated by publishingFor public cognizance, 
blc of Indonesia.
 

Stipulated In Jakarta
Promulgated In Jakarta 

On Harch 25, 1992On March 25, 1992 


TIlE MIHISTER/STATE SECRETARY THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA,
 

sgd sgd.
 

M0OER I ONO SO EHARTO
 

STATUTE B00K OF TIlE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA 1992 NUMBER 31.
 

E L UC IDA T I ON
 

OH
 

LAW No 7/1992
 

CONCERNING
 

THE BANKING SYSTEM
 

GENERAL 

Within the framework of creating a just and prosperous society of Indonesia on the basis of the Panca
silo state philosophy and the Constitution of 1945, the continuity and enhancement of national development 

Implementation on the basis of collective effort should always be well maintained In order to achieve this 
objective, the reatlsatlon of economic development should pay greater atten'tion to compatiblllty, harmony, 
and the balance of elements of development equity, economic growth, and national stability
 

One of the means having a strategic role In harmonising anc' balancing the elements of the Trilogy of
 
Development Is the banking system The strategic role I* partirularly due to the main function of bariks 
as a forum which can mobil Ise and channel private funds In an effective and efficient manner, to support 
the Implementation of national development under the ptinciple of economic democracy, within the framevork 
of promoting equity in development reallsaLlon and distribution of Its gains, promoting economic growth and 
national stability, towards uplifting the living standards of the common people. 

With such a .trat-Sic role of banking Init' It., aahlcvina nntlcr:i dc.clopnent airrs, effective de
velopment and super,islon of these Institutes should be continuously carried out on strong foundations of 

operation so that the banking system In Indonesia becomes capable of functioning efficiently, soundly and 

properly, facing competition of an Increasingly global nature, fully protecting deposits of private funds, 
as well as channellng the private funds to productive fields In order to meet development targets. 

In the effort to support the continuity and enhancement of development Implementatior, banking Insti
tutes have shown rapid progress In line with development advancements In Indonesia and iternational eco
nomilc growth, as well as in line with the rising public demand for services of reliable and sound banks. 

With the Increasing demand for banking services, which have been rapidly developing, the operational 
foundations of the banking system now existing should be adjusted so as to be capable of responding to the 
need for further developing these services., 

For the purpose of boosting the progress of banking institutes in a sustainable manner and In a way 
that can ensure maximum benefit for national development Implementation, as well as guaranteeing the realil
ation of economic democracy so that all the potential, Initiatives and creations of society can be pooled 
and turned Into a real force for the promotion of public welfare, the fostering, supervision and operatio
nal foundations of the banking system so far based on the provisions In the Banking Law of 1967 should be 
developed and Improved With this Improvement, the banking system can be more prepared and able to play a
 
better role In supporting the process of development, which Is is increasingly confronted with challenges 
of international economic advancements. 

The Banking Law of 1967 was formulated at the time when the economic situation and condition were far 

different from current economic development. The rapidly progressing national and International economies 
along with ever expanding challenges need to be responsively followed all the time by the national banking 

system In carrying out Its function ana responsibility, so that the banking system should 

1. be arranged In a more clearcut Institutional structure with a broader basis and a better defined scope 

of operation,
 

2. be given the opportunity to expand their range of services in all parts of the country, both as commer

cial banks to reach all layers of society and as smallholder credit banks to serve economically weak/ 

small scale business groups. 

for banking development and supervIslon., which support the
3. be srengthened with the legal basis needed 

In a sound, proper and efficient way, and

cnhar, ement of banking capability of -xccuting Its function 

at th. some time enables the Indonesl r banking system to make adjustments In line with developments In 

International banking norms
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othersIn 	 Indonesia, the measures takes are among
With view to improving the banking structure 

as 	clatypos of banks into commercial banks and smallholder credit banks, as wellI. Simplification of 	 the 
rification of the 	scope and limits of activities allowed 

2 	Detailed specification of basic requirements for the establishwment of binks so that Implementatlon ru

les connected with banking activities are more clearly stipulated and better directed.
 

3. Enhancenent of protection of private funds entrusted to banking Institutes through the principle of pru
dence and fulfilment of requiremenents for the sound condition of bank.
 

PromotJon of professionalism among those engaged In banking activities.
 

5 	Expansion -of opportunities for undertaking sound and responsible banking activities, and at the same 
time prevent'on of practices which harm the Interests of the public at large. 

With the irprovement efforts the Indonesian banking system is expected to become responsive to the 
progress of national development so that Its role In uplifting the living standards of the coiemon people, 
creatlag equity In development reallsatlon and distribution of Its gains, as well as Incr.asIng economlh 
growth and national stability can be manifested In a more concrete manner within the framework of brirging 
about Just and prosperous society on the basis of Pancasila and the Constitution of 1915. 

ARTICLE BY ARTICLE
 

Article I 	 Point 1 up to point 20 Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 2 	 Hereinafter referred to as "economic democracy" is the economic democracy based on the
 
state ideology Pancasila and the Constitutior of 1945
 

Article 3 and 4 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Article.5
 

Paragraph (1) 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Paragraph (2) 	 Hereinafter referred to as "specializing themselves In certain business activities" is
 
among others financing long-term activities, financing the development o cooperatives,
 
developing economically-weak businessmen/small-scale businessmen, developing non-oil/
 
gas exports and developing the constru-tion of housing complexes.
 

Article 6 	 Commercial banks can carry out business activities as referred to in letter a up to 
letter h In a part or a whole Each of banks canc.hoosetypes of business accordingto ex 
pertise and business field it wants to develop. In thisway, the banking circles can 
fulfil the demand of the public for varlouz types of banking services without payingno 
attention to the principles of health and efficiency 

Letters a and b 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Letter c 	 Banks can Issue either short-term or long-term debentures The short-term debentures
 
are as referred to inArticle 100 up to Article 229 k of the Commercial Law, which in
 
the money market are known as Money Market Securities (SPU), namely promissory notes,
 
bills and the like to be likely developed in the future. 
The long-term debentures can be In the form of bonds or credit securities 

Letter d Business as referred to In this letter covers selling, buying or underwriting 
ties as referred to In the clarification In letter c and securities that the 
mcnt and or Bank Indonesia has Issued. 

securi
govern-

Point I up to point 6' Sufficiently clear.
 

Point : 	This stipulation Is aimed at handling the possibility of securities other than those
 
mentioned In point I up to point 6.
 

Letter a and letter f Sufficiently clear.
 

Letter g 	 These activities Include collection and clearing.
 

letter h 	 Hereinafter referred to as "providing space" is the activity of banks solely related 
to the hiring out of space for keepIng goods and securities (safety box) that Olu 
banks do not nedd to know the mutation and content 

Letter I 	 In undertaking custody, banks receive belongIrgsput under custody by recordiAg them
 
separate from the banks' belongings. The mutation In the belongings put under custody
 
Is conducted by the banks on the basis of order given by their owners
 

Letter J 	 In these activities,banks play a role in connecting the customers requiring funds and
 
those having funds
 

Letter k 	 The obligations of banks in this stipulation are aimed at disbursing collateral bought
 

through tenders as fast as possible, %o thit the banks can Immediately make use of the
 

funds arising from the disbursement of the saie of collateral. in case of remainder
 

arising from'.bhe 	tenders after being calculated with the oblitatlons of the customers
 

to 	the banks, the customers should be allowed to make use of the remainder
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to the management 	of short-term re-
The business of factoring Is the activity relating
Letter I 	 ex

ceivables arising 	from foreign domestic trade transactions conducted through the 
a bupropriation or purchase of the receivables. buslqess relating to credit cards Is 


siness activity relating to the granting of credits or the financing of the purchase
 

of goods or services, the withdrawal of which uses cards. Technically,the creditscards
 
function as a means of book-transfer in settling a transaction.
 

Letter m 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Letter n 	 Hereinafter referred to as other business activities normally conducted by banks are
 
business activities other than those meant In letter a up to letter m, which are not
 
contradictory to thelaws Inforce, such as giving bank guarantees, acting as a percepti
ve bank, Interest swap, helping customers conduct business administration and the lI
ke.
 

Article 7 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 8 The credits provided by banks bear risks, therefore, the banks should pay attention to
 
the principles of sound credits in providing the credits. To reduce the risks, the
 
banks should be convinced of the guarantees given to obtain the credits, such as the
 
capacity and capability of debtors to settle their debts as pledged, which constitute
 
a main factor
 

To obtain such confidence, the banks should appraise thoroughly the charactet capabl
jlt, caplral, collateral and business prospect of the debturs before granting-crcdl-t 

In view of the fact that the collateral bec&res one of the guarantees to grantcredij. 
if on the basis or other elements the banks are convinced of the capability of thejeb
 
tars to settle their debts, the collateral can be in the fcrm of qoods. prolects or
 
right to collect financed with the relevant credits-.Land, the ownership status of
 
which isbased on the traditional law, namely land of which the evidence of ownership
 
Is In the form of Igirik' (land tax assessment paper), 'petuk' (piece of evidence deal 
Ing with land tenure), and the like can be used as collateral Eanks ar not obiJ.ated 
to reauest collateral in the form of goods not related directly to the projects they 
7inance, normally known as "additional collateral". 

Article 9
 

Paragraph (I) Lp to
 
paragraph (3) 	 Sufficlent.y clear
 

Article 10 

Letters a and b 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

tetter c 	 Other prohibited business activities referred to in letter c Include undrta'cIng busi
ness activities as a stock Issue underv/rIter
 

Article 11 in providing credits, banks ma face the risks of failure or stagnation in the repay
ment of th- credits, ereby bringing an erse u ness of thL banks 
Aince the credits arc derived from oublIc funds, the r sks the brekls face may_ a 
bring an effect on the safety of the public unds Therefore, to maintain their sound
ness and Increase their resi-tanrce, banks are oaiigated to share the risks by regula
ting the channelling of credits, the granting of guarantees or other facilities Insuch 
a way so as to avoid the granting of credits to certain debtors or a certain group of 

debtors only
 

Paragraph (1) , 	A group Is a group of persons or bodies having mutval relations in case of ownership,
 
management and/or financial relations.
 

Paragraph (2) : 	Bank Indonesia can set maximum limits not exceeding 30 % (thirty per cent) of the capi
 
tal of banks concerned. The definition of bank capital is set forth by Bank Indonesia
 
pursuant to the definition used for assessing the soundness of banks. The said maximir
 
limits are Intended for each borrower or a group of borrowers Including companies of
 
the same group.
 

Paragraph (3)
 

Letter a up to
 
letter c i 	 Sufficiently clear. 

Latter d 	 Hereinafter referred to as "family' Includes family relationship up to the second deg
reepursuant to the vertical and horizontal lines, Including pirent-in-law, son-or daugh
 
ter -in-law and brothers or sisters-in-law.
 

Letters e and f Sufficiently clear 

Paragraph (hi) Bank Indonesia can set maximum limits less than 10 % (ten per cent) of the cap'tal of 
banks.The definition of bank capital Is set forth by Bank indonesla pursuant to the do 

finition used for assessing the soundness of bAns. 
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Paragraph (5) s 	Su,ficlently clear. 

Article 12 t Hereinafter referred to as "The government can assign corrmercl ! banks" is within the 
framework of popularizing the provision on the principle, function and aim of banking 
system as meant in Chapter II, the realization of which rs adjusted to the demand of 
the national development 

Hereinafter referred to as "certain economic s-ctors" Includes development programmes
 

i the construction of housing complexes as well as the development of non-oli/gas ex

ports
 

The government regulation as meant also stipulates the provision on the Implementation
 

of certain programmes by one or several commercidl banks.
 

Article 13
 

Letter a Referred to as "others of similar types" Is aimed at accommodating the possible type
 
o. collecting private funds by smallholder credit banks, which are similar to time depo
 

sits and savigs but not giro, or other deposits which can be withdrawn
 

Letter b 	 Sufficiently "lear.
 

tatter c 	 Sufficlentlf clear
 

Letter d 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 14 	 This prohibition is Intended to adjust to the business activities of smallholder cre
dit banks particularly Intended to give services to small-scale undertakings and the
 

public in the rural areas. To that end, the types of sotvice the smallholder credit
 
banks can provide 	should be adjusted to the purpose
 

Letter a 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Letter b 	 The prohibition as referred to In this letter excludes the activity of money changers.
 
To run a business as a money changer, the smallholder credit banks must fulfil the pro
 
vision laid.dorn by Bank Indonesia.
 

Letter c up to
 
letter e 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 15 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 16
 

Paragraph (I) In rinciple. the mobilization of funds from society by anyone constitut s ah activity
whchneed _to be 	supervilsed because the activity Involves the interest_ tesocl~et
 

whose funds are deposited at the party cotlecting-th -funds In this connection, I s
 

"ETTirned In this paragraph that a rys only allowed to be engaged In the moboliza
tion of private funds in tha form of deposits after the party concerned obtains prior
 
bus~css licensin as a comercial bank'or '-smailholder credit bank
 

Though that is the case,,In the society t'ere are also other types of Institute enga
ged In the mobilization of funds from society In the form of deporits or the like,Auch
 
as those managed by post offices, pension funds and Insurance comranies On the basis
 
of the provision In this paragraph, the activities of thr institutes are not Included
 
as banking business activities The private fund mobilization activities conducted
 
by the Institutes arc regulated by separate law and Its implementation regulaticn
 

Paragraph (2)
 
and (3) : 	Sufficiently clear. 

Paregraph (4) : 	 Hereinafter referred to as "districts" are those located uutside the capitals city of 
regency, municipality, the capitals crtycf province, or the capital of the state 

This Is Intended to enaSle smallholder credit banks to constantly bLost thedevclonment 

and modernization 	In rural arias
 

Within the framework 	of further enhancing the equitable distribution of development,
Paragraph (5) 

smallholder credit banks can be set Jp by the local administrations, either jointly-r 
In cooperation with cooperatives, state-owned banks and/or regional administration
owned banks especially In the cities as referred to In this paragraph
 

Paragraph (6) : in tha governnent regulation as the Implementation of pAragraphi(3), (4) and ($) the 
provisions concerning cooperatives as regulated In the law on cooperatives, LYch &I
 

relating to organizational strurture, om)arthip and management peLd to the ob&ervd,
 

Article 17
 

The provision concerning the estents o4 onprebIp and management of foreign partners

Letter a ' 


also Includes the definition of Indoneslanizatlon process
 
banking circles
 

With the existence of this provision, it Is expected that the nation 


would Increasingly be able to rely on their 
on strength
 

K
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Letter b j 	 Sufficiently clear. 

Other matters required In drawing up the said government regulation are obtained fromLetter c 

the Monetary Council because of Its functions which aru related to the formulation of
 
monetary poti1c-, accordinq to the law In force However, the Monetary Council can ask
 
the related state agences Input to formulate the government regulation
 

Article 18
 

Paragraph (i) up
to paragraph (4) Sufficiently clear
 

Article 19 

Paragraph (1) To provide services to economically-weak groups/small-scale businessmen In urbanareas, 
the Minister can give licences to smallholder credit banks to open branch offices in 

the capitals of regencies, municipalities, and/or capitals of provinces concerned af

ter holding consultation with Bank Indonesia. The licences can also be given to small 

holder credit banks dondelled around the capital of the state to open branch offIcosin 

the capital of the state 

Paragraph (2) 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Paragraph (3) 	 To ensure the survival of smallholder credit bank' business, after holding consulta
tion with Bank Indonesia, the Minister shall stipulate the requirements and procedures
 

for the opening of offices of smallhoider credit banks, Including the requirement of
 

banks' soundness and banks' preparedness to open officas. Specifically for small

holder credit banks wishing to open offices In the capital of the state, capitals of
 

provinces, capitals of regencies and municipalities, they shall fulfil the requirement
 

of bank soundness and preparedness to open offices, besides other requirements, sucl as
 
capitaland the availability of professional workers
 

Article 20
 

Paragraph (1) He-einafter referred to as "banks domiciled abroad" are banks which are establishad oi 
tie basis of foreign law and have thelr headoffIce abroad. Th-refore, the ban' concer 

netu abl-4 bi the law of the country where they are *et u,. 

Paragraph (2)
 
and (3) Sufficiently clear.
 

Art'ci 21
 

Paragraph (1)
 

Lettrr a up to
 
Letter d Sufficiently clear.
 

Piragraph (2) a 

Letter a up to :
 
letter c Sufficiently clear.
 

This provision Is Intended to provide an umbrella for banking Institutes which are

Letter d : 


units,
smaller than smallholaer credit banks, such as village banks, village supply 


village credit boards and other institutes as referred to in Article 50.
 

Paragraph (3) : Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 22
 

the fourders of banks are statutory bodies, the related statutory bodies shall 

be whlly owned by Indonesian citizens. Included In the definition of Indonesian staru 

tory body shal I be state-owned companies, regional admlnlstratlon-owned companies, co

operatives and privately-run companies.
 

Letter a 	 Incase 


Letter b i Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 23 	 in case smallholder credit banks are owned by Indonesian statutory bodies, the said
 

Indonesian statutory bodies shall be wholly owned by Indonesian citizens.
 

A-ticle 24 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

form of njrd sharcs org Intendpd to know tho change In the 
Article 25 a The shares of banks In the 

ownership of the shares.
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Article 26
 

Paragraphs fI) and (2) Sufficiently clear
 

Paragraph (3) 	 Hereinafter referred to as "mbJority" is at least 51 % (fifty per cent)' of the to
tal shares sold through the stock exchange. 

la-agraph 04) Hereinafter referred to as "the majority position of share ownership of the state" 
is at least 51 %(fifty per cent) of the paid-up capital. 

Paragraph (5) : Sufficiently clear. 

Article 2?
 

Letters a and b : Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 28
 

Paragraph (1) 1 Merger Is the merger of two banks or more by constantly maintaining the existence 
of one of the banks and liquidating other banks. Consolidation Is the merger of 
two banks or more by setting up a new bank and liquidating the existing banks Ac
quisition Is the ownership expropriation of a bank
 

In case of state-owned commercial banks, merger or.cwmsoildation - n only be con
ducted among state-owned commercial banks. Therefore, the ownership by private par 
ties of the state-owned commercial banks' shares can only be done through ,. the 
stock exchange.
 

In conducting mergers, consolidations and acquisitions, it is obligated to prevent 
the centralization of economic power on one group In the form of monopoly harmful 
to the public. The mergers, consolidations and acquisitions should not also in
flict a loss upon the customers.
 

Paragraph (2) 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 29
 

Paragraphs (1), (2),
 
(3)and (4)., In a view of thd fact that banks work with private funds deposited in the banks on 

cne basIs or trust, each batI Ia'ntaIn condion a rid entrus-tneeds to Its sound 
to the public. In this con tTon, Bank Indonesia is author zed and'obliged to de
veio and sunrvlse banks by makLIL eentlv f tn 1 
directlves, advice, and nuidanre and reoresive efforts in the form of inspection 
-o lowcd by mprovement measures 

Paraqraph (5) 	 The Information made a;allable to the public is the Information concerning the 
risk of tia'lvitles which become bhe target of the use or placement of runds.if 
he Information has already made available, the banks are considered to have imple
 
ment this provision. The Information needs to be provided by banks, In case the
 
banks act as an Intermediary In the placement of funds from customers or sell/buy
securities for the Interest of and at the request of their customers. 

Nrticle 30 

raragraphs(l) and (2) s 	The obligation to submit information and explanations on their business activities 
to BanK Indonesia Is required in a view of the fact that the Information is needed 
to monitor the condition 	of a bank. Efforts to monitor the condition of a bank
 
should be made to protect private funds and to maintain the existence of banking
 
InstItutes. 

The public confidence in 	 the bankln_ nnstltutes can only be promoted If thebanking
institutes are always in 	sound condition undertaking their businLss ac ivitie-s.
 
heroebr w itiFn theframework of the truthfulness oT the reports'presentcd by 
banks, Bank Indonesia Isauthorized to examine books and documents of batks.
 

Paragraph (3) 	 Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 31
 

raragraphs (I) and (2) : 	 Sufficiently clear. 

http:runds.if
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the Minister to Bank Indonesia to conduct special auditing on banks
 
Article 32 	 The request by 


or to provide reports on 	bank auditing results is made in case of indication which
 

according to the Minister endanger the soundness and survival of the banks, public
 

Interest and the continuation of the national development.
 

Article 33
 
Paragraph (I) Sufficiently clear
 

Paragraph (2) 	 ierelnafter referred to as "requirements and procedures for auditing" Include typos
 
of auditing, auditing procedures, auditing scope, reporting and a follow-up to the
 
auditing result within the framework of development and control.
 

Article 34
 

Paragraph (1) up to
 
paragraph (3) 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 35 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 36 	 This exception can be provided for by paying attention to the capability of the
 
related smallholder credit banks -,
 

Article 37
 

Poraoraph (I) 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Paragraph (2) This paragraph stipulates mi.asures whirh can be taken by Indonesia against banps 
which are in difficulties which endanger the zurvival of their business activities, 
before revoking their business licence and/or imposing liquidation measures. b&_ 
said measures are taken within the framework of maintaininng/, '1- banks as public 
tru: 'nstitutes.-

Paragraph (3)up to 
paragraph (5) Sufficiently clear 

Article 38
 

Paragraph (I) 	 The provision In this Article Isalso valid In the event of the appointment and
 
mutation of managi g officials who are of the same level with members of theboards
 
of directors and Lommissioners, for banks which in the form of cooperativesi
 

Paragraph (2) 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 39
 

Paragraph (I) The use of expatriates by banks Is Justifiable to fulfil the demand of the related 

banks For smallholdur credit banks and commercial banks, the use of expatriates 

is temporary in nature and limited to experts, counselors and consultants pursuant 

to the demand of the related banks. For mixed banks and branches of banks domicl

let abroad, the use of expatriates is adjusted to the nature of ownership by fo

reign parties. However, the use of expatriates by the mixed banks and branches of 

banks domiciled abroad must be adjusted to the IndonesianIzation program.
 

Paragraph (2) 	 Stipulated In the Government Regulation includes requirements as th . spelling out
 

of the provision In paragraph (1) such as type of work or expertise which still re

quires expatriates and the period of using expatriates, pursuant to the efrcctive
 

laws on manpower
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Article 10
 
Paragraph (I) 
 In this connection, what banks must normally keep confidential are all data and Infor

mation concerning the financial condition and other matters of persons and bodies
 
the banks know because of their business activities
 
The banks, 	which require the confidence of the public depositing their money In the
 
banks require the confidentlallity for their own Interest. The public will entrust
 
their money in banks 	or make use of banking services only If the banks assure the pu
blic that they will not misuse their knowledge about deposits and financial condition 
of the customers. The provision affirms that banks must keep their secret. However,
the banks are allowed to give data or Information to other parties pursuant to Arti
cles 41, 42, 43, and 144. 

Paragraph (2) 	 Sufficiently clear
 

Article 41
 
Paragraph (I) 	 For the Judicial Interest in criminal cases at the request of the Chief of the Indone

sian Pol ice, Attorney General, and the Head of Supreme Court, the Minister can Issue
written permits to obtain Information from banks on the financial condition of the 
customers who become the suspect/defendant. The word "can" Ip aimed at giving affirma 
tion that the Minister will Issue the permits as long as the parties applying for the 
permits fulfil administrative requirements/procedures for the issuance of the permits.
such as name, position, soldier's registration number (NRP)/civil servant's official 
registry number (N:P) and police rank, Judge or lawyer, the aimt of auditing, officials 
authorized to submit application to the Minister, the name of customers who become the 
suspect/dofended as well as the reasons why the informalron Is required In connection 
with related criminal cases 

paragraphs (2) and (3) Sufficiently clear 
Article 43 In case the civil case 	Involving banks and their customers as referred to in this 
Ar

ticte, the banks can give Information on the financial 
condition of the customers In
 
the case and other Informatl6n related to the cases with the permit from the Minis
ter. 

Article 14 : - _-
Paraagraph (I) The exchange of Information among banks Isaimed at accelerating and safeguarding the
 

business activities of banks, among others,.to prevent double credits as well 
as know
 
the status of other banks. In this way, banks can appraise the level of risk they will
 
face before conducting transactions with customers of other banks.
 

Paragraph (2) 	 The provisions to be laid down by Cank Indonesia, among others, concern the procedure
for the delivery and request of information'and the model and type of certain Informa
tion which can be exchanged, such as the broad outline Indicator of credits banks
 
receive, and Information on whether or not the related debtors 
are Included in the
 
list of stagnant credits.
 

Article 45 	 if ba-ks fall to'maCe corrections at the request of the parties suffering a loss as 
the result of the. Information given by the banks, the parties concerned can .ubmit 
the matters to the authorized court. 

Article 46
 

Paragraph (I)and (2) Sufficiently clear.
 

Article 47
 
Paragraph (I) Sufficiently clear. 

Paragraph (2) Herel referred to as "employees of banks" are all officials and employees of 
banks. 

Artlcl eih 18 
Paragraph (I) 	 Herein, referred to as "employees of banks" are bank officials authorized and 

entrusted to carry out th%. operational tasks of banks, and employees having access to 
info'mation on the conditlon of banks. 

Paragraph (2) ufficiently clear.
 

Article 1,9
 
Paragraph (1) 	 Herein referred to as "employees of banks" are all officials and employees of
 

banks
 
Paragraph (2) Latter a , Herein 
 referred to as "employees of banks" are 2ll officials and 

I employees at Sanks. 

Letter b : 	Herein referred to as "employees of banks" are bank officials who are 
entitled to and responsible for the matters related to the business of the 
rtelated banks 

http:others,.to
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Article 50 Sufficiently clear 
Article 51 9 Paragraph (1) The acts as meant in the paragraphs of this Article shall be classified 

as criminal acts, meaning that those involved in the said acts will be 
liable to more severe punishment than If they are merely involved invio
lation. This reminds us that a bank is an institute in charge of keeping 
funds the people have entrusted to it,therefore, the acts which cause da
mage to the public confidence in the bank, and in principle also bring 
an adverse effect on ait,er the bank or the people, need to be avoided 

Since the act is classified as a cr.rainal act, it is expected that there 
will be strong obedience to the provision in this law. Concerning the 
c-iminal acts that members of' the boards of conmmissioners, and directors 
or smaliholder credit bank officials commit, they are in principle sub
ject to the provisions concerning criminal sanctions In Chapter VIII, In 
view o" the fact that the nature of the criminal punishment are valid for 
the general people With the fixation of the maximum limit of punishment
against the acts, the degree of punishment can be mulled ovei with re
gard to the losses that may arise 

Paragraph (2) Sufficiently clear 

Article 52 The administrative sanctions in this article can be in the form of 

d fine, namely an obligation 
pro% slns in this law 

to pay certain amount of moneM for failing to fulfil the 

b warrant, 

c. degr-tion of bank soundness, 

d. prohibition of participating in clearing, 

e the freezing of either the whole business activities of the bank or the business 
vities of its several branches, 

acti

f the revoc.tion 4 a b ".Iness iicence 

Bank Indonesia shall further regulate the Implementation of the administrative "cnctlons 
Especially concerning lettars e and f, they shall be Implemented according to provisions 
in the prevailing law. 

Article 53 Administrative sanctlois In zhis Article can be in the form of 
a fine, namely an obligation to pay 

visions in this law, 
a certaln amount of mcney for failing to fulfil pro

b watrant. 

c. the prohibition of serving as a member of the board of directors or the board of 
missioners of the bank, 

com

d the prohibition of giving services to banking circles, 

e submitting a proposal to the authorized agencies to revoke or cancel a business li
cence to provide ,ervices to banks (among others to consultant, law consultant, public 
accountant, appraiser). 

Article 541 Paragraphs (1)and (2) Sufficiently cldar. 

Paragraph (3) The adjustment to the legal status of state-owned banks as referred to in 
this Article shall be made on the basis of Law Ho.9/1969 Jo. Government 
Regulation No.12/1969. Inthis way, after the state-owned banks have at
ready completed the adjustment to their legal status, the law on the es
tablishment of the banks shall be declared no longer effective. 

Thereby, Law No 13/1962 shall also be no lonqer effective 1 (one) year 

starting from the enforcement of this law. 

Article 55 ' Paragraphs (1) up to Paragraph (3) Sufficiently clear 

Article 56 This provision Is intcnded ro enable banks to fulfil provisions on the maximum liniit of 
credits granted on the basis of this law in a stage so as not to cause heavy difficulties 
for the banks to fulfil the said provisions inview of the present provisions that require 
banks to provide the maximum limit of credits which is higher than that as referred to in 
par.graphs (2) and (4i) of Article I1 
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Article 57 1 	Non bank Institutes of finance can adjust their business to become banks on the basis o. 
this law wIthin a period of I (one) year at the earliest starrinq from the enforcement of 
this law Non bank Institutes of finance can adjust their business to become stock companies 
on the basis of this provision on the capital marker 

Article 58 In view of the fact that the institutes as meant in this Article have grown and developed 
ip The communty, ana te people still need them, Aht rxistence or the Institutes ar W
nO9Wiedged. 1herefore. this law provides the clarification of the status of the sold insti
tes 3ensure the unity and uniformity In the development and control or the institutes, 
h"e requirement and procecure for the granting o" the %tatus of the said Institutes as a 

smallholder credit bank are stipulated by a government regulation. 

Article 59 	 This provision Is intended to avoid legal vacuums and deal with problems that arise until
 
the isslu 'e ' of new re'uaaclons
 

Articles 60 and 61 Eufriclently clear
 

SUPPLEMENT TO STATUTE BOOK OF THE REPUBLIC OF INDONESIA NO 3172. 
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ANNEX E 

MINISTERIAL DECREE ON
 
SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS
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, GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS 

SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANK
 
(Decree of the Minister ofFinance No. 221/MKM.017/1993 dated
 

February 26,1993)
 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE, 

Considering• 
a. 	that within the framework of improving banking services especially for economically-weak people and the 

rural community, it is necessary to give wider opportunities to the community to develop the business activi. 
Lies of smallholder credit banks, 

b. 	that to ensure their better developmenti It Is necessary to give wider opportunities to smallholder credit 
banks to grow and develop by taking Into consideration principles of prudence, 

c 	 that in conjunction with the matters, It is deemed necessary to lay down provisions on smallholder creait 
banks with a decree of the Minister of Finance. 

In view of"
 
1 Law No 13/1968 on the Cenblal Bank (Statute Book of 1968 No 63, Supplement to Statute Book No 2865);
 
2. 	 Law No 7/1992 on the Ranking system (Statute Book of 1992 No. 31, Supolement tc Statute Book No. 

3472), 
3. 	 Law No 25/1992 on Cooperatives (Statute Bo,)k or '992 Np 116, Supplemeotto Statute Book No. 

3502), 
4 Government Regulation No 71/1992 on Sma!Iholder Credit Banks (Statute Book of 1992 No 118, Supple

ment to Statute Book No 3504), 
5 Government Regulation No 72/1992 on Banks Operating under Profit-sharing Principles (Statute Book of 

1992 No 119, Supplement to Sla'.ute Book No. 3505), 
6 Presidential Decree No 64/M/1988, 

DECIDES: 
THE DECREE OF THE MINISTER OF FINANCE CONCERNING 

SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BA NKS 

CHAPTER I
 
THE UCENCING FOR THE ESTABUSHMENT OF 

SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS 
Article 1 

Smallholder credit banks can only be established and run their business activitis with permits from the Minister 
of FIpance aver holding consultation with the Bank Indonesia. 

Article 2 
TheGranting of business licences to smallholder credit banks shall be c'inductcd in 2 stages,:, 
a. 	principle approvali Le.an approval to make preparation for the establishment of a smallholder credit banks; 
o. 	 business licence, I.e a licence granted to ruui ab"iness after the preparations as meant in letter a are al

ready made 

Article 3 
(1) 	The application for a principle approval and business licence to establiqIi a small,, 'elZ tnks as 

meant In Article 2 shall be submitted to the Minister of Finance with a cop addwar4p the BnIk Indone. 
sia by using the form as attached (see Attachment 1 and 2). 

Business Nows 5386/22-3-1993 	 _ The... 
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(2) 	 The application to the Minister of Fiance as meant in paragraph (1)shall b, addressed to the Dif torate 
of Banking and Financial cervices, [)irectorate General of Financial Institute JI Dr Wahidin No 1, 1iilding 
A, Jakarta 10710, while tne copy of the application shall be addreszed to thE head office of the Ban Indo
nesia, JI M H Thamnn No 2,Jakaila 10010, on the same date 

Article 4 
(1) 	 Thp application for the pnnciple approval as meant in Article 3 paragraph (1) shall be submitted at Itast by 

one of prospective ownc-, end must endlose ' 
a. 	 the draft of statute/deed on establisthment of the smailholder credit bank ;ontair at least 

1)name and domicde, 
2) scope of business activities as a smallholder credit bank, 
3) capiptaltzallon, 
4) ownership, 
5) authority, responsibility and irm of office of members of the board of directors and the 1r ard of 
commissio iers, 

b 	 the list of prospective shareholders along with detalis of theih respective participabon for the sm.l' nolder 
credit bank which has the form of a regional administration owned comp my and limited liability c )rpe. 
ny, or the list of prospective members along with details of compulsory reposits and principal dc posits 
as well as the list of partJes who will make participation along with the a-nount of their participl on for 
the smallholder credit bank which havu the form of a cooperative, 

c. 	 the-list of prospective members of the toard of directors and tho bovd of commissioners along with 
1) identity, I e copy of an identity card IKTP), 
2) evidence of the Indonesian citizenship for those of foreign descent and a certficate of the ch vige of 
name if the party concerned has changed his/her name, 
3) currculum viate, 
4) statement of non-involvement in misdeeds in the banking sector and/or statement of unse= ienced
 
status in connection with criminal offences in the banking and economic sectors,
 
5) certificate of operational experience in the banking sector for prospe, tive experienced men iters of
 
the board of directors,
 

d 	 the draft of a, orgarnsatdonal structure, 
a 	 work programs for the first year which contain at least. 

1) the general view of the economic conditles of the related region, 
2) the pl-n for business activities which c,,er the collection anddistribution of funds as well as steps to 
be taken to realize the said plan, 
3) the plan for the need of employees, 
4) the projection of monthly cash flow within 12 months startil Zfrom the date when the smallolder 
credit bank cames out its operational activities and the projection of the bJarce sheet and pr i i/loss 
statement; 

f 	 the evidence of capital deposit which amounts tq at least 30% (thirty pe'r cent) of the minimum 1)ud-up 
capital, in the form of a copy of deposit ticket under the name of the Mm ster of Finance q q on of the 
prospective owneis for the establishment of the related smallholder cred t bank at a commercial I ank in 
Indonesia by stabng that the disbursement of the seposit ticket can 1:e conducted after rec( Ilng a 
written approval from the Minister of Finance and being legalized by the bank receiving the dep )-AL 

(2) 	 The list of prospective sharhoiders or prospective members as meant in raragraph (1) letter b rri st en
dose 
a. in the ca-e of idividual 

1) condensed cumculum vitae along with a statement of non-involvemi nt in misdeeds in the I 'inking 
sector and/or a statement of uns,-ntenced status in connection with cr m -ial offences in'the-l P nking 
and economic sectors ' 

2) idenbty, Ie a copy of identity card (KTP), 
3) certificate of the Indonesian citizenship for those of foreign descent at d a certificate of the ch iige of 
name if the party concerned has already changed his/her name, 

b 	 In the case of legal entity which has the form of a limited liability com )any, regional admini.; ilion. 
owned company or cooperatives 
1) statutes/deed on establishment of the related legal entity and ameri Iments thereof the aut i)rizod 
agency already ratifies. 

Business News 5386/22-3-1993 	 2) idenit ' . 
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2) identity of all members of Ute board of commissioners of the related legal entity as meant 1,letter a, 
3) balance sheet of the related 1,gal entity cs of te date which is close t to the date on whic' he appli 

cation for the principal approv i1issubmitted 

(3) 	 For the smallholder credit banks which operate profit sharing principles, I ie draft of the statute md work 
programs as meant in paragraph (1)letter a and letter e must clearly enclo oe the account of bus, ss activ
ities which are solely based on profit-sharing principles 

Article 5 
The principle approval as meant inArticle 21 letter a shall be valid for a period of 1 (one) year at the iiost start. 
Ing from the Issuance date of the principal approval 

Article 6 
The application for the business licene as meant in Article 3 paragraph (1) sh all be submitted by. east one 
member of the board of directors and must enclose 
a statutes/deed on establishment th autbonzed agency already ratifies, 
b list of shareholders along with det ils of their participation for smallholder c edit banks which ha\ the form 

of a regional administration owncd company and limited liability company., or list of members ong with 
details of their pnncipal deposits a id compulsory deposits as well as list of the parties who maki )articipa 
bon along with the amount of their participation for smallholder credit bank, which hav , the form f a coop 
erative, b enclosing the dossier as rr iant in Article 4 paragraph (2), 

c 	 composition of the board of directors and the board of commissioners alon with 
1) the latest photograph measuring 4 x 6 cm, 
2)exemplary signature and initials 
3) dossier as meant in Article 4 pat agraph (1)letter c, 

d 	 organizational structure along with working system and procedures, including the composition 'person
nels, 

e 	 evidence of the paying off of the minimum paia-up capital In the form of a r hotocopy of deposit b et under 
the name of "the Minister of Finance q q one of the owner of the related smallholder credit 1)tnk" at a 
commercial Lank In Indonesia, by stating that the disbursement of the deposit ticket can be condij ted after 
receiving a written approval from the Minister of Finance and being legdlzed by the bank rec, ving the 
deposit. 

f 	 other evidences of operational preparedness, including 
1) list of fixed assets and stock, 
2)evidence of ownership and control of of a contract for the hiring/leasing of office buildings, 
3) photograph of office buildings anid the layout of spaces, 
4) exempl.-ry form/letter to be used for the operational acbvites of the smallholder credit bank, 
5)Taxpayer Code Number (NPWP) 

g 	 statement of non-double position ,a member of the boared of directors or an executive officia, anothbr 
company for members of the board of directors, 

Article 7 
(1) 	The approval or rejection of the application for a principle approval or busit ess licence shall beg uted not 

later than 30 (thirty) work days alter the application is received completely 
(2) 	The Bank Indonesia shall give tihe Minister of Finance consideration to the application for tht )rincipal 

approval or business licence as meant inparagraph (1)not later than 15 (','teen) work days afte, copy of 
the application Is received compk tely 

Article 8 
(1) 	The smallholder credit banks whi h already receive a business licence from the Minister of Fin- ce must 

carry out operational activities not later than 3 (thrEe) months starting from the issuance date of he busi
ness licence 

(2) 	After holding consultations with tile Bank Indonesia, the Minister of Finance can revoke the bi ness lI
cence of a smallholder credit bank if after the period of time as meant in paragraph (1)the sn illholder 
credit bank concerned falls to carry out operational actiivitlas 
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Article 9 
The smallholder credit bank which alrLady obtain a business licence from the Minister of Finance nit st clearly 
add the word "smallholder credit bank or "BPR"to their name whenever they wirite 

CHAPTER II 
CHANGE IN BUSINESS ACTIVITIES
 

Article 10
 
(1) 	Smallholder credit banks whose business activities are not based on a Proifit-sharing principle ca i ct inge 

their business activities to become smal.holder credit banks which are olely based on a prof I sharing 
principle with a permit from the t,,nister of Finance after holding consultations with the Bank Indonesia 

(2) 	 The permit as meant in paragraph (1) can be granted f the related smallh der credit bFnks alre,,dy 
a change their statutes the authorized agency already ratifies, 
b settle their rights and obligations with all debtors and creditors as a result of business activitie, ihich are 
not based on a profit-sharing pnnciple 

Artcla 11 
(1) 	 Smallholder credit banks whose business activities are solely based on a profit-sharing prin iple can 

change their business activities to become smallholder credit banks whcdi are not based on a piofit shar
ing principle with a permit from the Minister of Finance after holding consultations with the Bank Indonesia 

(2) 	 The permit as meant in paragraph (1) can be granted f the related smallholder credit bank alrea y 
a change their statutes the authorized agency already validates, 
b settle their rights and obligations with all customers as a result of business acbvities which re solely 
based on a profit-sharing principle 

Article 12 
The application for a permit to change the business activities as meant in Articl ,110 paragraph (1) and -rticle 11 
paragraph (1) shall be submitted by the board of directors of the related smallholder credit bank to tm, Minister 
of Finance via the Directorate of B.-nking and Financial Services , Directorate General of Financial In btute, JI 
Dr Wahidin No 1, Building A, Jakarta 10710, while the copy of the application shall be addressed to the head 
office of the Bank Indonesia, J M H Thamrin No 2, Jakarta 10010, on the .ane date by using tht form as 
attached (see Attachment 3) 

Article 13
 
The change in business activities as meant in Article 10 and Article 11 can be made one time only
 

CHAPTER III 
THE APPROVAL OF SMALI.HOLDER CREDIT BANKS 

Article 14 
(1) 	The application from institutes or bodies as meant in Article 19 paragraph (2) of Government F gulation

No 71/1992 for a business licence to establish a smallholder credit bank shall be submitted by t! - execu
tive board of the related institutes or bodies to the Minister of Finance with a copy of the apl)lm ition ad
dressed to the Bank Indonesia by using the form as attached (see Attachment 4) 

(2) 	 The application to the Minister of Finance as meant in paragraph (1)shall be addressed to the Di ectorate 
of Banking and Financial Service, Directorate General of Financial Institute, JI Dr Wahidin No 1 B Jilding A, 
Jakarta 10710, while the copy of the application shall be addressed to thp headoffice of the Ban, Indone
sia, JI M H Thamrin No 2, Jakata 10010, on the same date 

Article 15 
The application for a business licence as meant In Article 14 paragraph (1) must enclose 
a basis for the establishment of the related institutes or bodies, 
b statutes/deed on establishment the authorizwed agency already ratifies pursuant to the legal 'c rm they 

choose, 
c organlsational structure, 
d balance sheet and profit/loss statement ended before March 25, 1992 and as of the date which is 3sest to 

the date on which the application for the business licence is submitted,
 
e Taxpayer Code Number (NPWP)
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Arbcle 16 
,er than(1) 	 The application for a business licence as meant in Article 14 paragraph (1) niust be submitted not 

October 30, 1997 
The Institutes or bodies as meant in Article 14 paragraph (1) which do not submit an application intil the(2) 
time limit as meant in paragraph (1)cannot be approved as a smallholder ci dit bank and are ban, d from 
collecting private funds in the form deposits 

CHAPTER IV 
THE OPENING OF OFFICES OF SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS 

Artcle 17 
(1) 	Smallholder credit banks whose headoff ice is domiciled in a subdistrict outside the cappital of ti state, 

provincial capital, regencial capital or municpality can open branch offices 
a In sbdistricts outside the capital of the state, provincial capital, regenci.' capital or municipalil Iout still 

in the same regenty where the headoff ice of the smallholder credit bank, is domiciled, 
b 	 in subdistricts in other regencies as long as the subdistricts still share coinmor, borders with th ubdis

trict where the headoffice of the smallholder credit banks is domiciled, out .tll outside the cL pital of 
the state provincial capital, regencial capital or muncipality 

c 	 in the capital of the state for smallholder credit banks which are domici id in subdistricts whicii share 
common borders with the capital of the state, 

d 	 in a provincial capital or regencial capital of the subdistricts where the I eadoffice of the relat ( small
holder credit banks is don iciled or in a municipality which shares common borders with the st district 
whera the headoffice of the smallholder credit banks is domiciled 

(2) 	The smallholder credit banks which will open branch offices as meant in pa,agraph (1)letter a and letter b 
must 
a fulfil requirements for the level of soundness and capitalizaton in the la t 24 (twenty four) mon hs that 

they are classified as being sound at least in 20 (twenty) months and suff ientiy sodnd in the r eiraining 
months 

b make a plan and send itto the Bank Indonesia not later than 3 (three) mo,iths before the said offi, es are 
opened, 

c 	 repport the opening of the offices to the Bank Indonesia not later that 10 (ten) work days a ter the 
opening of the offices by using the form as attached (see Attachment 5) 

(3) 	The opening of the branch offices of the smallholder credit banks as meant in paragraphp (1) letIct c and 
letter d can only be conducted with a permit from the Minister of Finance a'ter hblding consultatio is with 
the Ban, Indonesia and must fulfil requirements that 
a the level of soundness and capitalizabon in the last 24 (months) is classified as being sound at !east in 

20 (twenty) months and sufficiently sound in the remaining months, 
b equity capital must at least amount to 

1) Rp 10,000,000,000 (ten billion rupiahs) for smallholder credit banks w ,ich will open branch Wifices in 
the capital of the state, 

2) Rp 3,000,000,000 (three billion rupiahs) for smallholder credit banks %ich will open branch ,,ices in 
provincial capitals, 

3) Rp 1,000,000,000 (one billion rupiahs) for smallholder credit banks wi ch will open branch of ices in 
regenclal capitals or municipalities outside a provincial capital 

(4) 	 The credits channelled by the branch offices of smallholder credit banks as i ieant in parag, aph (11 etter c 
and letter dmust not exceed the amount of creditrs channelled by the small older credit banks to ( istom
ers domiciled outside the cappital of the state, provincial capitals, regencial ( apital or municipalibes 

Article 18 
(1) 	 To obtain the permit as meant in Artcle 17 paragraph (3), the board of dire, tors of the smallhold, i credit 

bank concerned shall submit an application to the Minister of Finance with ,,copy addressed to III. Bank 
Indonesia by using the form as attached (see Attachment 6, 6A, 6B and 6C) 

(2) 	 T)'usiness News 5386/22 3-1993 
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(2) The application as meant in paragraph (1) sh-dI be addresed to the Direutorale of Banking and Finance 
Service, JI Dr Wahidin No 1 Building A, Jakarta 10710, while copies of the application shall be ,i,dressed 
to the headoffice of the Bank Indonesia JI M H Thamnn No 2, Jakarta 10010 and the local brancl,office of 
the Bank Indonesia on the same date, and shall enclose 
a consolidated balance sheet in the last 2 (two) months before the date on which the application it submit 
ted, 
b' appraisala of the soundness of the bank In 2 (two) months which are the same as letter a above 

Artcle 19 
(1) 	The approval or rejection of the application as meant in Article 18 paragraph (1) shall be granted not later 

than 60 (sixty) work days after the application is received completely 
(2) 	 The Bank Indonesia shall give the Minister of Finance consideration to th, application as meant in para

graph (1) not later than 45 (forty five) work days after the copy of the applic ition is received completely 

Article 20 
(1) 	The opening of the branch offices as meant in Article 17 paragraph (1) letter c and letter dshall b(. realized 

not later than 2 (two) months starting from the date on which a permit from the Minister of Filance is 
issued 

(2) 	 The opening of the branch offices as meant in paragraph (1) must be repoirted to the Minister of Finance 
with a copy addressed to the Bank Indonesia not later than 10 (ten) wcrk do /s after the opening d te of the 
branch offices by using the form as attached (see Attachment 7)

(3) 	 If within a period of 2 (two) months, the smallholder credit banks do not opon the branch offices .s meant 
in paragraph (12), the Minister of Finance can revoke a permit for the opeing of the branch offi es after 
holding consultations with the Bank Indonesia 

Article 21 
(1) 	Smallholders credit banks whose headoffice is domiciled outside the capital of the state provinci- capital,

regencial capital or municipality can only open offices whose status is below branch offices in sI districts 
outside the capital -r the state provincial capitals, regenclal capitals or m nicipalities which alt still the 
same as the subgistricts where their main office is domiciled 

(2) 	 The opening of the offices as meant in paragraph (1)can be realized Ifthe level of soundness and. apiptal-
Ization In the last 12 (twenty) months is ckassifled as being sound at least In 10 (ten) months and sufficiently
sound in the remaining months 

(3) 	 Smallholder credit banks which 1u1noepi i offices as -1eant Inparagraph (1) must 
a send the plan for the opening of the cdfices to the Bank Indonesia not later than 3 (three) montlhi before 
the opening of the said offices, 
b report the opening of the said of ficc s to the Bank Indonesia not later th.n 10 (ten) work days .fter the 
opening date of the offices by using the form as attached (see Attachment r) 

Article 22 
(1) 	Smallholder credit banks whose headoffice is domiciled in the capital of the state provincial capit it regen. 

cial capital or murlcipalitv shall not be allowed to open branch offices or offices whose status I below 
branch offices 

(2) 	 The branch offices of smallholder credit banks and the offices of smallholder credit banks whose s atute is 
below branch offices as meant in paragraph (1)which were established and reported to the Bank Ii,lonesla 
before December 31,1989 can continue their business activities 

CHAPTER V 
THE CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF OFFICES AND THE CHANGE OF NAME OF 

SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS 
Article 23 

(1) The change of address of offices of smallhoider credit banks can only be made with the provision i,at 
a 	 Smallholder credit banks whose headoffice is domiciled In a subsistrct outside the capital of itistate, 

provincial capital, regencial capital or municipality caji only be moved to another subdistrict in tll, same 
regency, outside provincial capitals, regencial capitals or municipalities 

Business News 5386/22 3.1993 	 b sinallhold . 
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b 	 Smallholder credit banks whose headoffice is domiciled in the capital of the state, provincial capital, 
regencial capital or municipality can only be moved to another area which is still within the same subdis
trict or to another subdistrict outside the capital, provincial capital, regencial capital or municip ility 

(2) 	The change of address of branch offices of smallholder credit banks can only be made with th( provision 
that 
a 	 the branch offices of smallholder credit banks which are domiciled in subdistricts outside the, apital of 

the state, provincial capital, regencial capital or municipality can only be moved to anolber stil) listuict in 
the same regency as their h(adoffice, or in a subdistrict in another regency which share.. ommon 
borders with the subdistrict where their headoffice is domiciled but still outside the capital of the state, 
provincial capital, regencial capital or municipality 

b 	 the branch offices of smailholder credit banks which are domiciled in regeneral capitals or mun,cipalities 
can only be moved to anothl r area of the same regencies or municipalities or to other sitldistricts 
which share common borders with the subdistricxt where their headol'ice is domiciled but si I outside 
the capital of the state, proviln ial capital, regencial capital or municipality 

c 	 the branch offices of smallholder credit banks which are domiciled in the capitr I of the state 1rovincial 
capital can only be moved to inother area in the capital of the state or provincial capital con(erned or 
to the regency where their headoffice is domiciled 

(3) 	 Offices whose status is below the branch offices of smallholder credit banks can only be moved to another 
area in the subdistrict which is the same as their main office 

(4) 	 The change of address of the offices of smallholder credit banks as meant in paragraph (1), paragraph (2) 
and paragraph (3)must be reported to the local office of the Bank Indonesia with a copy of the ri port ad
dressed to the Minister of Finance 

(5) 	The report as meant in paragraph (4) must be sent not later than 30 (thirty) work days before Vt date on 
which the change of address is made by using the form as attached (see Attachment 8) 

Article 24 
(1) 	 The change of name of smallholder credit banks can only be made with an approval from the Minister of 

Finance after holding consultations with the Bank Indonesia 
(2) 	 The applicauon for the change of name as meant in paagraph (1) shall be submitted to the Minister of 

Finance with a copy addressed to the Bank Indonesia by using the form as attached (see Attachment 9) 
(3) 	 The application as meant in paragraph (2) must enclose the change of statutes the authorized agency al

ready approves, 
(4) 	The change of name as meant in paragraph (1) must be announced'lo the local people not late than 10 

(ten) work days after the Minister of Finance issues a letter to adjust the name of the banks 

Article 25 
The reports as meant in Article 23 par igraph (4) and Article 24 paragraph (1) that the board of directors of tle 
bank submits to the Minister of Finance shall be addressed to the Directorata of Banking and Financial Service, 
Directorate Geneiral of Financial Institute, JI Dr Wahidin No 1 Building A, Jakarta 10710, whilb a copy of the 
report shall be addressed to the hadoflice of the Bank Indonesia, Jl MH Thamrin No 2 Jakarta 10010, on the 
same date 

CHAPTER VI 
THE CLOSURE OF SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS 

Artcle 26 
(1) 	 The closureof the branch offices of smallholder credit banks which have domicile as meant in -rticle 17 

paragraph (1)letter c and letter d can only be realized with an approval from the Minister of Final ice after 
holding consultations with the Btmnk It donesia 

(2) 	 The application for the closure of the branch offices as meant in paragraph (1) shall be submitti d by the 
board of directors of the related smallholder credit banks not later than 3 (three) months before th, closure 
of the said branch offices is realized, and addressed to the Directorate of Banking and Financial Service, 
Directorate General of Financial Institute, JI Dr Wahidln No 1 Building A, Jakarta 10710, while ., copy of 
the application shall be addressed to the headoffice of the Bank Indonesia JI M H Thamrin No 2 Jakarta 
10010 along with the reasons for the closure on the same date 
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(3) 	 The closure of the offices as me-nt in paragraph (1) must be reported to the Minister of the fin ice with a 

copy of the report addressed to the Bank Indonesia not later than 10 (1en) work days after t1e date of 

closure by using the form as atta, hed (see Attachment 10) 

Article 27 
(1) 	 For the branch offices which havy domicile as meant in Article 17 paragraph (1) letter a and letl., b as well 

as the office whose status is below the branch offices of smallholder credit banks, the closure of1 ite branch 
) monthsoffices oi smallholder credit bainks must be reported to the Bank Indonesi i not later than 3 (thi 


before the closure of the said offices is realized
 

(2) 	 The closura of the offices as me-int in paragraph (1) must be reported to t!he Bank Indonesia nI later than 

10 (ten) work days after the date of closure by usinc the form as attached (see Attachment 11) 

CHAPTER VII
 
OTHER PROVISIONS
 

Article 28 
Smallholders credit banks can be upgraded to become commercial banks on the condition that thy meet the 

procedures and requirements as regulated in Article 34 and Article 35 of Decri e of the Minister of Fit ance No 

220/KMKO17/1993 dated February 2,. 1993 on commercial banks 

CHAPTER VIII
 
ADMINISTRATIVE SANCTIONS
 

Articla 29 
Banks and affiliated parties which fail to meet their obligations as stipulated il this decree shall bt. ubject to 
administrative sanctions from the Batik Indonesia 

CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSION 

Article 30 
With the enforcement of this decree 
a Decree of the Minister of Finance No 1064/KMK.00/1988 dated October '7, 1988 the establishment anc 

business of smallholder credit banks, 
b 	 Decree of the Minister of Finance N) 279/KMK01/1 99 dated March 25, 198) on the improvement of Decrec 

of the Minister of Finance No 106 /KMKoo/1988 on the establishment an(d business of smallhclder credi 
banks, 
Decree of the Minister of Finance Ibo 1238/KMKOO/1989 dated November 14, 1989 on the opening of of. 
fices of smallholder credit banks which already obtained a permit before Oct' ber 27, 1988, 

d Decree of the Minister of Finance Ito 228/KMK01/1991 dated February 21f, 1991 on the additional provi. 
sions on the establishment and business of smallholder credit banks, 

shall be declared null and ,oid 

Article 31 
Pls decree st'all come into to' e as from the date of stipulation 
For public cognizance, this de( ne ,hall be announced by placing it in th,, State Gazette of th( Repubiic 

of Indonesia 

Stipulated in Jakarta 
on Feb'uary 26, 199J 

THL MINISTER OF FINANCE 
sgd 

J B SUMARLIN 

Attachm 'it I 
. t. 	 _ ,Business News 5386/22 3 1993 
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SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS 
(Decree of the M mister of Finance No. 221/MKM 017/1993 dated 

February 26, 1993) 
(Continued from 3usinessNews No 5386pages 1A - 8A) 

Attachment 1 

Decree of the Minister of Finance
 
No. 221/KHK 017/1993 
Dated February 26, 1993
 

No.
 
Enclosure
 
Subjef-t Application for a principle
 

approvAl for the establish
ment of a smallholder credit
 
bank.
 

To
 
The Minister of Finance
 

attention . The Directorate of Banking and 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financial Institites
 
Jl. Dr.Wahidin No.1 Building A
 
Jakarta 10/10
 

We herewith apply to you for a principle approval to establish a smallhold
er credit bank with the planned name ...... We enclose the following docU
ments for your consideration : 
1 Draft statute 
2. List of prospective shareholders'-nt-.rs and list of parties to mbxc ,)artici
pation *)
 
3. List of prospectiv membe,2 of the board of directors and the board of commis
sioners/cecutive hoar *)
 
4 Plan for organizational structure;
 
5. Work proliamme in tn first jear.
 
6. Photocopy of deposit account amounting to Rp ..... ...... under the name of
 
the Mipister of Finance q.q.............. which accounts for .......... % of
 
the minimum paid-up capital required and legalized by the bank receaving the
 
deposit.
 
We greatly appreciate your approval.
 

Name and signature of the prospective owner.
 

Copies to
 

1. Bank Indonebia;
 
2. The Directorate General of
 

Financial Institute
 
*) Pick up as required.
 

BN 5387/5388/31-3-1993 Attachment 2 ...... 
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Attachment 2 

Decree of the Mnister of Finance
 
No 221/KK 017/1993
 
Date February 26, 1993
 

., 19..
 

No.
 
Enclosure
 
Subject : Application for a business
 

licence to establish a
 
smallholder credit bank. 

To
 
The Minister of Finance 

attention : The Directorate of Banking and 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financial Instititutes
 
Jl.Dr.Wahidin No.1 Building A
 
Jdkarta 10710.
 

We herewith apply to you !or a business licence to establish a small
hoJder dredit bank with the following data 
1. 	Name of bank
 
2. 	Address
 
3 	 Number and date of principle approval 
4 	 Taxpayer Code Number (NPWP) 
5. Attachments, c insisting of
 

a The atatute of te bank validatcd by the authorized agency.
 
b The list of shareholders/members and the list of parties
 

to 	make participation *)
 
r 	The compositita of the board of dir-ctors and the board of 

commissioners/executive'board *)
 
d The trganisation!al structure, working system and procedure.
 
e The aridence of preparedness for operation.
 
f The phatccopy-of a deposih account amounting to Rp ........
 

under the name of the Hirister of Finance q.q ............
 
which constit, tes the settlement of the payment for the mi
nimum paid-up capital required and legalized by the bank 
receiving the deposit. 

g. 	 Statement of non-double position as a member of the board
 
directors or another executive official at another company
 
for members of the board of directors.
 

We 	grei&.'y appreciate your approval.
 

Name and siqnature of the board of directois/ 
executive board.
 

Copios to
 

1 	Bank Indonesia
 
2. The Directorate General
 

of Finarcial Institutes.
 
•) Pick up as r-quirad
 

RNI 	CM7MPR/11 Ilq Attachmn ........
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Attachment 3 
---------

... , 19 

11o 
Enclosure 
subject Application for a permit 

to change a business 
activity 

To 
The Minister of Finance 

attention : 	 The Directorate of Banking and 
Financing Services, Directorate 
General of Fxnari-.a.l Inscitates 
Jl Dr.Wahidin No.1 Building A 
Jakarta 10710.
 

We herewith apply to you for a permit to change a busidess activity from 
a bank operating under a profit-sharing/non-profit -sharing principle into a 
bank operating under a non-profit-sharing/profit-sharing principle. *) 
We enclose the following data for your consideration : 
I The statute amenuent validated by the authorized agency. 
2 The evidence of uhe settlement o± rights and obligations with all debtors 
and -reditors as a result of business activities on the basis of a profit
sharing/non-profit-sharJng principle.*) 
This is for your information 

THE BOARD OF 	DIRECTORS OF
 
BANK ........ ....... . .
 

Copies to
 

1. Bank Indonesia;
 
2. The Directorate General of
 

Financial Institute.
 
*) Pick up as required.
 

Attachment 	4
 

*.o,.......# 19..
 
No
 
Enclosure s
 
Sub~e~t s 	Application for a business 

licence fcr anapproval as 
a smallholder credit bt ks. 

To 
The Minister 	of Finance
 

attention .	 The Directoiate of Banking and
 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financiil Institutes
 
71 Dr.Wahidin No 1 Building A
 
Jakarta 10110
 

We herewith 	apply to you for a business licence for an approval as a
 
smallholder 	credit bank with the following data 

BN 5387/5388/31 31993 	 1. Name. 
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1 Name of Institute/Body 
2 Address
 
3 Taxpayer code Number (NPWP) 
4 Attachments, including
 

Basis for the establishment of the institute/body in the
 a 

form ........
 

b. The statute validated by the authorized agency.
 

c. The organisational structure.
 

d. The financial statement ended on ............ x) and ended
 

on ........... .. xx).
 
We greatly appreciate your approval
 

Name and signature of the executive board
 

Copies to
 

1 Bank Indonesia;
 
2 The Dirctorate General
 

of Financial institutes.
 
x) before Xdrch 25, 1992.
 
xx) the date closest to the date on which the application for a
 

business licence is submitted.
 

Attachment 5 :
 

Decree of the Minister of Finance 
No. 221/KK.017/1993 
Dated February 26, 1993 

.. *.... ... 19.. 

No.
 
Enclosure : 
Subject : Report on the opening 

of office ........... 

Tog
 
Bank Indonesia
 
in
 

We herewith inform you that we have already opened our office
 
in ............ Jalan ............ on .. ........ (date).
 

This id for your information. 
.
 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 

Copies to 


1. The Directorate of Barking and Financing Services;
 
2. The branch office of Bank Ind'onesia in ........
 

Aftachment 6,. 
(TM BE CONTINUED) 

ON 3m3Oomm11 

BN 5387/5388/31.31993
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SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS
 
(Decree or the Miniter or Finance No. 221/MKM 017/1993 dated
 

February 26, 1993)
 
(Continuedfrom Business News No 538715388pages19A- 22A) 

Attachment 6 

Decree of the Minister of Finance
 
No 221/KMK.017/1993
 
Dated February 26, 1993
 

............ 19..
No 

Enclosure
 
Sub)ect Application for the opening
 

of the branch office of a
 
smallholder credit bank
 

To
 
The Minister of Finance
 

attention : 	The Directorate of Banking and
 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of FinanciaL Institutes
 
Jl. Dr.Wahidin No.1 Building A
 
Jakarta 10710
 

We herewith apply to you for a permit to open a branch office
 
S . .. . with the following data
 
1 The address of the branch office
 

to-be-opened 
2. Attachment a consolidated balance sheet
 

in the last 2 moiths.
 
b. appraisal of solvency in
 

the last 2 months
 
iVe greatly appreciate your approval.
 

Copies to THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
 
BANK ................ ...
 

1. Bank Indonesia
 
2. The Directorate General of
 

Financial Institute
 

Attachment 6 A
 

............ , 19..
 
No
 
Dated
 

BALANCE SHEET
 
NAME OF SMALLHOLDER CREDIT BANK ............
 

(in rupiah thousand)
 

ASSET ITEMS MONTH MONTH LIABILITY/CAPITAL MONTH MONTH
 
ITEMS
 

1 	 2 3 4 5 6 

1 Cash 	 .. ... 1.Servings . . ... , 
2. Bank Indonesia 	 ... ... 2. Time deposits 

Busiress News 5389/2-4 1993 	 .. Clais... 
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7 	 2 3 4 5 6 

3 	Claims on other banks 3 Other liabilities
 
a Giro 4 Loans received
 
b. 	Savings a Bank Indonesia
 
c. 	Time deposits b. Subordination
 
d. Granted credits . c Others
 

4 Securities and other claims 5 miscellaneous lia
5 Granted credits bilities/capital ...
 
6 Reserves for classified 6 Paid up capital
 

assets 
 Reserves
 
7 Fixed assets & Inventory 7 Profit/loss
 

(Book Value)
 
8 Miscellaneous assets
 

TOTAL 
 TOTAL
0 


ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOUNTS 	 MONTH MONTH
 

1 	Credit facilities to zustomers wh.ch are not yet used
 
2 	Other adminiztrative account
 

TOTAL
 

Attachment 6 B
 

FROM OF THE APPRAISAL OF SOLVENCY LEVEL
 
NAME OF SHALLHOLDER CREDIT BANKS
 
ADDRESS
 

APPRAISAL MONTH
 

FACTORS AND COMPONENTS OF APPRAISAL 	 TOTAL RATIO COMPONENT FACTOR 
CREDIT CREDIT
 
VALUE VALUE
 

1 	 2 3 4 5 

I 	CAPITALIZATION
 
A. Capital
 
B Weighted assets according to ratio (ATMR)
 
C Ratio of capital to ATHR
 
Credit value of capitalization factor
 

II. 	QUALITY OF PRODUCTIVE ASSETS
 
1 A. Classified productive assets
 

B. 	Total productive assets ...
 
C. Ratio classified productive assets
 

to productive assets
 
2. 	A. Reserves for clasnifJed assets
 

B. 	Classified productive assets
 
C. Ratio of reserves for claqqified
 

assets to classified assets fee.
 

Credit value of factor og the wuality
 
of assets
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17A 

1 2 3 4 5 
---------------- -----------------------------------------------------------

III MANAGEMENT 
1 Capital Management 
2 Asset Management 
j General Management 
4 Rentability Management 
q Liquidity Management 

IV. RENTABILITY 

... 

.. 

1 A Profit of the current year (before tax) 
B. Average total assets 
C. Ratio of profit to total assets 

2. A. Monthly average operational expenses 
in the last 12 months ... 

B. Monthly average operational revenues 
in the last 12 months 

C Ratio of operationai expepnses to 
operational revenues 

Credit value of rentab-lity factor 
V. L I Q U I D I T Y 

1. Credits granted at the end of the 
appraisal month 

2 Second parties' fund at the end of 
the appraisal month 

3 Ratio of credit of third parties' fund 
Credit value of liquidity factor 

Credit value of Camel Factor 

.... 

.... 

VI IMPPLEMENTATION OF CERTAIN PROVISIONS 
1. Maximum limit of the granting of 

credits (BMPK) 
2. Small-scale business credits (KUK) 

VII. FINAL RESULT OF THE APPRAISAL OF 
.... 

SOLVENCY LEVEL 
I credit value 
2 Predicate 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Attachment 6 C 
DETAILS OF COLLECTIBLE PRODUCTIVE ASSETS 

---------------------------------------------
PRODUCTIVE ASSETS 
 MONTH MONTH
 

I 	CREDITS GRANTED IN RUPIAH 
A Smooth 
B Less smooth 
C Douotud 
D B pd 

2 	SECURITIE1 IN RLPIAH 
A Smooth 
B L.sj smooth 
C bad 

3 	PLACEMENT IN OTHER BANKS IN RUPIAH
 
A Smoot',
 
B Lts smooth
 
C. 	Doubted
 
D. 	B a d
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Attachment 7
 

•. 19 
No.
 
Enclosure
 
subject 3 Report on the opening of
 

a branch office
 

To
 
The Minister of Finance
 

attention : 	The Directorate of Banking and
 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financial Institutes
 
Jl. Dr Wahidin No.1 Building A
 
Jakarta 10710
 

With regard to the permit foL the opening of a aranch office No 
dated......... , we herewith inform you that our branch office in 
was officially opened on . . (date). 

This is for 	you. information.
 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
 
BANK ...........
 

Copies to 

1. Bank Indonesia
 
2. The Directorate General
 

of Financial Institutes
 

Attachment 8
 

No. 3
 
Enclosure s
 
subject : Report on the change
 

of address
 

To
 
The Minister of Finance
 

attention The Directorate of Banking and
 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financial Institutes
 
Jl. Dr Wahidin No.1 BuildJng A
 
Jakarta 10710.
 

We herewith inform you that our office In. ......... Uill move to 
another place as follows : 
old address i............. ... Phone No . .... Telex 1o .0 
New address ... I.........Phone No . ... Telex No 
The rlanned date for moving .. ...... 

This is for jor information. 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF 
BANK ........ ... .... 

Business News 5389024.1993 	 Attachent £..... 
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Attachment 9 
................................ , 19.. 

No. 
Enclosure 
Subject . Report on the change of 

name of a smallholder 
credit bank 

To 
The Minister of Finance 

attention : The Directorate of Banking and 
Financing Services, Directorate
 
General of Financial Institutes
 
J1. Dr.Wahidin No 1 Building A
 
Jakarta 10710.
 

We herewith inform you that our bank called ............. has its name 
changed intoo- since ................. (date) and has been 
validated by the Minister of Justice under decree No. ... dated 

With regard to the matter above, we request the Minister of Finance to 
validate the business licence of Bank ............. to become 
Bank *... . .. (the new name of the bank). 

Thi.- is for your information
 

Copies to THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
 
BANK ....... o. ..... .
 

1 Bank Indonesia
 
2. The Directorate General of
 

Financial Institute.
 

Attachment 10
 
o..e.....# 19.. 

No.
 
Enclosure :
 
subject Report on the closure of
 

the branch office of a
 
smallholder credit bank
 

To
 
The Minister of Finance
 

attention . The Directorate of Bahking and
 
Financing Services, Directorafe 
General of Financial Institutes
 
Jl Or Wahidin No.1 Building A
 
Jakarta 1071n
 

We herewith inLorm ycu that pursuant to an approval from the Minister of 
Finance No. .. . dated . . . we close our branch office in the 
subdistrict of .... in the regency of ........ on ...... (date). 

This is for your information
 

Coppies to : 	 THE BOAL.D OF DIRECTORS OF 
----------. .K ........... 

The branch office of Bank 
Indcneaia in .... .. 

Attachnent 11 ......Busiess Nws 53892-4 1993 
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Attachment 11
 
Decree of the Minister of Finance
 
No 221/KHK.017/1993
 
Dated February 26, 1993
 

.. ... , 19.. 

No
 
Enclosure
 
Subject Report on the closure of
 

the branch office of a
 
smallholder credit bank
 

To
 
Bank Indonesia
 
in
 

We herewith inform you that we will close our office in the village
 

of in the subdistrict of in the regency of as
 
from (date)
 

This is for your information
 

THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF
 
Copies to BANK
 

1 The Directorate of Banking
 
and Financial Service
 

2 The branch office of
 
Bank Indonesia in
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ANNEX F
 

SUPERVISION HIERARCHY
 



InCiOecsian ,Srnfll Fnrmcial Institutions 

Bank
 
Indonesia
 

BI
 
Regional Branches
 

Prov Registered BRI 
Dev Banks (BPD) BPRs Branches 

Unregistered Bank BRI 
SFIs F redit Desa (BKD) Unit Desa 
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ANNEX G
 

JOB DESCRIPTIONS AND QUALIFICATIONS
 



DUTIES 

Ensure all LFI reports are 
received on time 

Randomly visit LFI units on 
spot audits 

Advise the LFI problem units 
on operational and 
administrative matters 

Assist in on the job training of 
BPD branch office supervisors 

Carry out analises of 
individual reports and results 
of spot audit 

Prepare necessary reports for 
management and statistical 
purposes 

G-3 

SUPERVISORS IN BPD HEAD OFFICE 

TASKS 

List reports based on number of LFIs and 
type of report 

Check every incoming report from every LFI 

Identify several LFIs to be visited monthly on 
basis of performance problems etc 

Visit each LFI 

Perform spot audits as required 

Ensure that appinved procdures are 
followed
 

Explain operational and administrative 

procedures needed 


Assist in finding mistakes and identify
 
appropriate solutions
 

Discuss monthly schedules for rn the job 

training with field supervisors 

Ask field supervisors to oerform spct audits 
in LFIs visited 

Identify mistakes and solutions 

Check every incoming report individually 


Make analyses of individual reports for all 

necessary aspects
 

Integrate the analyses of all reports 


TRAINING REQUIRED 

General Management 
(Office and Personnel 
Management) 

Audit Principles and 
Procedures 

Bookkeeping and Basic 
Accounting Procedures 

Management and 
Supervision Methods 

Lending 

Saving Mobilization 

Report writing 

Spreadsheet and 
Wordprocessing Utilities 

REPORT TO BPD Head Office Department for LFI Supervision 

RELATE TO/LIAISE WITH BPD Branch Manager 

QUALIFICATIONS 
1 Minimum formal educational level SMTA 
2 Additiordi s4ills in practicing Bon A and B and training (as trainers, preferably attended LPPI training of trainers) 
3 Experience as head of a section in BPD branch office 
4 Good aptitude such as self motivated character 



G-4 

FIELD SUPERVISORS IN BPD BRANCH OFFICE 

DUTIES 1TASKS TRAINING REQUIRED 

Ensure that LFI reports are Compile a list of reports based on number of Office Management 
calculated and prepared in a LFIs and type of reports 
correct and timely manner end Bookkeeping and Basic 
delivered to their designated Check every incoming report from every LFI Accounting Procedures 
destinations 

Check all calculations/balances in each 
report 

Cross creck with LFI manaqers whether the 
reports are delivered to their desiqnated 
places on time 

Pegularly visit LFI units to Discuss a visiting schedule among field Audit Procedures 
monitoi and supervise daily supervisors on a monthly basis 
activities 

Visit avery LFI as in the visiting schedule 

Check all forms and daily transactio is 

Make cure that all approved procedures are 
followed 

Advise LFIs on operational and Identify problems Management and 
administrative matters 

Explain solutions to problerms 
Supervision Methods 

Ask the manager to ensure responsibie LFI 
staff make necessary corrections 

Carry out internal audits Check all balance t. eets (according to Bookkeeping and Basic 
auditing procedures) Accounting Procedures 

Indicate necessary corrections 

Assist LFI managers in the Review LFI annual plans together with LFI Portfolio Management 
preparation and rview of LFI manager. 
annual plans Savings Mobilization 

Give advice to prepare the next annual plan 
based on the previous review Financial Management 

Evaluate the performance of Compile simple human resource databases Personnel Management 
LFI managers and oversee the for all LFI staff 
evaluation of other LFI staff Report Writing 

Undertake semiannual evaluation of HRD 
database to see the previous performance of Spreadsheet and 
LFI managers Wordprocessing Utilities 

Review previous LFI reports to give 
recommendations on the performance of LFI 
managers 

Make recommendations for follow up actions 

('\ 
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Assist BPD head office in the 
identification of LFI training 
needs 

List training needs based on the latest 
human resource dat3base 

Submit semiannual proposals of training 
needs consisting of names/positions and the 
number of LFI staff tne training needs, and 
tentative schedule 

Personnel Management 

Ensure each LFI has an 
adequate supply of 
bookkeeping forms and other 
materials 

Check stocK of bookkeeping forms and other 
materials on a monthly basis 

Check the supplies of materials when visiting 
LFIs 

Office Management 

REPORT TO BPD Branch Manager 

RELATE TO/LIAISE WITH Head Office Supervisors and LFI managers 

QUALIFICATIONS 
1 Minimum formal educational level SMTA 
2 Additional courses in Bon A and B 
3 Additional training of trainers 



__________________________________________________________________ 
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MANAGER OF LFI UNITS 

DUTIES TASKS TRAINING REQUIRED 

Ensure the LFI is in compliance Ensure accuracy of all reports prepared and Legal Aspects 
with all legal and administrative correct distribution in a timely fashion 
requirements Indonesian Banking 

Correct problems identified by audit and System 
supervisory visits 

Office Management 

Manage the assets and Secure adequate sources and supplies of Funds Management 
liabilities of all LFI operations to funds to meet LFI operating and lending 
ensure a satisfactory financial needs by promoting savings and borrowing, 
structure and performance and by gelerating profits 

Undertake new business development 
activities 

Liaise with local community leaders 

Represent the LFI at meetings 

Manage and oversee all aspects Ensure that currect procedures are followed Management 
of the LFI operations 

Prcpare implement and regularly review 
annual and monthly operating plans 

Maintain a high standard of Approve loans within the limits of Lending 
loan performance delegated authority 

make recommendations on larger loans 

Review lending strategies 

Perform loan appraisal in accordance with 
the proper procedures 

Regularly check and control lending 
documentation 

Regularly dj';cuss problems related to 
lending with LFI staff 

Responsible for the supervision, Inform LFI staff of all new aspects of General Management 
training, personnel works 
performance, evaluation, and 
motivation of LFI staff Deliver sufficient explanation required by 

LFI staff 

Make recommendations/evaluations on the 
performance of LFI staff 

Introduce cooperative climate among LFI 
staff 

Evaluate staff performance on a semiannual 
basis 

bas s __________________________________________________ 
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Maintain an adequate supply of Regularly check the adequacy of supplies Office Management 
office and operational materials of bookkeeping forms and othei materials 

Regularly control the maintenance of all 
facilities and equipment 

REPORT TO Bank Indonesia, owners and BPD (as supervisors and/or shareholders) 

RELATE TO/LIAISE WITH BPD Branch Office Field Supervisors 

QUALIFICATIONS 
1 Minimum formal educations level SMTA 
2 Additional courses in Bon A and B 
3 Age 22 to 35 
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CASHIER IN LFI UNITS 

DUTIES TASKS TRAINING REQUIRED 

Ensure all cash and valuable 
documents are kept in a 
secure manner 

Count and reconcile cash on a daily basis 

Check and lock cash box on a daily basis 

Bookkeeping 

Keep full written records of 
cash documents and 
securities held 

Count and reconcile cash delivered and 
accepted from each post desa 

Bookkeeping 

Maintain full records 
concerning all trinsactions 
involving cash and valuable 
documents 

Record all transactions on a daily basis in 
appropriate cashier s ledgers and books of 
account 

Responsibilities 

Ensure daily cash balances are 
always in agreement with 
bookkeeping entries 

Records/Bookkeeping 
related to the position 

Provide reports as required by 
LFI manager 

Responsibilities 

Customer Relations Banking Etiquette 

REPORT TO LFI Manager 

RELATE TO/LIAISE WITH Bookkeeper and Field Officer 

QUALIFICATION 
1 Minimum formal educational level SMTA 
2 Additional courses in Bon A 
3 Age 22 to 35 
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BOOKKEEPER IN LFI UNITS 

DUTIES TASKS TRAINING REQUIRED 

Ensure all transactions in the 
LFI are reconciled and properly 
recorded on a daily bas.s 

Record all transactions on a daily basis 

Count cash and reconcile all transactions on 
a daily basis 

Bookkeeping Procedures 

Prepare financial statements 
records and such other 
reports as may be required 

Make financial aralyses of daily transactions 

Make all necessary reports as required by LFI 
manager 

Report Writing 

Basic Financial Analysis 

Identify accounts in arrears Analyze arrears/accounts Loan Supervision 

Prepare necessary reports Funds Management 

Alert the manager to any discrepancies and 
arrears 

Maintain administrative fileg in 
a proper manner 

Provide files necessary for administrative use Office Management 

Ensure posting to individual 
ledgers is done properly and 
accurately on a daily basis 

Calculate interest due on savings and deposit 
accounts 

Record all calculations to individual ledgers 

Savings and deposit 
accounts mobilization 

REPORT TO LFI manager 

RELATE TO/LIAISE WITH Cashier and Field Officer 

QUALIFICATION 
1 Minimum f, mal educational level SMTA 
2 Additional courses in Bon A 
3 Age 22 to 35 
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ANNEX H
 

REVISED FINANCIAL MODEL
 



I'lupsah (000) unless specified otlienviso 

Incoaim. Slllesnctit 

YEARl 
00 01 02 03 04 Os 06 07 o0 09 10 

|n ewsl ncoa 
Ont Wi-s 
On IPlicem, 

\ 

it-ndTL-rm Deposits 
0 

0 

17 155 

5611 
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1 307 
140 3GI 

4 049 
2030G5 
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502025 
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602709 

30500 
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0 
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Assumptions 

120 000t 	 :3. anon Base 
3 4% (reach-ed in /ear 9)S ea:/ s.a,e nj.-ber of borowers 

20
S ead! s.ae number of village pos s 

z

/.,a.a;-r/s.

- annual oonus 	 1 ;; 
4.2. (85% collc,on on 52i" p a)

Realized in crest income on loans 
6%.,,nnualloai w- e.o'fs 

In eras i-,:.,me on placerents wi h ban,(s 18% 

Interes, ex ense on passbooic savings 12% 
20%
Interest ex-ears, ntie deposits 
25% (uis wouid be a working capi.al loa-)

In eres, exp-ense on borrowings (tacngs) 

Cash as a percentage of savings deposits 	 4% 

Percent of savings & lime deposits in placements 	 15% (for liquicay purposes) 

100 000000Iniial paid up czpi.al (Rp) 
1%P omojon & sindr/ expenses as percent of loans and savings 

0 58 (approximately 12 monthly eqjal ins aiHen s)
I iuljpliet 'or average loan outstanding 

200%,-nnual d--prec.ajon of fixed assets 
35%Oi% c.nd rate 


Oesa Development Con,nojon (% of Net Income) 5%
 

Rental exp-nses
 
1 000 000Base annual rent 

1%Increnenl'al increase on loans 

S ai"ng
1 'anager 	 I 

250EBorrowers per additional person 

Svings deposit balance per addbonal person (Rp) 120 000000 

Staring salanes/month (an inclusive) 
500 0001'1nager 
15,3 000S al 

Training expenses/year (Rp) 
595 000New s all 
203 000Manager 
122 SO0
S,all 

V 'a;- pcs. inves,-entexpe'ses (Rp) 
800 000Incre-'en.al motorcycle ivestrient per post 

A.ual ope "angexpenses per post 390 000 
50^ddjo-.ai expenses per borrower 

Ini ial cami al inves -nent 

Safe & computer 9000 000
 

Eqaipment & inventones 1 000,000
 

Cuniture 
 2 000 000 
12.000 000Mo'orcycles 

Set up costs 5 000 000 

Tol initial fixed investtent 29 000 000 

Anjal supervision expens, 
1 200000Fixed co-'ponent (Rp) 

1 030Percent of pre ax 1,come 
0 25*,Pi -e- a' loans 
0 10%c,. o' vnvolui -1sa',-s 

Ii a would be enough funding to suppot, t-.i assots -. o,,;s w e 'i d so . .ie 
niC"Us : p t-,ui es -anual Key in of borrowings w1u.io wa cniiig so Jhit pl'i:%. nel s c.2too high) 

(1 

http:ddjo-.ai
http:Incre-'en.al


GEMINI PUBLICATION SERIES
 

GEMINI Working Papers 

I "Growth and Equity through Microenterprise Investments and Institutions Project (GEMINI) 
Overview of the Project and Implementation Plan, October 1, 1989-September 30, 1990 " GEMINI 
Working Paper No 1 December 1989 [not for general circulation] 

*2 'The Dynamics of Small-Scale Industry in Africa and the Role of Policy " Carl Liedholm 

GEMINI Working Paper No 2 January 1990 $5 50 

3 'Prospects for Enhancing the Perlormance ot Mlihro- and Small-Scale Nontarm Enterprises in Niger 
Donald C Mead Thomas Dichter Yacob Fisseha, and Ste en l-Idggblade GEMINI Working Paper 
No 3 February 1990 $6 00 

4 'Agenda Paper Seminar on the Private Sector in the Sahel, Aoidjan, July 1990 " William Grant 
GEMINI Working Paper No 4 August 1990 $3 00 

*5 "Gender and the Growth and Dynamics of Microenterprises " Jeanne Downing GEMINI Working 

Paper No 5 October 1990 $10 50 

6 'Banking on the Rural Poor ii Malaysia Project Ikhtiar " David Lucock GEMINI Working Paper 
No 6 October 1990 $3 30 

7 'Options for Updating AskARIES " Larry Reed GEMINI Working Paper No 7 October 1990 
$3 50 

*8 "Technology - The Key to Increasing the Productivity of Microenterprises " Andy Jeans, Eric 

Hyman and Mike 0 Donnell GEMINI Working Paper No 8 November 1990 $3 60 

9 'Lesotho Small and Microenterprise Strategy - Phase II Subsector Analysis " Bill Grant GEMINI 
Working Paper No 9 November 1990 $15 50 

*10 "A Subsector Approach to Small Enterprise Promotion and Research " James J Boomgaid, 

Stephen P Davies Steven J Haggblade, and Donald C Mead GEMINI Working Paper No 10 
January 1991 $3 10 

II "Data Collection Strategies for Small-Scale Industry Surveys " Carl Liedholm GEMINI Working 
Paper No 11 January 1991 $1 30 

12 "Dynamics of Microenterprises Research Issues and Approaches " Carl Liedholm and Donald C 
Mead GEMINI Working Paper No 12 January 1991 $6 50 

13 "Dynamics of Microenterprises Research Priorities and Research Plan " Carl Liedholm and 
Donald C Mead GEMINI Working Paper No 13 August 1990 [not for general circulation] 

*Publications of general interest 



2
 

14 "Review ot Year One Activities (October 1 1989 to September 30, 1990) and Year Two Work Plan 
(October I to November 30 1990) " GEMINI Working Paper No 14 January 1991 [not tor general 
circulation] 

* 15 "The Process ot Institutional Development Assisting Small Enterprise In.titutions to Become More 
Effective " Elaine Edgcomb and James Cawley GEMINI Working Paper No 15 February 1991 
$970 

16 "Baseline Surveys of Micro and Small Enterprises An Overview " Donald C Mead, Xacob 
Fisseha, and Michael McPherson GEMINI Working Paper No 16 March 1991 $2 60 

17 "Kenya Kibera s Small Enterprise Sector - Baseline Survey Report " Joan Parker and C AILke 
Dondo GEMINI Working Paper No 17 April 1991 $6 40 

* 18 "A Financial Systems Approach to Microenterprises ' Elisabeth Rhyne and Maria Otero GEMINI 
Working Paper No 18 April 1991 $3 00 

*19 "Agriculture, Rural Labor Markets and the Evolution of the Rural Nontarm Economy " Steve 
Haggblade and Carl Liedholm GEMINI Working Paper No 19 May 1991 $2 50 

*20 "The Microenterprise Finance Institutions of Indonesia and Their Implications tor Donors 
Elisabeth Rhyne GEMINI Working Paper No 20 June 1991 $3 40 

21 'Microenterprise Growth Dynamics in the Dominican Republic The ADEMI Case " Frank F 
Rubio GEMINI Working Paper No 21 June 1991 $3 10 

*22 'Credit Unions A Formal Sector Alternative for Financing Microenterprise Development " John 
H Magill GEMINI Working Paper No 22 September 1991 $3 80 

23 'A Proposed Subsector-Based Monitoring and Evaluation System for CARE/Thailand's Silk 
Promotion Efforts " Steven Haggblade GEMINI Working Paper No 23 September 1991 $3 60 

24 "Steps to the Creation ot a Viable Financial Institution for Microenterprise Development in the 
Philippines Notes on a Process for the Staff and Board of Tulay sa Pag-Unlad, Inc " Doug Salloum 
and Nan Borton GEMINI Working Paper No 24 November 1991 $2 00 

*25 "Village Banking A Cross-Country Study of a Community-Based Lending Methodology " Sharon 
L Holt GEMINI Working Paper No 25 December 1991 $12 60 

26 "Dynamics of Small- and Micro-scale Enterprises and the Evolving Role of Finance " Carl 
Liedholm GEMINI Working Paper No 26 December 1991 $3 00 

*27 "Opportunities for Intervention in Thailand s Silk Subsector " Steven Haggblade and Nick Ritchie 

GEMINI Working Paper No 27 January 1992 $3 20 

*28 'Apex Study of thL AsoLiaci6n de Grupos Solidarios de Colombia " Arelis Gomez Altonso with 
Nan Borton and Carlos Castello GEMINI Working Paper No 28 April 1992 $4 60 [See Technical 
Reports No 36 and No 39 for apex studies in Senegal and Thailand ] 
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29 "The Subsector Methodology A Field Orientation for CARE/Egypt January 20-February 7, 1992 
William Grant GEMINI Working Paper No 29 April 1992 $9 50 

30 " P-verty Lending and Microenterprise Development A Clarification of the Issues " Mohin 
Malhotra GEMINI Working Paper No 30 Mav 1992 $3 60 

31 "The Solidarity Group Experience " Shari Berenbach and Diego Guzman GEMINI Working Paper 
No 31 June 1992 $5 80 

32 'A New View of Finance Progran Evaluation " Elisabeth Rhyne GEMINI Working Paper No 32 
November 1992 $1 50 

33 "The Role of Savings in Local Financial Markets The Indonesian Experience " Marguerite S 
Robinson GEMINI Working Paper No 33 November 1991 $3 50 

34 "Small and Mcdium Enterprise Development in Poland ' Adam Saffer, Miroslaw Zielinski, Jerzy 
Zielinski Tadeusz Marek and Matthew Gamser GEMINI Working Paper No 34 February 1993 $5 20 

35 "BancoSol A Private Commercial Bank A Case Study in Profitable Microenterprise Development 
in Bolivia ' Amy J Glosser "GEMINIWorking Paper No 35 February 1993 $8 60 

36 "The Structure and Growth it Microenterprise in Southern and Eastern Africa Evidence from 
Recent Surveys " Carl Liedholm and Donald Mead GEMINI Working Paper No 36 March 1993 
$5 60 

37 "Transformation Lending Helping Microenterprises Become Small Businesses " Larry Reed and 
David Befus GEMINI Working Paper No 37 April 1993 $4 80 

38 "Should Principles of Regulation and Prudential Supervision be Different for Microenterprise 
Finance Organizations"" Rodrigo A Chaves and Claudio Gonzalez-Vega GEMINI Working Paper 
No 38 April 1993 $3 40 

39 "Application of the GEMINI Methodology for Subsector Analysis to MSE Export Activities A Case 
Study in Ecuador ' Gary D Kilmer GEMINI Working Paper No 39 June 1993 $2 80 

40 "Private Business Organizations and the Legislative Process " Tom Gray GEMINI Working Paper 
No 40 July 1993 $4 20 

41 "Financial Institutions Development Project in Indonesia Developing Financial Institutions to Serve 
Small Enterprises " Roland Pearson and Dillas Garland GEMINI Working Paper No 41 July 1993 
$13 90 

GEMINI Technical Reports 

I "Jamaica Microenterprise Development Project Technical, Administrative, Economic, and Financial 
Analyses ' Paul Guenette Surendra K Gupta Katherine Stearns, and James Boomgard GEMINI 
Technical Report No 1 June 1990 [not for general circulation] 

2 "Bangladesh Women s Enterprise Development Project PID Excerpts and Background PapLrs 
Shari Berenbach, Katherine Stearns, and Syed M Hashemi GEMINI Technical Report No 2 October 
1990 $13 00 
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3 "Maroc Conception d une Enquete pour une Etude du Secteur Intormel " Eric R Nelson and 
Housni El Ghazi GEMINI I'echnical Report No 3 November 1990 $12 50 

4 "Small Enterprise Assistance Project II in the Eastern Caribbean Project -aper " James Cotter, 
Bruce Tippet, and Danielle Heinen GEMINI Technical Report No 4 October 1990 [not for general 
circulation] 

5 "Technical Assessment Rural Small-Scale Enterprise Pilot Credit Activity in Egypt " John W 
Gardner and Jack E Proctor GEMINI Technical Report No 5 October 1990 $4 00 

*6 "Developing Financial Services for Microenterprises An Evaluation of USAID Assistance to the 

BRI Unit Desa System in Indonesia ' James J Boomgard and Kenneth J Angell GEMINI Technical 
Report No 6 October 1990 $9 00 

7 "A Review ot the Indigenous Small Scale Enterprises Sector in Swaziland " David A Schrier 
GEMINI Technical Report No 7 Octuber 1990 [not tor general circulation] 

8 "Ecuador Micro Enterprise Sector Assessment Summary Report " John H Magill and Donald A 
Swanson GEMINI Technical Report No 8 April 1991 $10 20 

9 'Ecuador Micro-Enterprise Sector Assessment Financial Markets and the Micro- and Small-scale 
Enterprise Sector " Richard Myer, John Porges, Martha Rose, and Jean Gilson GEMINI Technical 
Report No q March 1991 $16 00 

10 "ELuador Mlico-Enterprise Sector Assessment Policy Framework " Bruce H Herrick Gustavo 
A Marquez, and Joseph F Burke GEMINI Technical Report No 10 March 1991 $11 30 

11 "Ecuador Micro-Enterprise Sector Assessment Institutional Analysis " Peter H Fraser, Arelis 
Gomez Alfonso, Miguel A Rivarola Donald A Swanson, and Fernando Cruz-Villalba GEMINI 
Technical Report No II March 1991 $25 00 

12 "Etuador Micro-Enterprise Sector Assessment Key Characteristics of the Micro-Enterprise Sector 
John H Magiil Robert Blaney, Joseph F Burke Rae Blumberg, and Jennifer Santer GEMINI 
Technical Report No 12 March 1991 $19 60 

13 "A Monitoring and Evaluation System for Peace Corps' Small Business Development Program 
David M Callihan GEMINI Technical Report No 13 [not available for general circulation] 

14 "Small-Scale Enterprises in Lesotho Summary of a Country-Wide Survey " Yacob Fisseha 
GEMINI Technical Report No 14 February 1991 $6 40 

*15 "An Evaluation of the Institutional Aspects of Financial Institutions Development Project, Phase 

I in Indonesia " John F Gadway, Tantri M H Gadway, and Jacob Sardi GEMINI Technical Report 
No 15 March 1991 $8 80 

*16 "Small-Scale Fnterprises in Mamelodi and Kwazakhele Townships South Atrica Survey 

Findings " Carl Liedholm and Michael A McPherson GEMINI Technical Report No 16 March 1991 
$460 

17 "Growth and Change in Malawi's Small and Medium Enterpr se Sector " Michael A McPherson 
GEMINI Technical Report No 17 June 1991 $2 20 
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18 "Burkint Faso Microenterprise Sector Assessment and Strategy " William Grant, Matthew Gamser, 
Jim Herne, Karen McKay, Abdoulaye Sow, and Sibry Jean-Marie Tapsoba GEMINI Technical Report 
No 18 August 1991 Volume One, Main Report, $7 60, Volume Two, Annexes, $14 20 

*19 "Women in the BPD and Unit Desa Financial Services Programs Lessons from Two Impact 
Studies in Indonesia " Sharon L Holt GEMINI Technical Report No 19 September 1991 $3 80 

20 'lah Microenterprise Sector Assessment and Strategy " William Grant, Kim Aldridge, James Bell, 
Ann Duval, Maria Keita, and Steve Haggblade GEMINI Technical Report No 20 October 1991 
Volume One, Main Report, $6 70, Volume Two, Annexes, $13 00 

21 "A Mcroenterprise Sector Assessment and Development Strategy for A I D in Zambia " Eric L 
Hyman Robert Strauss, and Richard Crayne GEMINI Technical Report No 21 November 1991 
$10 00 

22 
22 

"Bangladesh 
August 1991 

Women's Enterprise Development Project Paper 
[not for general circulation] 

" GEMINI Technical Report No 

23 
23 

"Peru Small Business and Employment Expansion Project Paper 
November 1991 [not for general circulation] 

" GEMINI Technical Report No 

24 "A Country-wide Study of Small-Scale Enterprises in Swaziland " Yacob Fisseha and Michael A 
McPherson GEMINI Technical Report No 24 December 1991 $5 40 

*25 "Micro and Small-Scale Enterprises in Zimbabwe Results of a Country-wide Survey " Michael 
A McPherson GEMINI Technical Report No 25 December 1991 $500 

26 "The Development Impact of Financing the Smallest Enterprises in Indonesia " GEMINI Technical 
Report No 26 January 1992 [not for general circulation] 

27 "Midterm Evaluation of the ASEPADE Component of the Small Business II Project, Honduras " 
Arelis Gomez Alfonso, Wesley Boles and Donald L RiLhardson GEMINI Technical Report No 27 
February 1992 $5 80 Also available in Spanish 

28 "Midterm Evaluation of the ANDI/PYME Component of the Small Business II ProjeLt, Honduras " 
Arelis Gomez Alfonso, Wesley Boles, and Donald L Richardson GEMINI Technical Report No 28 
February 1992 $6 60 Also available in Spanish 

29 "The Role of Financial Institutions in the Promotion of Micro and Small Enterprises in Burkina 
Faso " John McKenzie GEMINI Technical Report No 29 February 1992 $10 40 

30 "Small and Micro Enterprise Development Project No 262-0212, Egypt Midterm Evaluation 
Katherine Stearns GEMINI Technical Report No 30 March 1992 $7 60 

31 "A Pcview of the Prospects for Rural Financial Development in Bolivia " James J Boomgard, 
James Ker-', Calvin Miller, and Richard H Pattern GEMINI Technical Report No 31 March '992 
$460 
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32 "The Role of Private Sector Advocacy Groups in the Sahel " William Grant GEMINI Technical 
Report No 32 March 1992 $2 40 

*33 "Access to Credit tor Poor Women A Scale-up Study of Projects Carried Out by Freedom from 

Hunger in Malt and Ghana " Jeffrey Ashe, Madeline Hirs-hland, Jill Burnett, Kathleen Stack, Marcy 
Eiland, and Mark Gizzi GEMINI Technical Report No 33 March 1992 $11 80 

*34 "Egyptian Women and Mic,oenterprise the Invisible Entrepreneurs " C Jean Weidemann 

GEMINI Technical Report No 34 March 1992 $11 20 

*35 "A Pre-Project Identification Document Analysis of the Lesotho Agricultural Enterprise Initiatives 
Project " Mike Bess, Don Henry, Donald 1,-'ad, and Eugene Miller GEMINI 'echnical Report No 
35 April 1992 $20 00 

36 "Apex Study of the Small Enterprise Development Program of Catholic Relief Services, Senegal 
Arelis Gomez Alfonso GEMINI Technical Report No 36 May 1992 $3 00 

37 'The Private Operators' Perspective on an Agenda for Action," Dakar, qenegal, November 22-25, 
1991 A Seminar on the Private Sector in West Africa Organized by the Senegalese National 
Employers' Union (CNP), the Club du Sahel, CILSS and USAID GEMINI Technical Report No 37 
May 1992 $7 00 

38 "Background Documents to the Seminar on the Private Sector in West Africa," Dakar, Senegal 
November 22-25, 1991 Technical Report No 38 May 1992 $5 00 

39 "Apex Studv of the Small Enterprise Development Program of Catholic Relief Services, Thailand 
Arelis Gomez Alfcnso GEMINI Technical Report No 39 May 1992 $3 20 

40 "Study of Informal Cross-border Trade, Poland " SMG-KRC/Poland GEMINI Technical Report 
No 40 May 1992 $3 20 

41 "Study of the Informal Commercial Sector, Poland ' SMG/KRC Poland GEMINI Technical 
Report No 41 May 1992 $4 20 

42 "Evaluation of the Micro and Small Enterprise Development Project (MSED) in Bolivia " William 
Fisher, Jeffrey Poyo, and Ann Beaslt y GEMINI Technical Report No 42 June 1992 $10 60 Also 
available in Spanish 

43 "Analysis of Funding Mechanisms for the Small and Micro Enterprise Development Project, Egypt 
Kenneth J Angell and John M Porges GEMINI TechniLal Report No 43 June 1992 $3 80 

44 "Get Ahead Foundation Credit Programs in South Africa The Effects of Loans on Client 
Enterprises " Jennefer Sebstad GEMINI Technical Report No 44 June 1992 $3 00 

45 "Get Ahead Foundation in South Africa Final Evaluation " Robert Christen, Elisabeth Rhyne, 
Doug Salloum, and Jennefer Sebstad GEMINI TeLhnical Report No 45 June 1992 $1I 00 

46 "Micro- and Small-Scale Enterprises in Botswana Results o€ a Nationwide Survey " Lisa Daniels 
and Yacob Fisseha GEMINI Techntal Report No 46 August 1992 $9 40 
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*47 "The Growth and Dynamics ot Women Entrepreneurs in Southern Atrica " Jeanne Downing and 
Lisa Daniels GEMINI Technical Report No 47 August 1992 $3 10 

48 "Small Business Development Programming Trip Peace Corps/Albania and the Office of Training 
and Program Support Small Business Development Sector " Lauren Spurner and Wesley Weidemann 
GEMINI Technical Report No 48 October 1992 $6 00 

49a "Small Enterprise Development in the Russian Far East " Martha Blaxall, Yasuo Konishi, Virginia 
Lambert, Jennifer Santer, and Timothv Smith GEMINI Technical Report No 49a October 1992 
$12 00 

49b "Supporting Private Enterprises in Uzbekistan Challenges and Opportunities " Nan iBorton, John 
Magill Neal Nathanson and Jim Packard Winkler GEMINI Technical Report No 49b November 
1992 $5 oO 

49c "Assessing the Prnspects tor Small Enterprise Development in Kazakhstan " Kenneth Angell 
James J Boomgard, Mohin, Malhotra, and Robert A Rodriguez GEMINI Technical Report No 49c 
December 1992 $3 90 

49d "Small Ente'-prise Development in Ukraine " Dennis De Santis Jean Gilson, Max Goldensohn, 
Jennifer Santer and Timothy Smith GEMINI Technical Report No 49d December 1992 $8 10 

*50 "Skins and Hides in Four Countries in Africa The Potential Role for Micro- and Small-Scale 
Enterprise Development " William Grant GEMINI Technical Report No 50 November 1992 $3 00 
Also available in French 

51a "Morocco Assessment of Programming Options for Microenterprise Development " Housm El 
Ghazi Sheila Reines, Steve Silcox Katherine Stearns, and Matthew Gamser GEMINI Technical Report 
No 51a November 1992 [no, tor general -irculation] 

51b "iJSAID/Morocco Assessment of Programming Options for Microenterprise Development 
Report on Workshop and Field Investigations " Matt Gamser, Housm El Ghazi, Sheila Reines Steve 
Silcox, and Katherine Stearns GEMINI Technical Report No 51b December 1992 Also in French 
[not for general circulation] 

52 "Small Enterprise Development in Armeiia Programming Recommendations for Peace Corps 
Volunteers " Timothy J Smith GEMINI Technical Report No 52 July 1992 $2 20 

53 "Results of a Nationwide Survey on Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises in Malawi " Lisa 
Daniels and Austin Ngwira GEMINI Technical Report No 53 January 1993 $11 80 

*54a "A Review of Donor-Funded Projects in Support of Micro- and Small-Scale Enterprises in West 
Africa " William Grant GEMINI Technical Report No 54a February 1993 $18 80 

*54b "A Review of Donor-runded Projects in Support of Micro- and Small-Scale Enterprises in West 
Africa Case Studies " William Grant GEMINI Technical Report No 54b March 1993 $15 60 

55 "Business Linkages and Enterprise Development in Zimbabwe " Donald C Mead and Peter 
Kunjeku GEMINI Technical Report No 55 April 1993 $3 40 
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56 "End ot Project Evaluation, Enterprise Development Project, Bangladesh " Mohim Malhotra, John 
Magill, and James Packard-Winkler with the assistance ot M M Nurul Haque GEMINI Technical 
Report No 56 April 1993 $19 20 

57 "Small Business Development Support Project in South Africa Concept Paper " Richard Betz, 
Ian Clark, Matthew Gamser, Juneas Lekgetha, Jacob Levitsky, Neal Nathanson, Sango Ntsaluba, and 
Barney Tsita GEMINI Technical Report No 57 June 1993 [not for general circulation] 

58 "Review of Years 1-3 Activities and Workplan for Years 4 and 5 (December 1, 1991 to November 
30, 1992) " GEMINI Working Paper No 58 June 1993 [not for general circulation] 

59 ' Midterm Evaluation of the Microenterprise Development Project in Jamaica " Surendra K Gupta 
and Mario D Davalos, with assistance from Marcia Hextall GEMINI Technical Report No 59 
[forthcoming] 

60 "Investing in the Future Report of the Task Force for Small and Medium Enterprise in Poland 
GEMINI Technical Report No 60 May 1993 $13 00 

61 "New Competitiveness and New Enterprise in Peru Challenges and Answers of Small Bus nesses 
to an International Economy " Fidel Castro Zambrano and Ernesto Kritz GEMINI Technical Report 
No 61 August 1993 $13 30 Also available in Spanish 

Technical Notes 

Financial Assistance to Microenterprise Section 
*1 Series Notebook Tools for Microenterpiise Programs (a three-ring binder, 1 and 1/2 inches in 
diameter, for organizing techni.al notes and training materials) and "Mediods for Managing Delinquency" 
by Katherine Stearn- April 1991 $7 50 Also available in Spanish and in French 

*2 "Interest Rates and Self-Sufficiency " Katherine Stearns December 1991 $6 50 Also available 
in Spanish and in French 

*3 "FinanLial Services for Women " C Jean Weidernan March 1992 $5 00 Also available in 
Spanish and in French 

*4 "Designing for Financial Viability of Microenterprise Programs " Charles Waterfield March 1993 
$10 00 with diskette 

*5 "Monetary Incentive Schemes for Staff " Katherine Stearns, ACCION International April 1993 
$3 80 

Nonfinancial Assistane to Microenterprise Section 

*1 "A Field Manual tor Subsector Practitioners " Steven J Haggblade and Matthew Gamser 
November 1991 $4 65 Also available in Spanish and in French 

*2 "Facilitator s Guide for Training in Subsector Analysis " Marshall A Bear Cathy Gibbons, Steven 
I Haggblade, and Nick Ritchie December 1992 $35 00 

http:techni.al
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Field Research Section 
"I "A Manual for Conducting Baseline Surveys of Micro- and Small-scale Enterprises " Michael A 

McPherson and Joan C Parker February 1993 $13 60 

Special Publications 

*1 TrainingResourcesfor Small .nterprise Development Small Enterprise Education and Promotion 
Network Special Publicatioti No 1 1992 $11 00 

*2 FinancialManagement of Micro-CreditPrograms A Guidebookfor NGOs Robert Peck Christen 

ACCION International Special Publication No 2 1990 $19 00 

*3 The ADEMI 4pproach to MicroenterpriseCredit A Christopher Lewin Special Publication No 

3 1991 $1500
 

*4 Microempresas v Pequeflas Empresas en la Republica Dominicana Resultados de una Encuesta 

Nacional Miguel Cabal Michigan State University and FondoMicro Special Publication No 4 1992 
$9 00 

Other Publications of General Interest 

I "Expansion with Quality Building Capacit , in American Microenterprise Programs " Elisabeth 
Rhynt, Development Alternatives, Inc July 1990 $3 40 

Copies ot publicitions available for circulation can be obtained by sending a check or a diaft drawn on 
aU S bank to the DAI/GEMINI Publications Series Development Alternatives Inc , 7250 Woodmont 
Avenue Bethcsda, MD 20814 U S A 
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